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SPORTS

LOCAL NEWS

On the dotted line

Good work
Young Farmers Banquet
to recognize several

Tigers take weapon away
from Hancock in 87-67 win
—Page 12A

Racers sign 15 on
football signing day
—Page 12A

—Page 1B
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MW-1 Cablevision yet to move into county
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Timos Staff WrIt•r
A cable television company
ttranted permission to operate in
the county last summer has yet to
its move, according to CalloCounty Judge -Executive
George Wcaks.
\IW-I Cablevision, based in
Ind., was given rights
of operations in the
base
a
up
to set
.ounty by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court in order to serve riN-

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLI)
BEIJING - China today
attacked a scathing U.S. report
that accuses Chinese authorities
of widespread human rights
abuses. The Stale Department's
annual report on human rights
around the world was submitted
to Congress last Friday.

tomers currently not ottercd cable
i.ilevisiun service, Weaks said
'But if they've even sent an
engineer down here. I don't know
Weaks said. "I never heard a
IrmITI them.MW -1 Cablevison managing
director Rich Chandler said that
"things have not moved as quickly
as one would have hoped" and
blamed a slowing economy as the
largest factor- for'the delay.
"We've experienced a slowdown," Chandler said, "primarily

due to the money market drying up
on us."
Chandler added that construction
plans are in the works for the
spring and summer and researchers
are collecting data on the county,
hut he could not say whetheitallo
way County would be included in
any expansion plans.
"We're still interested in Calloway County but I've got no difirolive answer on when we'll be down
there," he said.
Wcaks said he receives COM-

r

all re.i_ists

expari-

(Cont'd on page 2)

Baghdad pounded
by intense attacks

New campaign

By JEFFREY ULBRICH
Assoctat•d Press Writ•r

S'l ATE
MOUNT STERLING, Ky.
- A propane tanker overturned
on a rain-slickenecl-- highway
near this central Kentucky town
Wednesday, forcing the evacuation of as many as 300 nearby
residents for several hours, a
.slate official sail

SPORTS
SAN FRANCISCO -- Topseeded Andre -Agassi overcame
hard-serving Udo Riglewski •Of
Germany • 3-6, 6-4, 6-3 in the
second round of the Volvo-San
Francisco tournament. Brad Gilbert, seeded third, beat Alexander Mronz 6-3, 6-3. Other
second-round winners were
Kevin Curren and Dan Goldie.
who upset No. 5 Tim Mayotte,
2-6. 7-6 (8-6), 7-5.

•

in a new campaign to raise
Charles Eldridge speaks Thursday morning to residents invited to participate
$500 donation, businesses,
a
With
arena.
events
special
funds for Murray State University's regional
placed on chair-back seats
be
will
that
plates
name
h
2-by-3-inc
one
purchase
can
groups and individuals
or commemorate groups
honor
will
Kurth,
at the arena. The plates, an idea of MSU President Dr. Ronald
Director of Development
MSU
and
Gantt
Wilson
with
along
or individuals of the donors' choice. Eldridge,
more information about
Chuck Ward, is spearheading the name-plate campaign and are available with
the program.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — A Bush
administration task force will
soon unveil a package of regulatory changes intended to spur
banks to start making more
loans, Treasury Secretary
Nicholas Brady said. -

DHAHRAN,
Baghdad was hit
•
night air and rrn
pounded on into the morny
U.S. military sources said r.
using civilians to shield its :
aircraft guns by moving the wea
pons into residential area.,
Off the coast of K ait, th, • .
Wisconsin followed We lead i)t
sister battleship, the Missouri. fir-ing as 16-inch guns in battle tor
,the first time.. since the Korean,
War. The Wisconsin turned its ht
guns on an Iraqi artiller\. position,
military sources in the Saudi capital said today.
Also today, the U.S. command in
Riyadh reported two Iraqi helicopters had been shot down by Amen can planes. and sa'id one U.S. .eharny
UH-I Hucy crashed'from noncombat causes, killing one soldier
and injuring four.
There were violent rumbkr.gs
away from thc gulf, as we!! In,
Adana, Turkey, a gunman shot •
death a U.S. civilian employed at a

'
•

'

r
H-

s critnen' c...7-1;o.a. no immi_iat.•
and .1 v.a,
attat
Br.tairi's tn
nnc led
mei.: wit uic Persian Gull war
Allied warplanes kept to their
ro.,rid-tric-Lio pace today, roaring
oltii un.oad their bombs on Sadc.arn Hussein's forces, including
dug-in ground troops and their
supply lines. French, Italian and
Qatari warplanes were among those
!lying bombing sorties.
A British commander said today
that Iraqi itdr.ners are putting up a
(Cont'd on page 2)

Wilkinson chides Jones over recent statements
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has challenged Li Gov. Brercton Jones'
statement that he threatened to
destroy his political career if Jones
stepped out of line.
"I am appalled that you would
resort to making statements in
public, or in private, that you know
to be absolutely false," the governor said in a letter that was dated

FORECAST
Becoming mostly clear
tonight, but there will be areas
of dense fog developing. The
low will in the lower 30s, with a
north wind at 5 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.0, +0.6 below 308.9, +0.8
Barkley Lake
355.2, +0.6 below 314.8, +2.3

that Jones responded to a question
from the audience by saying that he
and Wilkinson last met in April
1988.
"He said to me at that meeting,
'Either you will do what I tell you
to do when I tell you to do it,
exactly the way I tell you to do it,
or else I will cut your political
heart out and you will not ,have a
future,' " Jones said.

Monday and released the next day
Wilkinson also told Jones that "I
will be glad to stand with you anywhere and anytime to discuss the
few meetings we have ever had,
public or private."
The statement that irritated
Wilkinson was made Dec. 18 when
Jones addressed the Greater Louisville Central Labor Council.
The Courier-Journal reported

The lieutenant governor t,
labor group that when Wilkinson
made the threat. he replied: "Now.
Governor, you should not have said
that. I have to stand, for what I
believe in, hut I'll never he disrespectful of you."
Jones and Wilkinson's wife.
Martha, are among four top contenders for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination this year.

In other words...

How do you feel about the 4-cent increase in postage?

INI)EX
Three Sections — 36 Pages
SA
Arts & Entertainment
..45C, 7C
Classifieds
3C
Comics
2C
Crosswords
2C
Dear Abby
2B
Horoscope
6A-11A
Murray Today
11B
Obituaries
4A
Perspective
13A
12A,
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
triday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

#

Laura Arnold
"Instead of going to 29 cents,
they ought to go ahead and make it
30 cents. It's much easier to make
change if it's 30 cents. I said that
when it first started."

Dinah Mattson
"It's been a while since we've
had it raised. If it'll make services
better, then it's alright. Other
things went up that weren't necessary, like the cost of gasoline."

Mike Lemmons
"What can I say? When it comes
to the government, what can you
do about it? You have to abide by
their decisions, even if it, puts you
between a rock and a hard place."

104,11. AF,,

.•
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"N\
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Robert Downs
"It's too high. I liked it better at
25 cents. They should have just
gone ahead and made it 30 cents. I
remember when you could mail letters for 3 cents."

that I
Jones
thought I was speaking to a group
without press there allowed me to
(Cont'd on page 2)

Sponsors say
DUI bill could
be resurrected
in compromise
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
drunken-driving bill, shelved in the
Hduse after it was gutted by
amendments, may be revived in
compromise form, its sponsors
said.
,There could be a vote Friday or
Monday. if legislators on different
sides of the bill find a middle
ground. Rep. Bill Lear, one of the
sponsors, said Wednesday.
"We're making progress, but we
don't have an agreement yet,"
Lear. D-Lexington, said after a
closed-door bargaining session.
The bill was debated for nearly
21/2 hours Tuesday, but a final vote
was put off indefinitely after adoption of an amendment deleting a
section on license suspensions.
That cut out the bill's heart, said
Rep. Richard Lewis, another
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Democrats accuse president of
'contradictions' in helping poor
WASHINGTON (AP) - - Congressional Democrats said Wednesday that President Bush's fiscal
1992 budget would be a boon to
the rich despite its plan to shift
many federil benefits from the
well off to the poor.
Reviving an attack they honed
during last year's budget fight,
Democrats said the wealthy would
he the big winners from the $1.45
trillion spending plan's renewed
...ill !or a cut in the capital gains
:ax 7ate The savings the rich
0,0ald reap from that reduction
wou,d tar outweigh the benefits
'hes w!J lose, they said.
helluva deal,' House
Loihmittee Chairman Leon
Panena. 0 Calif told Bush admiTstration budget director Richard
1;arrnan as the budget panel examii!ed tne spending plan. The
,s they come out way
ast year's budget negoti0emosrats gained a major
adYantage by producing
„
mg that Republican
!ncluding the cap would have been
lor the rich than for
rn ,ddle c!".1“
.• y
taY

took a page from the Democrats'
book and suggested the benefits
shift.
The president would triple the
$31.80 monthly Medicare premium
for doctors' bills that must he paid
by people earning more than
S125,006 a year He would halt
farm subsidies for people whose
annual non-farm income meeds
S125.000, and shift some "spendmg
for college grants. school Liri,h
funds and veterans benefits Iron'
the wealthy to the less well of!
Darman has said that overall. the
shift would involve several billion
a tiny proportion of the
dollars
VOX billion the goYernment plans
to spend for Social Security. Med.
c•are and other benefit progran'.,
next year
But he said the proposals were
the beginning of what should be an
effort toward "hello larect,ng on
the poor.''
For example. the budget Stated
that in 1989. $265 ht :on in hec
fits went to the •eaIth:es: uric
of all households More than
10000 people w!th ahncai tioh
farm incomes excc.•
S
receise a form ot deficiency payrner.k. t:ie

Baghdad...

Cablevison...

(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
01 two locally ton and
tougner light against allied bombroadcast stations. Fyffe said
bers, firing more anti-aircraft and
new dish was recently. . surface-to-air missiles than earlier
installed at Multi Vision to provide in the wit.
reception of the popular,
Iraqi forces also have devised
clearer
said
Fyffe new tactics to detect incoming airstation.
TNT
ed
Atlanta-bas
moved
Panetta said the proposals
transmitting said
craft, apparently involving radar,
the administration toward tackling said, and a new
to said Group Commander David
soon
operation
into
go
will
tiuestions of fairness that Demofurther proyide better 'reception.
Henderson, who heads two squad• hampioned for some
rats ha‘e ,
Murray's new Channel 46 televi- rons of Royal Air Force fighter
t 7....
sion station will also go on the air bombers at an air base loth of
IL: he said "it presents a real to count) customers after the Kuwait.
contradiction- to include the sug- installation of equipment sometime
France's new defense minister,
gestions in the same budget -that this month. Fyffe. the television Pierre Joxe, said today allied
proposed slashing the capital gains station broadcast from Calloway bombings have "certainly caused
:AX. paid on sales of property such
County High School will follow
thousands of deaths" among the
as real estate Studies have shown soon, he said.
Iraqi forces. U.S. officials have
that :fie wealthy would he the bigMultiVision also recently
refused to provide any estimates of
gest heneficiaries of such a cut
doubled its customer service phone casualties among enemy forces.
Pancita said reducing that tax operations. Fyffe said, from !ice
Iraqi officials said the overnight
woid mean a savings of S13 bil- lines to ten
raids on Baghdad killed 22 civilion for people earning S100.000
lians and injured many others. AP
scan'., while Bush's proposals to
correspondent Salah Nasrawi, in
boost Medicare premiums and cut
the Iraqi capital, said the air strikes
`arm pa % mcnts to :he wealth)
went on for 12 hours, hitting
cost them no more than
offices and homes.
ScAorfl-i lion
Ra'ja Hamie, a resident of Baghal-A'eamiya district, said her
dad's
If N as making oyer S200.000
announced
have
City officials
and three of her children
husband
I /14; •.1‘ that's OK wit me." Pariet
the closing of a portion of. Olive
when a rocket hit their
killed
were
:1 N.:
Street for maintenance, according
her two other childand
She
home.
1)17Than countered :ha: the admispokesperson.
to a city
injured.
were
ren
:.is7at,on ,e.ieyes everyone would
Olive Street between Seventh
'We all were asleep in one beda lower capital gains and Eighth streets will be closed
"cnc't
when the ground was shaken
room
sn..r economic
Monday.
beginning
for three days
he sad, lawmakers Feb. 11 for sewer repairs, accord- beneath us and suddenly' we were
act.y
'.a% .t proposengulfed in a fire," she saierfrom
ing to reports.
to transfer
her hospital bed.
apo-to
would
like
officials
City
Iraq says allied bombings have
logite for any inconvenience the
hundreds .of civilians since
killed
closing will cause city residents.
the war's outbreak, but U.S. militarc sources suggested today that
Iraq is deliberately putting noncombatants in harm's way -musing anti-aircraft guns into civilian neighborhoods in Baghdad and
(Cont'd from page 1)
Kuwait City.
The U.S. military officials,
sponsor.
Il,s,
sp,:ech provoked deep
or
on condition of anonymiprosided
speaking
section
deleted
The
.er•
flt::ghboring Israel. A
driver's
a
of
suspension
automatic
of the Iraqi gun posinone
said
ty,
crrtkit official called it "the
license for flunking a blood-alcohol
tions in civilian neighborhoods had
”. rrehensive and most
test.
been attacked, but said the matter
pro-Iraqi speech" by•
Another important clement of the
was under review'.
ien smce the beginning of the
bill would make it illegal to drive
In the war's fourth week, top
cr:s.s He said it was seen as sig0.1
of
level
-alcohol
with
blood
a
military strategists said
U.S.
•' 7: he Cr.,! if Jordanian neutral--- a level at which a driver is legthey're in no hurry to start a
ally presumed intoxicated under
present law.
about Jordan
ic
House Speaker Don Blandford
"nor: ttie outset of the CfISIS, and
said Wednesday he was insisting
-as sent Hussein repeated public
on pacs-age of a hill in one form or
:• private appeals to rein in the
another and ordered a compromise.
'.1.slirn radicals who are gaining
'I've said we've got to hase a
s'.rergth in hN kingorn.
bill and you all get together...
Inc two l..our'Jics share Israel's
Bland lord told reporters.
-- 2esf, border, and the 20-year
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. who
a: peace between Israel and
put the issue on his agenda for the
,-.r.dan is critical to fsrael's defense
General Assembly's special sesWASHINGTON (AP) •- Senate
sion. said he still hoped, for a bli
Majority
Leader George Mitchell
suspen6ns
with automatic license
said
he and - other
Wednesday_
and illegartili)od-alcohol limit.
to out the
want
Democrats
Senate
"Short of that. we'll try to get.
tax, but
payroll
Social
Security
Wilkinson
get."
the best we can
Speaker Thomas S. Foley
House
said
balked at ''the very', very substantial revenue loss" that would
entail.
Mitchell, D-Maine, released a
statement on behalf of all Senate
Democrats stating goals and objec(Cont'd from page 1)
them." tives lor the next two years. In it,
he extremely candid
Democrats declare that education,
The governor focused on that
and spending on domestic
research.
:omment in his letter, declaring
must not be ignored
projects
there
'the- fact that you thought
because of the Persian Gulf war.
were no press in the meeting and,
The document called "Strengththerefore, could he 'extremely canening
America: The Democratic
admisan
did' is nothing more than
Agenda" also states that "one of
sion that you will say anything if
our highest additional priorities
you think you won't he held
will be to demand greater fairness"
accountable."
in
the tax system.
Wilkinson 'also told the lieutentax burden has been
"The
ant governor: "Now that your false
veil of secrecy has been torn away. shifted.., on to the backs of the
middle class," because of RepubliI hope your so-called candor will,
can
policies. Mitchell said.
in the future, bear the light of publSo while President- Bush was
ic scrutiny' and be truthful.''
seeking a new capital gains tax cut
Jones declined comment on
for the wealthy, Mitchell said,
his
office
Wilkinson's letter which
many Senate Democrats like himreceived Tuesday
were looking at cutting the
self
The meeting- between Wilkinson
Social
Security payroll tax.
the
shortly
after
occurred
and Jones
"I'm for it and I think a large
state Senate. where Jones presides.
number of senators are," he said.
_first rejected a proposed constituHe said he had no plan yet to make
tional amendment that would have
up for the lost government revenue,
permitted Wilkinson to run for rebut neither did Bush propose
election this year.
Jones opposed the amendment, offsetting the losses from a capital
which failed again in the 1990 gains cut.
Foley, however, said House
General Assembly.
Democrats were divided on the
Social Security tax issue.
• While in pnnciple it was attractive to lower taxes, he said, the
"very very substantial revenue
loss" was being proposed at a time
of war, and with the government
already running record -high
deficits.

Portion of Olive
Street to be closed
for sewer repairs

Jordanian Monarch tilts sharply
toward Iraq; demands a cease-fire

DUI bill...

Mitchell says
he and others
want a cut in
SS payroll tax

.s
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announced the decision Wednesday
night, and urged other countries to
follow Iraq's lead and break relations with Britain, France, Italy,
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, in addition to the United States.
While stopping short of cutting
ties with the allied coalition, Jordan's King Hussein issued his
harshest denunciation yet of Iraq's
enemies. "This is a war against all
Arabs and Muslims and not only
against Iraq," the king said Wednesday in an emotional televised
speech,
The Jordanian monarch, previously known for his pro-Western
moderation, called on Arabs and
Muslims to ''make the alliance
accept a cease-fire," but President
Bush immediately rejected any
truce without an Iraqi pullout from
Kuwait.
Piled atop the other problems in
the gulf was the giant oil spill
blackening as waters and beaches.
The slick has touched the shore at
Safaniya in northeastern Saudi
Arabia and may threaten production in the world's largest offshore
oil field

HOMEOWNERS & AU'I'()
Commercial

' •

EIPIIDS

'I \

vgr

ground battle. But out on the gritty,
sand -whipped frontlines, there was
foreboding about fighting to come.
"From here, you can see the
bomb flashes at night," said a U.S.
military officer deployed near the
northern Saudi frontier. "This
could get very ugly at any
moment."
Defense -Secretary Dick Cheney
and Gen. Cohn Powell, chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, were to
head for the gulf tonight to get a
first-hand look at the readiness of
U.S. forces for a ground offensive.
On Wednesday, Cheney and
Powell briefed members of Congress in a closed-door meeting. and
one key lawmaker, House Minority'
Leader Robert Michel, R -III., said
afterward that "there seems to be
no rush" to a ground war.
Secretary of State James A. Baker III painted perhaps the grimmest
picture yet by the Bush administration of what a land battle would be
like.
"Tough times lie ahead," he
said. "I he task is formidable, and
no one should underestimate Saddam's military capabilities."
Baker, appearing before the
House Foreign Affairs Committee
oil Wedliesddy, spoke soberly of
"many casualties, great hardships
and griwing fears for the future."
In the desert war lone, reporters
who toured a major U.S. air base in
Saudi Arabia on Wednesday for the
first time were given a look at
sophisticated and deadly weapons.
including the so-called fuel air
mines_
Dropped from the air, they
release and then ignite a cloud of
flammable mist, creating an explosion resembling a small nuclear
blast. Maj. James McClain said the
explosives have yet to he used
against Iraq.
What has been used is more conventional firepower, and U.S.
strategists are closely watching the
bomb damage done to Iraq's formidable Republican Guard.
"We're dropping a lot of ordnance on the Republican Guard ...
We're out there to destroy the
Republican Guard," Marine Brig.
Gen, Richard I. Neal told reporters
in Riyadh on Wednesday. "I think
we're experiencing good success."
At, the Pentagon, a senior military officer warned against writing
off the 150,000-member guard too
soon. "We've not annihilated any.
.of their primary war-fighting capabilities,'' the officer said.
If the effectiveness of the bombing campaign against the guard was
difficult to pin down, the allies
could point to some clear successes Air Force1 F-.1Ss destroyed two
Su-25 fighter bombers trying to
flee to Iran. - officials reported
W'ednesday.
Two Iraqi N116-21s, listed Wednesday as probable kills in the
same engagement, were upgraded
today to definite ones, the militafy
said.
Iraq has reported severe shortages of food and medical supplies.
and United Nations officials said
U.N. agencies will send emergency
medical supplies for Iraqi children
and mothers as early as next week.
DiplomatS said the shipments will
probably go overland from Iran,
Diplomats also said the U.N.
Security Council met briefly' in private on Wednesday and decided to
convene next week for private discussion of the war.
Any communication between the
warring parties may be complicated
by Iraq's decision to sever diplomatic tics with the United States
and other principal members of the
alliance.
Iraq's Foreign Ministry

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Earn
Trary MeKinneN

753-0362
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Bush administration revises statistics on drug abuse population
•

The
WASHINGTON (AP)
Bush administration's drug control
policy office, accused in Congress
of underestimating the nation's
population of hard-core cocaine
abusers, revised its estimate on
Wednesday to 1.7 million people
- an addition of more than a
million.
The previous figure of 660,000
was based on the government's
Household Survey on Drug Abuse,
which administration officials acknowledged failed to account for
abusers among the homeless, the
incarcerated and those in other
institutions such as college
campuses.
The new figure was announced
at a Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing on the administration's
new S11.7 billion drug strategy.
Committee Chairman Joseph R.

Biden Jr., D-Dcl., contends there
are 2.4 million weekly cocaine
users, whom he calls hard-core
addicts.
"The consequences of the administration's undercount are evident
in its policies: too few police to
arrest the hard-core users; too few
prisons to house them; too few
treatment beds to treat the curable
ones," Biden wrote in his SI4.7
billion alternative plan for the war
on drugs, released Wednesday.
Bruce Carnes, director of budget
and administration for the Office of
National Drug Control Policy, said
the 1.7 million figure was developed by combining the Household
Survey with findings of numerous
other surveys that cover non household groups.
The figure was not included in
the government's latest drug

strategy, released last Thursday,
because the details were still being
worked out, Carnes said.
Biden's estimate was still
7000)0 larger, but the senator
said: "I would not bet my house on
it nor would I guess you would het
yours.''
John P. Walters, acting director
of the drug control policy office,
urged the Senate Judiciary Committee and the House Select Committee on Narcotics at separate
hearings to support President
Bush's requested S11.7 billion antidrug budget. an II percent increase
over the $10.5 billion now being
spent.
He also sought congressional
action on other initiatives, including establishment of a federal death
penalty for major drug kingpins,
drug kingpins who try to kill to

use to a 50 percent decline in the
rate of increase of frequent cocaine

obstruct justice and federal drug
felons whose offenses result in
death.
The death penal,ly measure got
bogged down in controversy last
year, and some opposition Was
heard Wednesday
"I don't see where homicides
are down since man si• les have
reinstituted the de a
enalty,"
said Rep Donald Payne, D-N.J.
"If. justice were colorblind, I prob
ably wld support it But its
riot...
Walters noted that the country
has surpassed seven of the nine
Iwo-year goals set in the administration's September I 9) drug
strategy No data is available for
the other two
The pwIs surpassed ranged from
perecrit declines in current overall dri.ig use and adolescent drug

use.

Biden said some were set too
low and had been met either before
or soon after they were published
and therefore the government
couldn't claim credit for .them.
Walters stressed that the goals
initially considered overly' optimistic by some - were reasonable
given the drug situation of the late
I980s, and he,said the administration has given much of the credit to
individual Americans and community orgamiations
"We,have been scrupulous about
this," Walters said. "We have never said the strategy produced this
per sc.''
Walters also sought support for:
A $99 million plan to expand
drug treatment capacity which,
when added to contributions from
state and local governments and
insurance companies, could provide

Bush tells businesses recession will be brief
NEW YORK (AP) -- President
Bush assured business leaders
Wednesday night the recession will
be "mild and brief" and does not
signal any decline in the nation's
long-term economic health.
''The bottom line is this: While
our economy may be beset .by difficulty, it should not be beset by
doubt," the president said in a
speech prepared for delivery to the
Economic Club of New York.
The speech came just one day
after the Bush administration sent
Congress a blueprint for radical
changes in the nation's banking
system and two days after Bush
unveiled his-dcficit-heavy, $1.45
trillion budget for fiscal 1992.
"True, the deficit is high
unacceptably high," Bush said,
adding that the savings and loan
bailout, the Persian Gulf War and
the recession "haven't helped a
bit."
But he predicted the deficit, a
record S3I8 billion this year, "will
be virtually eliminated by 1995" as
a result of a plan of spending
reductions and tax hikes adopted
last year.
He said his economic policies
"are designed to strengthen the
foundations for a solid recovery
and the highest possible rate of
sustained economic growth."
He .said that "by any historical
standard, the current downturn is
expecte,c1 to be mild and brief."
The, president pointed to a variety of economic indicators, such as
declining interest rates and falling
trade deficits, as evidence that
Americans should feel confident
about the economy'.
He noted that oil prices have fallen sharply from 'their Ober
peaks despite predictions that costs
would soar to $80 a barrej if a war

erupted.
"I believe that by standing up to
aggression in the gulf we are guaranteeing the future security and
stability of that area that is so vital
to global economic prosperity," he
said.
He blamed a large part of the
recession on Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait Aug. 2.
"Business and consumer confi-

dence fell. Oil prices rose. Inflation
worries rose. And interest rates
reflected an extra risk premium.
Taken together, this produced a
very real blow to an economy that
had already slowed," the president
said.
"But make no mistake," he
said. -The current recession does
not signal any decline in the fundamental, long-term health or basic

econorriv
He promised his administration
will unveil a new energy strategy
this month to promote domestic oil
and gas production while increa,
ing energy ctficieney
conservation.
Bush indicated he would no:
advocate - drastic measure,
designed to achievc total encrii.
Independence

6 a.m.-10 p
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HURRY!OFFER ENDS FEB.19th
Laptop With
20MB Hard Drive

Handheld Portable
Cellular Phone

Save 9300

Save $185

768K
Tandy
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Save $100 24995

Save $129 21995
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Low As S15 Per Month.
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Reg 339 95

Low As $15 Per Month.
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User Interface are built in 640K
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Cut $60
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On-Screen-Programming VCR
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Action
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0
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In Wednesday's Faculty Senate
story, it was stated that after fringe
benefits and other fixed cost obligations are met, the Executive
Budget will provide for a 5 percent
salary increase for returning faculty
and staff. This is correct and
according to the MSU 1991 Budget
Preparation Guidelines. The story
did not, however, report that the
total salary increase amounted to 7
percent. The 7 percent increase was
reported in Monday's Board of
Regents story.

ame

Dual Cassette With Dolby v NR

Tandy 2500 XL, 1MB RAM,VGA Color Monitor,

Auto Rental

- .

With

Graphical

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS

4

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 1 I.
'53-8080 -

Murray city schools
to not be in session
on Friday, Feb. 8
Murray City Schools will not be
in ses;ion Friday, Feb. 8, according
to Willie Jackson, Assistant superintendent of transportation for Murray City Schools.
"We want to give students,
parents and teachers an opportunity
to support Murray High in the All
Classic Tournament in Lexington,"
Jackson said.
Friday will be an in-service day
for those teachers who have not
completed their in-service days,
and Monday will no longer be considered an in-service day.

treatment for 200,0($0 more people
for a total of 2.2 million annually.
The office estimates 5.7 million
people have a drug problem. Drug
abusers often need more than one
treatment to get off drugs, experts
say.
The Andean 'trade Initiative.
providing unilateral duty-free
access to the U.s market for If)
years for imports from .the three
main cocaine-producing countries
of Peru, Bolivia and Colombia and
neighboring Ecuador.
--Streamlining of exclusion and
deportation proccednigs for criminal aliens.
Sanctions for those who refuse
to land their planes or stop their
boats when ordered to do so by
government officials seek:74 to
inspect them for drugs.
-- Legislation requiring states to
adopt drug testing in their crimina.
justice systems in order to receii.ii
'
federal criminal

9995
995
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lash
Reg. 169.95

.--i••••••

Save
S40

Save
$30
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Election list of candidates
is real challenge for voters

Miirray Ledger & Times

41t exhibit combines sticks and time

Time is on your side if you have
not yet visited the current exhibieino:s soung in the November gentions at Murray State University's
eral election, when the winner has
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. The
to hase a minimum of 50 percent
shows, "Sticks"
and
of the votes cast.
"Time...pieces" arc on display until
And, again, a lot of people want
Feb. 17 at the 4th floor gallery in
to be lieutenant governor seven
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
By S.C. Van Curon
Democrats and three Republicans
at the corner of 15th and Olive
and Todd Duvall
All of them Will go around the
streets in Murray. All the pieces in
state explaining the important
both exhibitions are the work of
K.entucky artists and craftspeople. time.
Anyone who hasn't settled on a things they can accomplish as
"Sticks," quite simpiy, are walkfavorite candidate in each of the lieutenant governor Ignore them
Time is the subject of the other
accomplishment
possible
The
only
ing
sticks, but there is nothing exhibition at the gallery.
2s
statewide . races by the May
simple about many of the items in "Timepieces" demonstrates how
primary could spend a long time as lieutenant governor is to be
elected governor in 1995.
the display. Besides intricate carv- 21 Kentucky artists incorporated
behind the voting booth curtain
A
small
platoon
of
Democrats
ings of snakes, birds, fish and other the theme of time into the design
Just reading over the names on the
creatures of nature, some canes of a specific piece of artwork. CalDemocratic and Republican ballots and Republicans is going after the
the
feature man-made wonders. Tim loway County artists and MSU art
could take a good while. Making other statewide offices
Lewis, for instanee, contrived a faculty members Steve Bishop,
up your mind inside the booth important ones like attorney genersock with the space shuttle as its David Jackson and Paul Sasso are
could be a tea! challenge to al and auditor drawing fewer than
handle. Denzil Goodpaster fash- all represented in this show-.
the relativels routine offices like
patience.
ioned a Dolly Parton on one of his
As of last Tuesday's deadline to seereears of state. treasurer and
canes, as did Golmon Crabtree.
file for statewide office. a total of agriceiture commissioner. Eight
Just as the walking sticks are
Republicans
and
four
Abraham Lincoln, Jesus and Elvis functional, so are some of the
Democrats
and
65 candidates paid their money
Presley arc some of the other per- "Timepieces." but none of them
are rnithieg for superintendent of
earned the right to race around
of
the•
ins:racoon.
once
one
emerging from the carved is simply' a clock.
public
sonages
Kentucky for the next four months.
tandles and shafts of the hand•
spending as much cash as they can importae: ones, now only
"The Emergence of Golana," for
wrangle out of family, friends. 53,000-a-scar sinecure which pre- oFra fted sticks.
One. of the oldest utilitarian instance, the work of Louisville
strangers and anyone and everyone sumably w provide an office at
objects in history, walking sticks artist Nick Roberts. is an art-decothe end o: some lesser corridor
with a stake in a state contract.
here and perhaps a surplus desk
do much more than ensure certain look sculpture that happens also to
In fact, so many people were linfooting. They can be weapons, sta- be a sort of grandfather's clock. In
ing up to announce their candidates and chair from Central Stores.
tus symbols and souvenirs. And, this petce, time literally sits on top
There is th
saal effort nv
in recent weeks, someone suge
or
some whittlers. fashioning a of splendid veneer columns that are
mos
up
around.
for
incumbents
to
gested charging a fee for use of the
stick from a random branch is a nearly eight feet tall. The black,
In tact, the only incamhent St310.1 Capitol Rotunda for such media
way• to pass a long winter, or a semi-circular clock perches atop
events The money then could be Idt: iift ic ak not running for
Gov
are
this
scar
another
term
means
of relaxing after a hard day the piece like a woman's hat -- not
used to hire more auditors. for the
Wallaee Wilkinson. Secretary of
of work. Carving a walking stick, exactly necessary' or functional, but
Registry of Election FinanCe lo.try
State Bremer Ehrler and Superinto some, is just a way of passing certainly an attractive accessory.
to keep up with all of them.
For the first -Pine at least since .terenent of Public Instrnation John
Brock. On the other hand, there is
American soldiers were fighting a
unusual number of names from
an
war in Vietnam. Republicans have
the neat and distant past - Col
nelded candidates for all state
lins Mills, Chandler. Davis, Wilk
ofices and. except for the attornev
inson
, that will appear at various
general's race. Republicans are
places on the Democratic primary
running against Republicans
To the Editor.
good newspaper coverage. to MurE traord inary. •
knows.
of
course.
vvhs
Feb.
Everyone
morning.
past
Saturday
This
ray Lumber Co., Wal-Mart and
At the top there are no surprises.
2. a Patriot's March and Rally was KMart for donating materials.
An the usion o,.oeets are there: people want to be governor and
Baesier. Galbra
Jones. Poore even lieutenant governor. hut .-why. held On Murray, Kentucky. It was Thanks to Lucy Ann Forrest of
arid Wilkinson Yartha) on the on earth would ordmarly sensible for the purpose of showing support Judy's of Murray for providing the
men and women, most of whom
for the troops involved in "Opera- beautiful patriotic material to decoDemocratic -tick: Hopkins and
Fo-g on the Republican. Once could make more moneyelsevihere. tion Desert Storm" and for their rate the stage.
families here at home. In addition
want to spend part or most of 1991
A very special note to thanks
again, the vonner of the Demoerawe desired to raise the level of old
goes to May-or Bill Cherry for his
ea primary for gosernor hkely will eating fried fish a couple of times a
enthusiastic support and his inspir.nase many more Democrats voting day and shaking hands with people fashioned patriotism and love for
God and country. I believe all 'cif
ing speech; and the Honorable
,•• someone else in May The GOP they don't evert know? The oldthese objectives were reached. Judge George Wcaks, Count)
nner. or: :en other hand, will time civics textbooks claim the
Ricky Steiner and I would like to Judge-Executive, for his encourave ,eae a majority of support answer is a yen for something
take this opportunity' to say thank
called "public service."
—
), party. It will be
agement, help and very timely'
you to the many individuals and .address at -l the rally, and then to the
Well, perhaps_
see how that ipflubusinesses who helped to make this
Murray City- Police, especially' to great ,effort a success.
Major George King, without whose
First of all, thanks to Body- Elite
help .we would have had a traffic
of Murray for the use of their facil- nightmare. Thanks for every-thing!
ity for the initial organizational
Also to the Murray- Fire Depart•se'.as Feb meeting Thanks also goes to each
ment, their vehicles made our
of those present ,at that meeting. march so much more impressive
Had you not been there, our effort and good and noisy!
would have folded at that point.
And to Calloway- County Fire/
Now to !1St the many who followed
the
Rescue for driving their vehicle
in helping:
and waving their flags.
Ans:BS Radio and TV-46 for the
and
Much thanks also to the
tremendous coverage and promo- Emergency Unit from Murray tion. especially Lon Sosh, Tim Calloway County Hospital who
Black, Raelyn Barlow, Joe Pat was there in support of our march
James and Gary- Powleye WSJP and
and rally and to help us in the
WBLN for their coverage, especial- event of an emergency. Their prely' the interviews during Morning at sence was very' comforting.
McDonalds and the flags on the
And ihen, I don't know what we
stage, WVHM Christian Radio for
Would have done without Debbie
their help and coverage; WCSD Ray, Angie Mercandante, Karen
Channel 2 for the interview; Coleman and Samantha Wilder.
By JO BLII?KEEA
WKM$ Channel 11 for covering
the (ally, to NEETO for their invaThirtp 'ears ago
Ten years ago
luable help on the campus of NISL.
Recent births reported at Murray
Sarah Bryan and Loc. [tins:cito Murray' Ledger & Times for the
Hospital Include a boy to Mr aret
pher Wil be co-ctairmen for the
Mrs Hubert Barrow. a boy to !st17th annual Charity Ball a.,tn pro
and Mrs. Earl Franklin Barnett. a
ceeds going to mental heaith and
mental retardation in this area
boy to Mr and Mrs Ralph Taylor,
a boy to Mr and Mrs. Robert RanMurray State Cniversity Raccs dolph and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
beat Memphis State 57 to 5: ir•
J.E. Litchfield.
basketball game. High team scorers
Michael Palmer of Calloway.
19 11114 Oa* Si MIC ILI ?UAW
were Lamont Sleets for Murray and County High School FFA and
411/ it NO L.MC
P. Haynes for Memphis
James Henry Armstrong of Lynn
Coldwater Baptist Church will Grove 4-H Club won top honors at
have a special note burning service Purchase District 4-H and FTA
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -.or Feb 8.
Dark Tobacco Show held -at MayHere
are Wednesday's winBirths reported Include a boy to field. CCHS Judging Team comning
numbers
selected by the
Turner
Tern
and.
(Tnppi
M..
Galen
posed of Jimmy Story, Tim TidKentucky'
Lottery:
Pick 3:
Thurman. Dec. 16, a girl to Mr. well. Michael Palmer. Steve Knott
4
1
6
Lotto:
and Mrs Don Cherry. Jan 25
and Dwain Bucy also won top
11-15-18-29-30-38. Estimated
honors.
jackpot: $2 3 million.
I wenty years ago
Murray State College ThoroughAmy Wiison. David Alexander,
breds beat Morehead Eagles 85 to
Anne Battle Alan Weatherly. Nan80 in basketball game. High team
cy Hart. Barry Stokes. Marilyn
scorers were Graham for Murray
Simons. Johnny Williams. Nancy
and Williams for Morehead
Mathis, Mark Etherton. Ruth TitsForty years ago
Shell
worth, Steve Hale, Jayda Stuart,
Calloway County Post 5638 of
Mark Tinsley. Sheila Latimer and
Veterans of Foreign Wars observed
Dayton Lasater have been selected
its fifth anniversary on Feb. 4,
as superlatives of Senior Class at
according to Commander Brown
Murray' High School.
Tucker.
WALTER L APPERS()N, Publisher
Fire destroyed the home of
World Day of Prayer program
TED DELANEY, General Manager
Roland (Chuck) Crider at 213
will be Feb. 9 at 130 p.m. at ColMARY ANN ()RR, Advertising Manager
North Second St. yesterday
lege Presbyterian Church, accordDAVID ST()M, Circulation Manager
morning.
ing to Mrs. C.B. Crawford. prayer
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
chairman for Council of Church
To mar., badger tw,. LAPS ICS TOO)
Mrs. L.J. Horun, Mrs. C.0
Women of Murray and Calloway
The Murray Ledger & I
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Lowry, Mrs. A.C. La Follette and
County. '
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Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
Mrs. E.C. Jones were elected as
Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy and Mr.
officers of Murray Magazine Club
St,BSCRIVT10% RAMS In alum served by Larriers $500 per month, payabk inadvance
and Mrs. Leon Chambers were
Hy mail in Calloway and to BentLin, Ha/dm, Mayfield, Sedalia and harounpon, Ky ,and Paris.
at a meeting held at Murray
among those attending the Farm
Buchanan and Puryear in, 557 00 per yew By mail to other denotations 564 50 pa year
Woman's Club House.
and Home Week Conference held
to teach all departments of the newspaper phone 753 191h
boy
to
The Money I zdger & r MKS is a member of the Associated Press Kentucky Press
Births reported include a
at Lexington.
Association and Southern sielvspaper Publishevs Ataociatoin
Mr. and Mrs. Max Lawrence, Feb.
Miss Clara Poyner and Charles
Ihe Assoc'awl Press it exclusively e711J11e4 to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
I, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Starks were married Jan. 20 at
Times
Cox, Feb. 4.
Corinth. Miss.

AGREE
OR NOT

On the quarter hour, "1 he
Emergence of Golana" sprouts an
arc of electricity at its base. The
arc ascends the brass rods that
stretch the length of the veneer columns, emitting a faint metallic
drone, like a distant swarm of
homeless bees.
Steve Bishop's "Lime Bomb" is
also geared to quarter hour intervals. Every 15 minutes the fabricated aluminum cylinder emits a
squirt of lime, as if time were an
olfactory experience, like waking
to the smell of bacon.
Jack Girard's "Three Black
Graces" depends on sound to communicate its message about time.
Though lacking a conventional face
and hands, this clock has the cars
and tail of an ass. Small human figures are encased in glass, including
the face of a black doll where the
face of a clock might be expected.
The doll's mouth is opened, as if in
surprise, but she is frozen in time,
much like the small ballet slipper
that is also trapped in the box.
"Three Black Graces" makes a
sound of time, but it is not a conventional ticking. It is the sound of
footsteps in an empty hall, the pacing of a prisoner waiting for execution, the measured steps of dread.
A more light-hearted approach to
time is Len A'ujcik's "Naughtly
Night Time," a bedroom clock.
Fashioned from found and constructed objects, this clock is a
lighted female torso, complete with

pasties, a beaded necklace and
quite incidentally --- a chromefaced clock at the neck.
Tom Pfannerstill's "Black/Light:
A Universe in Increments," embodies the frustrations of time in a
plastic laminate structure that could
be a miniature of a modern skyscraper. The only "window" in the
structure is also a mirror that
allows viewers to alternate between
peering into their own eyes, and
peering into the box, which lights
up every two seconds. Though the
interval is predictable, there is never enough time to figure out what
floats inside the box. Outside, there
are hieroglyphics, also indecipherable to the untrained eye.
Time is of the essence for the 21
objects in "Time.. pieces," and time
is getting short for those who wish
to view the current exhibition at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. February 17 is the final day for the
displays.
"Time...piece" and "Walking
Sticks," were made available
through the Kentucky' Art and Craft
Foundation, with the sponsorship
of the Humana Foundation. Funds
from the Kentucky Arts Council
and the National Endowment for
the Arts were also instrumental in
bringing these exhibitions and
associated events to Murray.
For additional information about
the exhibits, or upcoming events at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery', call
502-762-3052.

Letters to the Editor

Patriot Rally organizer thanks supporters

Today In History

LOOKING BACK

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

--rpiggly wiggly
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These girls put in a great deal of God bless you both'
time painting posters and
Very. very' special thanks to H.
promoting.
Eddie Roberts, Jr., V.F.W. Post
A huge thanks to Hal Winchester 621 and Commander Leonard
of Quick Print for running off thou- Brown and all the men. In fact, the
sands of fliers and for producing
Marine Corps League, the fellows
the "I Support Desert Storm". but- from the National Guard and other
tons. Hal was there all the way and
military groups who were there
still is. All the income above the absolutely were the stars of the
cost of those buttons goes to the march and rally. You men and
families of the Desert Storm
women . arc what it was all -about.
troops. Thanks Hal!
There is no adequate way to thank
A giant thank you to Mr. Jack
you for all you have done, hut we
Foley of Trucks-Trailers-Buses fo hope Saturday was very special for
providing the huge flatbed trailer you all.
we used for a siage.iThat was a treAnd then last, but certainly' hot
mendous' donation!
least, I would like personally and
'Thanks to Rudy's Resturaunt for. publically to thank Ricky' Steiner
opening. up for us at 6:45 a.m. for sparking the whole idea and
Saturday and providing free coffee being involved at every level to
for those who came to set up the make the Patriot's March and Rally
stage. What a help! Ms. Opal bent become a very successful reality.
over backwards and boy. does There is not way the event could
Eugene Banks make a mean cup of have taken place without you Rickcoffee!
y. You are a true -patriot!
The stage hands were Sandy ForBut most of all, both Ricky and I
rest, Cecil Glass, David and Marla recognize that without you, each
Thomason, Becky Phillips and one of you who showed up (and
Rachael Holland. They sure know 'best estimates have been at around
how to turn a flatbed trailer into a a thousand) we would have had
work of art.
nothing! The enthusiasm of the
Cecil Glass also manned the crowd was simply electric. We
sound system. His service was could feel your energy. And we
invaluable. What a great job, Cecil! know it was because of your love
We also appreciate Ms. Donna for your country and the brave men
Herndon who represented M.S.U. and women who are serving her in
and State Rep. Freed Curd, both of the Persian Gulf that you were
whom spoke encouraging words to there. Thank God for each one of
all of us.
you.
Special thanks to Congressman
Carroll Hubbard and his staff in
Mayfield and Washington. Also to
Congressman Mitch McConnell
and to his staff in Paducah and
Washington.
Thanks to Mr. Dinh and his The
Kwon Do students for marching
with us.
And then, there are no words to
express our thanks adequately to
Kyle Wadley and Stephanie
Roberts. Their beautiful voices and
marvelous spirits' lit up the town
square and lifted all our spirits.

I would be totally amiss if I failed to thank the members of the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church for
allowing me the freedom as their
pastor, to participate in such an
effort which took so much of my
time for that week. Thank you for
being the generous people you are.
And thanks to my wonderful
wife and daughter for their loving
support!
Still with a full heart,
Charles Anderson
Rt. 5, Box 1278
Murray, Ky. 42071

United Way chapter
thanks contributors
Dear Editor,
United Way of Murray-Calloway
County has recently completed the
1990-1991 campaign. The fantastic
success of this endeavor was made
possible, in large part by our
"PACESETTERS." Our board of
directors has held the annual "Victory Celebration" and in a more
public forum would like to recognize the Pacesetters' generosity.
With our ad in today's Murray
Ledger & Times we hope to
accomplish this objective.
As everyone knows the United
Way is the arm that oversees the
contributions, the hand diligently
holds the member agencies, the
Pacesetters, the Gold Award Reel-

plena, are truly the rainbow which
shines over us and the board members are the working "fingers" of
the hand.
We pledge to continue the necessary labors which will help to
insure the families in our community that their needs can be met.
Again, thank you Murray and
Calloway County for your caring
and your sharing. The generosity
expressed through United Way
contributions, can make all of us
PROUD to live and work, in this
community.
Your truly,
Karen Isaacs
Chair-Public Information
Murray-Calloway Co. United
Way
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BCA to host'business after hours'
The Business Council for the
Arts (RCA) will host "Business
After Hours" at Murray State University's Clara M. Eagle Gallery on
the fourth floor of the Fine Arts
Building. The informal social
gathering is scheduled for Feb. 14
from 4:30-6.30 p.m. Members of
the Chamber of Commerce, local
arts organi/ations, artists, and any
other citi/ens who are interested in
the state ()I the arts in MurrayCalloway County are cordially
invited to attend.
Participants will have the opportunity to win unusual door prizes,
and they can also view the current
exhibitions at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. "Sticks" and
"Time. Pieces," featuring handcarved walking sticks and clocks
made by Kentucky craftspeople and
artists
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way of thanking business and Lori;
munny leaders for their support ()
the arts. In addition, the recur .1.,
will showcase specific arts orga:
tations, events, and performers
Provided hy the local arts orga
nitations, door prites include a
new hook donated by ,the library,
and free theater tickets from Playhouse in the Park. The National
Scouting Museum is furnishing
entertainment. storyteller Bob Val
chime, and music will he supplied
by NISIJ,'s Music Department.
Refreshments, compliments ot
Piggly-Wiggly, will he served.
In the past year, RCA developed
a long-range plan that incorporated
input from business leaders. head,
of local arts organitations. artists
and interested 'citvens. A series w
focus groups helped BCA
the needs of the various cons;ituer
cis. and enahtea RCA to otar)11,h

:4 1

me goals to improve the stale of
arts in,the community.

One important fact we learned
irom last year's focus groups," said
Ro‘, Davis, co-chair of BCA, "was
that there wasn't enough interaction between business people and
community arts organizations. Each
one didn't necessarily understand .
the needs and priorities of the
other.- The Business After Hours,
according to Davis, is one way to
foster communications between
these groups.
Business Council of the Arts
meets the third Friday of every
month at noon in the Majestic Royale Restaurant at Murray's Holiday
Inn Interested•cittiens are invited
:o attend.
RCA is a committee of the
Murray -Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce

"I'm Bluer Than You!" says Louise Weatherly, Laney Powell and Lynette Albritton as each tries to
explain why they are bluer than the other two. This song of "one-upsmanship" is from the Playhouse in
the Park Dinner Theatre production of "A...My Name is Alice" which runs its final weekend this Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 8 and 9, in the Curris Center Ballroom. Dinner is at 7 p.m., and the show is at 8 p.m.
For reservations, call (502) 759-1752.
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This Valentines Day,
give twice the love.

Dinner show highly recommended
By FRANK BLODGETT
Murray Ledger & Times Reviewer
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If you're planning to attend the
Playhouse in the Park's annual dinner theatre in Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom this
weekend (and I recommend you
do), you may be in for a surprise.
First, "A...My Name is Alice" is
not a play about a woman named
Alice. In fact. it's not a play; it's a
musical review. And the name
Alice is a generic one for all
women.
"A...My Name is Alice" is a collection of songs. skits and poems
ahout the condition of modern
Women. cleverly put together by
John Nlickliri Silver and Julianne
Boyd. And though the focus is on
relationships and heartbreaks,
there•s plenty of room for humor at
the expense of men - - and sometimes women.
A dynamite cast of five talented
women put it all together in a
bright, bouncy package of sparkling entertainment. Laney Powell
started her theatrical career at Playhouse in the Park when She WaS
eight. starring in "To Kill a Mockingbird." She is a polished performer who knows how to sell a song.
She lights up the stage when she

appears and her strong voice was
passing Women. The skit alone is
just right for songs like, "I Just
worth the price of admission.
Like the Boys" and "Pay Them No
Other numbers outlining the lot
Mind." She showed us a low down
of women in our society include
blues style in "Bluer than You" and
"Trash." in which a secretary. leads
then grew from childhood to old
a romance novel life --- in her
age touchingly in "Sisters."
mind. "Educated Feet," a hilarious
Playhouse veteran Louise
send-up featuring a singing
Weatherly has a hall in roles rangwomen's pro basketball team:
ing from a'sexist male construction "Friends," that follows two old
friends from childhood to the
worker to a demanding kindergaring home and "Emily the M.14 A
ten teacher to a "French" chanteuse. She had a ball with the
about the new career woman, oh
French hit, singing a love song
course.
with random French words like
Director Gene Biby has used a
chateau briand and chevrolet.
spare setting, minimal costume,Niki Shaheen displays a flair for
and props well and has pro,:f .
cornedy and a pretty voice. She
real team effort that alieniaLeiy
was very effective is some of the
touches and amuses you.
more serious numbers like "The
Kudos as always go to piani,t
Portrait" as well as holding her Pat
Bornba for her fine accompamown in the ensemble numbers.
ment. No musical can succeed
Milan Schneider also showed a
without a good musical background
flair for comedy.'She was especialand
she provided it.
ly good in the longest monologue
"A...My Name is Alice- is fIZ
of the evening, "Demigod," in
hut it also gives us a hit of insight
which she says goodbye to her,loV,
into the problems and joys of
er of two years. In it she ranged
from near tears to a hilarious .ak.c)men and their relationship with
description of him in her washing! men and each other. You can see it.
machine, begging for help.
with or without dinner, Friday. and
Saturday at 8 p.n. in the Curtis
Lynette Albritton sang well and
was a scream in Anne Meara's skit Center Ballroom. (1 recommend the
about revorsing sexist remarks dinner.) Reservations can be made
made by construction workers to
by calling 759-1752.
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Give them Classic Sweets Chocolates now...
...and Hallmark mails-them the
Classic Sweets Reminder later!

Local schools to participate in concert
Stirring marches, dramatic overtures, beautiful folk tunes and other
exciting music for band will fill
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus as the Calloway County High School Band,
the Murray High School Band, and
the MSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble "Strike Up The Bands" Feb. 14
at 7:30 p.m.
This cooperative performance is
the fourth of its kind at MSU. It is
the product of MSU Director Dennis Johnson's desire to provide an
enriching experience for music students in the local community.
The evening concert is free and
one of the "Especially for Youth"
concerts presented by the Murray
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MSU Symphonic Wind EnsemCivic Music 'Association, Music
Department of the Murray ble — Dennis L. Johnson, conducWomen's Club, West Kentucky tor; "March from 'Symphonic
Educational Cooperative, and Metamorphosis," Paul Hindemith,
trans. by Keith Wilson; "Molly on
MSU.
Each band will perform a prog- -the Shore," Percy Grainger.
ram of short selections and then all
The Combined Bands — Denof the musicians will combine for a nis L. Johnson, conductor; "First
special feature attraction. The fol- Suite in E—flat," Gustav Hoist.
lowing compositions will be
Full accessibility is provided for
featured:
the handicapped. Partial funding
MI-1S Band — John Stroube and for this season is made possible
Beth E. Stribling, conductors; "The through a grant from the Kentucky
Trombone King," Karl L. King; "A Arts Council and the Southern Arts
Jubilant Overture," Alfred Reed.
Federation with assistance from the
CUB Band
Fred Ashby and National Endowment for the Arts.
Gary Mullins, conductors; "Caccia," Francis McBeth; "March from
'Third Suite,— Robert Jager.
--7.
13%,
7••••4'
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Choirs, orchestra to perform
The Choral Union, the Concert
Choir and the Murray State University Chorale with the Chamber
Orchestra will perform two short
works by Mozart and Antonio Vivaldi's "Gloria," which is a wellknown Baroque choir/orchestra
work which features several soloists as well.
The concert is scheduled for
Sunday, Feb. 24 at 4 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets arc $5 for
adults and $2 for students and
senior citizens. Tickets are avail-
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able at the Chamber of Commerce,
the Music Department office
(762-4288) and at the door.
The Choral Union rehearses on
Monday nights from 7-9 p.m, the
orchestra rehearses on Monday
nights and Wednesday nights from
6:30-9 p.m., and the combined
rehearsal for choirs is Monday,
Feb. 18 from 7-9:30 p.m. in Room
214 of the Fine Arts Building. The
dress rehearsal on the Lovett Stage
is Tuesday, Feb. 19, from 6-7:45
p.m.

MSU to host movies this month
A diverse variety of foreign
movies will be shown in February
as part of the Cinema International
movie series at Murray State
University.
The movies will be shown at
7:30 p.m. on Thursdays in the Curris Center Theater at MSU. Admission is free.
"A Love in Germany" a German
and Polish collaboration, will be
shown tonight, Feb. 7. The movie
is set is a small German town during World War II and details the
life and love of a German woman
who falls in love with a Polish
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prisoner of war.
An American favorite, "African
Queen," starring Katherine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart, will be
shown on Feb. 14. Bogart, a hard drinking boat skipper, meets Hepburn, a former World War II
missionary.
"Dcrsu Uzalu," a Japanese film,
will be shown on Feb. 28. Directed
by Akira Kurosawa, the film centers around a group of Russian soldiers in the wilderness of Siberia
where they find Dcrsu Uzalu who
will guide them through the area.
The film won an Academy Award.

4-piece
assortment

With Hallmark Classic Sweets Chocolates. vou get an exclusive selection
of the finest milk and dark chocolates in a beautiful gift box. Plus, a few
weeks later, Hallmark mails your valentine a delicious reminder of your
love: more fine chocolates, along with
All for $395
your personal message. Supplies are
limited, so get yours today at a
with any Hallmark purchase
participating Hallmark store.

Feb. 8 and 9 —
Musical review — "A...My
Name is Alice," dinner show,
admission or Playhouse in the
Park season ticket (dinner is 58
with season ticket), dinner at 7
p.m., show at 8 p.m., CUITIS
Center Ballroom.
Feb. 12 —
Recital — Steven King, vocalist, free, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
Feb. 14 —
Meeting — Camera Club, 7
p.m., Calloway County Public
Library meeting room, newcomers invited.
Concert — MSU Wind
Ensemble with Murray High
School and Calloway County
High School bands. free, 7:30
p.m.. Lovett Auditorium.
Through Feb. 17 —
Art exhibit — "Sticks" and
"Time...Pieces," by Kentucky
artists, free, Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Through March 2 —
Exhibit — "Lady of the
Lake," 20 woven wall hangings
by Philis Alvic, based on the
romantic poem of Sir Walter
Scott, part of the "Scott Festival," free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum,

Only at this Hallmark retailer
Murray
Readmore Book-n-Card
Chestnut Hills Sh Ctr
759-9758
c 1991 Haiiman. Caras Inc
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Coming community events are listed
Thursday. Feb. 7

Thursday. Feb. 7

Singles Friendship Of Pans.
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach.
751-3580

from 3:30 to 9:30 p.m.; Choir Practice -at 7 p.m.; Parish Liturgy Committee meeting at 7 p.m.
Creed Series of St. Leo Catholic
Church will he at 7 p.m. at home of
Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, O.P

Open meeting of Narcoties
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Pansh Center. St. Leo Catholic

Knights of Columbus will meet
at 7 p.m. at K,1C Building on Squire
Hale Road.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
C'tizens. Center. Benton. For infornia,ion call 7594059 or 753-7663.

Emmaus gathering will be at 7
p m. at Dexter Hardin United
Methodist Church
Murray Civitan Club's annual
Honor the Preachers Night will he
at 645 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.

Lrras:N A ants Club will meet
h p m at Sirloin Stockade.
Es. ts at St Leo Catholic
Ch,.r,b will include Legion ot
Mary at SO a m., WORD FrogII7cctory pictures
- —

Bowling tor FITS( Baptist Cnurcn
p m. at Cums
at 6
"

J0-AN IS

varieties
on the squall. • 75:1-9,5ti'i

OUR LIQUIDATION SALE
CONTINUES!
spring

Savings Up To

1 .4 orr
75

Ladies' & Children's

Net

20% Off

pring Tashion,

ter, Murray State University
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Willis Center
"A Love in Germany.- a
GerniahiPolish film, will he shown
at 7:30 p.m. in Curtis Center theater. Murray State University .1 he
public is invited and there is no
admission charge.
Calloway County High School
Girls Basketball Teams will host
Hickman County at 6 p.m
Friday. Feb. 8
General hoard meeting of United
Wa wil3. he at 12 noon at
Pa gli ai s.
Hazel Community Center will he
open from 10 a.m to 2 p m. tor
activities by senior citizens
George Weaks Community Center will he open from 9 a m. to 4
p.m. for activities h> sen:or
citizens.
pm

AA and Al-Anon Ai:: meet a: 8
p.m. at J.U. Key,' Center. Siluth
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open -froilr
6 to 11 p.m. For in1ormatio7. ,
753-TEEN.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Maasons will meet at
7- 30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Iva

Truck Pull and Car Crush will be
at 7:30 p m at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center Admission is $2. For information call 492-8572.
Directory pictures will bc made
from 3.10 to 9:30 p.m. at St. Leo
Catholic Church.
Senior Adults of First 'United
Methodist Church will meet at
10 30 a m for -trip to Adsmorc.
Parents' Night Out will be from
5.30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County 11,v,pital
Ca:loway County High School
Varsity Boys Basketball Teams
will play at Christian County at 6
fri

A reception on conjunction with
Black History Month will be from
7 to 9 p.m. at Hart Hall Coffeehouse at Murray State University.
Admission is free.
"A...My Name Is Alice" will be
p.m. with dinner
presented at
served at 7 p.m. at Curtis Center
Ballroom. Murray. State University.
For information call 759-1752.

Girl barred from
pageant because
of birth certificate

GRAND ISLAND, N.Y.(AP) —
A 6-year-old girl has been barred
from beauty pageants and batontwirling contests because her birth
, certificate says she's a boy.
rWhoever filled out Dominique
CLSTOM MADE DRESSES FOX
Crocitto's birth certificate at the
•Weddings •Proms •Pageants
San Diego hospital where she was
horn erroneously typed in male,
Complete Line Of
Speclall, Fabric
authorities said.
TUXEDO REV/AL
The mistake was caught by a
lee •
Wedding Invitations,
Niagara Falls marching and twireils, Headpieces, etc
ling studio. businesses that teach
if4 ;11.
7.1
566
0 a5m 5
haton twirling and organize
contests.
A'N
6-11 Pur!.ear
Dominique's mother, Sue CrOcit-'
to, said the studio called her Tuesday to tell her Dominique might be
disqualified from a contest Sunday
because her birth certificate says
she's a male.
And she'll he barred from all
.pageants, including the state Little
Miss New York pageant in Rochester in April, until the mix-up is
correc te.d.
Mrs. Crocitto said Dominique
has won 47 beauty and modeling
trophies and nobody has ever questioned her gender before.
"It's kind of hard to call her a
male," Mrs. Crocitto said. "Here
they've got this little princess, and
they've got her picked out all
wrong."
Dominique, a first-grader at an
elementary school on Grand Island,
a Buffalo s5uburh, took the news
hard at first but soon saw the
humor in it, her mother said.
"You don't have two boys, you
have three boys now, Mommy,"
she told her mother.
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COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

Murray 753-1606
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Large selection of Dresses, Gowns
and Tuxedo Rentals for that
special occasion.

benefit

Fridai. Feb. 8

Thursday, Feb. 7

Games will be played at
at Murray \loose_ Lok!ge

Alpha

Final plans for Fashion Show/Silent Auction/Raffle for benefit of St.
Jude's Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., to be Saturday, Feb. 23,
at 2 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank were
made at a meeting of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International. Tickets at $5 each may be purchased from any member or by
calling Margaret Terhune, 753-2464, or Kathie Gentry, 759-1991. Pictured, from left, seated, Kathie Gentry, Mary Vidmer, standing, Jeannie Billington, rushee, Margaret Terhune, Helen Campbell, Kathie
Fleming and Helen Steffen.

Three babies, dismissals
listed in hospital report
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Feb. 6, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Parker baby girl, parents. Karen
and Donald, P.O. Box 502, Paris.
Tenn.;
Montgomery baby boy, parents.
Tammy and Mike. Rt. 2, Box 159.
Hazel;
Wood baby boy, parents, Kim
Milan and Ralph Wood, Rt. 9, Box
28, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Stella Hurt, 1300 Wells
Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Mildred
Black, Rt. 7, Box 162, Murray:
Mrs. Mac Hendrickson, Rt. 2. Box
513, Benton;
Mrs. Mary Ellison, Rt. 10, Box

Fashion designers now cutting
patterns more with petite sizes
NEW YORK (AP) — Women
who wear petite sizes are very
much in style these days, and
increasingly ready-to-wear fashion
designers are cutting patterns with
them in mind.
In fact, according to the trade
publication "Ready to Wear,"
petite sales increased 108 percent
between 1985 and 1989, compared
with a gain of 35 percent for the
women's apparel market overall.
But whether you choose petite
styles or prefer to pare down other
ready-to-wear, Jane Altobelli, president of Petite Models Management, says there are some things
you can do to enhance your stature.
-- Find your ideal weight and
stay in shape.
-- Think "long," not "tall."
You can elongate your look by.
choosing monochromatic outfits
that move the eye on a vertical
path. But skip the 3-inch heels.
They make you Wok like you're
playing dress-up, and they're bad
for the back.
— Focus on proportion. Frills
and ruffles may be ultra-feminine,
but they usually make you look
broader. Unless you are very slim,
you may prefer a style that is more
U ilored.
— Select shoulder pads with
care. Small ones are wonderful for

Mermaids

Bridal Gift
-RegistrY

Home
Alone v;

Edward

Scissorhands(PG-13)
Misery

!Pi

710
;•

Flight of the
Intruder p(-.;

Owner, Janet Farmer
Mon.-Sat. 030-5:30
121 By-Pass • Murray 753-4541

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50
Kent sour mu'.les • At ih. no,N. II
71i sill
I O)M( htr•Inut .11
ii .rvi to Ill put

624, Benton; Joe Dill, P.O. Box
400, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Audrey
Grogan, Rt. 3, Box 371. Murray;
Mrs. Etna Compton, 1211 Melrose, Murray; Mrs. Robbie Shields,
P.O. Box 93, New' Concord; Carl
Hutson, P.O.- Box 2242, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Alenc Johnson, 310
Thompson St., Paris, Tenn.; Max
Ronald Dowdy, Rt. 6, Box 338A,
Murray; Mrs. I. Shaun Darnell. Rt.
3, Box 362, Shiloh Road, Murray;
William Jason Parrish, Rt. I,
Box 1-D. Kirksey; Joe Ronald LasSlier, 514 South Seventh St.,
Murray:
Mrs. Cindy Mackenzie, P.O. Box
191. Grand Rivers; Russell Lee, Rt.
5, Box 187A-1, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Iva Dawson and baby girl, 4595
New Hope Rd., (Tadiz.

Elaine Arterhurn - Jeff Gallimore
Eva Cobb - Greg Darnell
Kimberly Hale - Jay Simmons
Jill Humphreys - Jamie Vance
Lisa Mikulcik - Robert Sunvne
Mollie Morgan - Jon Driver
Leah Hill - Darrell Lovett

giving a more authoritative air.
Large ones, on the other hand.
throw off your proportions.
-- Opt for short hair. Long hair
is lovely. but it can make a shorter
woman look 'immature. Closecropped curls or a soft. straight
fringe are very attractive on smaller women.
— Keep prints in proportion to
your site. A larger floral pattern
will wear you. A small one will he
much more flattering.
-- Follow the same rule for colors. One or two bright colors cen
provide a beautiful presence. More.
might engulf you.
- Avoid loose, drop-waist fashions. Opt instead for styles that
show off a slim waist and a delicate bone structure.
— Choose accessories with care.
Jewelry' should be of the finest
design. One-inch button earrings
will look great, but be cautious
when choosing drop styles and
avoid shoulder dusters. Also,
choose scarves that are sizeappropriate, preferably 24- to
30-inch squares.
--- Stand up straight. A confident
bearing gets far more notice than
an extra few inches.

Gtiffey nominated
for .church position
CLEVELAND (AP) — Edith A.
Guffey of Lawrence, Kan., is to be
nominated to become secretary and
chief statistician of the United
Church of Christ, a nomination
committee says.
Election to the office comes at
the 1.6 million-member denomination's general synod June 27-July 2
in Norfolk, Va. Ms. Gulley is associate director of admissions at the
University of Kansas.
•
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Kenlake Park plans special events

MHS Chili event to be Monday

A special evening featuring a buffalo dinner and entertainment will be
served Saturday, Feb. 9, at Kenlake State Park, Aurora. The dinner featuring buffalo in several ways, vegetables, said bar, desserts, breads and
beverages will be served from 4 to 8 p.m. at a cost of $12 95 for each
adult and S6.25 for each child. From 4 to 9 p m. persons will have the
opportunity to talk with "Hawk" Boughton and his Mountain Men at their
original style encampment complete with authentic attire and equipment.
Also 18th Century historical interpreter Ted Belue will share era music,
authentic clothing and trade items. For more information call 474-2211.

Murray High School Band Boosters has rescheduled its chili supper for
Monday, Feb. I I, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of the high school.
Tickets arc S2.50 each and may he purchased from any hand member or
by calling Annette Haneline, 751-0491.

tj

Genealogical Society will meetCalloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday. Feb. 12, at
4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Publit Library. Attorney Bill Phillips will be the guest speaker. Patricia Falwell. president, urges all members and interested persons to attend and to note the change in meeting
day for this month to second Tuesday.

Sweetheart Brunch to be Saturday
The annual Sweetheart Brunch of Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be Saturday, Feb. 9, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Papal's. This is the primary fund-raising event for the Sigma Department
with all proceeds going to charitable organizations or events. Tickets are
$4 with children, six and under, free. Tickets can he purchased by calling
Cindy Towery at 753-3966, or from any member .of the Sigma
Department.

Classes will be at Murray Center
An Auto Body Spot Repair class and a Small Engine Repair class will
be offered at Murray Area Vocational Center beginning Tuesday, Feb. 12,
from 6 to 9 p.m. For the auto body class the fee will he S50 which will
include some basic supplies. For the small engine class the fee will be
$35. The class will meet on Tuesdays through March 12. For more information call the center at 753-1870 between of the hours of 7:30 to 3- 30
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Grace Ch 14 rch plans banquets
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Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club held meetings in
December and January. 110stesses for January meeting at club house
were, top photo, from left, seated, Suan Doran, Rita Kurz, standing,
Patty Thomas. Lynn Dowdy, not pictured. Debbie Keller and Lyn
Ryan. Hostesses for December meeting held at home of Vicki Jones
were, from left, seated, Patty Thomas, Leisa Faughn, standing, Carol
Bogard, Eileen Fitzgibbon, Debbie Williams, Donna Tate, Vicki Jones,
not pictured. Karen Duncan, Laura Miller and Sylvia Garrison. The
Sigma Sweetheart Charity Brunch will be Saturday, Feb. 9, from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Pagliai's to which the public is invited. The Sigmas
will meet Monday, Feb. 11, at 7 p.m. at the club house with Dr. Mary
Frank Valentine as speaker.
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Church of the Brethren making plans
to aid persons displaced by Persian War
ELGIN, Ili. (AP) - The Church
of the Brethren has made plans
with the U.S. State Department to
aid persons displaced by the 'Persian Gulf War, and also families of
injured military pcsonnel evacuated
to the states.
The church said its program, the

only one of its kind, would involve
care for families of seriously
injured military personnel evacuated to the States. Also, the
church is helping at "mass care
centers- in the Baltimore and Norfolk, Va., areas for Middle East
displaced pc-rsons.
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The Focus Performing Arts
Series is proud to have Dr. Billy
Taylor and his trio performing Friday, Feb. 8, at 8 p.m. for one concert only. The concert will be held
in the Clemens Fine Arts Theatre at
Paducah Community College.
Pianist,• composer, recording
artist, arranger and conductor.
actor, author, teacher and lecturer.
radio and television personality...Taylor is all of these. He, more
than any other single jazz artist can
be credited with bringing jazz to

DAY, FEB. 9, 1991
4:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
MENU

STEAMBOAT ROUND OF NATIVE BUFFALO CARVED
WESTERN INDIAN STYLE BUFFALO LOAF W/BUNK HOUSE SAUCE
WESTERN SMOKED BUFFALO BBQ
BUFFALO CHILI TEXAS STYLE
KENTUCKY STYLE BUFFALO STEW
COUNTRY STYLE FRIED POTATOES

Gregory P. Claesson of Golden Pond was named to the Dean's List fir
the fall semester at Northern Michigan University, Marquette. Mich 1;)
be named to the list, a student must have a grade port v.erage
3.25 and 1.99, according to Gerald J. Williams. registrar

Haley named to President's List
Bethany Paige Haley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby ffal,:y of Far
mington, has been placed on the President's List-for the 1990 1.1:1
ter at Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson. Tenn. She
majoring social work. To he eligible for inclusion on the Pry
a full-time student must earn a 3.30 or above grade point
on a 4.0 scale

Wedding
Photography

the forums of national radio and
television.

by Yoe( Fisher

Immediately following the con
cert. WKMS-FM from Murray will
host a reception for Taylor for all
ticket holders. The reception will
he held at The People's Bank lobby.
i th refreshments courtesy of Curtis Grace and the Ninth Street
!louse. For further hnformation
about the Focus Performing Art
Series at Paducah Community Col!L!,;e. call (5024 554r920). ext. 220.

•Wedding and spe:lat event
photography is our ,,pecialt:,
•/6 years eaperience
•In-home consultation
*Very competitive prietri,,,.
:‘Ir.

753-5063

1)arren ([ark

ERRY'S

Rent
Now You Have A Choice!

CORN ON THE COB
BOILED CABBAGE
" BAKED BEANS
TURNIP GREENS W/BACON
"HOP -N- JOHNS"

1\AP

P\\°

rkENMORE v

Quasar

SALAD BAR
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DESSERTS
HOT ROLLS AND MEXICAN STYLE CORNBREAD

STEREOS

BEVERAGE
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Claesson named to Dean's List

Preschool Interagency Planning Council (PIP-C) of Calloway County
and the surrounding area is a non-profit organization consisting of professionals who are interested in helping preschool children who have special
needs. The purpose of PIP-C is to help identify and refer preschool children who have special needs to appropriate professionals as well as making
the public aware of what community resources are available for these
children. PIP-C also offers inscrvices about topics such as early identification, transitioning and community resources. Any Organization interested in having a PIP-C representative speak at one of your meetings,
please contact Sue Snell at 762-2446 or Judy Whitten at 753-6031.
a.

BUFFALO DINNER
SATUR
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WKMS-FM to host reception for Taylor
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Members of the Hazel Woman's Club will canvass the town of liatel
for donations for the American Heart Association, according to Marla
Thompson. Heart Fund chairman for the cluh Member will ('anass from
Thursday, Feb. 7, through Tuesday, Feb. 18. Each one will be identified
with thadge denoting a Heart Fund volunteer. The public is urged to
suppor, this group in this endeavor. Thompson said.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Saturday. Feb. 9, at 6
p.m. at home of Norma Suiter of a country dinner. There will be a SI
charge for this Kain'tuck dinner and southern hospitality. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single.
separated, divorced or widOWed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.
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Hazel Club to collect for Heart

Singles plan country dinner
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Valentine banquets are being planned by various groups at Grace Baptist Church. The Adult event will be Friday, Feb. 15, at 6:10 p.m. with the
cost being S6.50 per person. The College-Career and Youth (7-12 grades)
event will be Saturday, Feb. 16, at 6 p.m. with the cost being $5 per person. Reservations may be made with Pat Johnson. The Children's event
will be Sunday. Feb. 17, at 12 noon with Judy Downey in charge 01
arrangements.

ADULTS
CHILDREN

$12.95
$6.25

LOW

TV'S

VCR'S

6
1
50
14175
9150
AS
LI

A WEEK

AS
LOW
AS

A WEEK

A WEEK

PLUS A FULL EVENING OF ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY:
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.Stop by to talk with "Hawk" Boughton and his Mountain
Men at their original style encampment. Complete with authentic atire and
equipment.

A LARGE SELECTION OF
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES

18th Century historical interpreter Ted Belue will share era music,
authentic clothing and trade items.

KENLAKE STATE PARK

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-2600

AURORA, KY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 502-474-2211
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I'll come back tomorrow
Then I guess I'll still wait.
I know I'll be back
and I'll tiring the right bait

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

ESTEE LAUDER
A FREE GIFT
FOR YOU
Yours
with any
Estee
Lauder
purchase of
512.50
or more.

\tit

Includes
•White Linen -Perfumed
Body Lotion
•Country Mist Liquid Makeup
•A11-Dav Lipstick, Full Size
•Skin Perfecting Creme Firm Nourisher
--One To A Customer

Iftettinittjaltei

Gladysiarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will bc Saturday. Feb. 9, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
interested writers arc invited.
Gladys Jarrett, dircctor, has
released some of the poems whiten
by the participants as follows:
A Faithful Mate
By Wilma Jean Sanders
As the flock of swan, traveled
south
The order came, from the leader's mouth
Land here to rest, a little while.
As they floated down, the children smiled
They'll swim and rest, upon our
lake.
Tomorrow morning, when we
wake
They'll fly again, into the sky
To reach the southland, by and
by.
When morning came. they did
depart
All by two, to tear your heart.
The female's feet were frozen
fast
Her mate's fate with her was
cast.
He swam around, and hovered
near
As close to the ice, as he would
dare
yonder
Then humans, came from
r- _
shore
Breaking the ice with one wide
oar.
Anxiously he watched, they took
her away.
He swam alone, all through the
day.
As he waited there, he lived in
fear
Each morning the ice was ever
nearer.
He did not know wheic she had
gone
Yet he waited on - and on.
He waited two weeks. maybe
more.
He heard people on the shore.
They repeated the journey, like
before
This time restoring,' his mate
once more
It was none too soon, they realized then.
He Would have waited until the
ice closed in.

Storm On
By Rosetta Todd
A desert storm rumbles through
the sky
Storm on! Storm on!
For your country and the guys
Storm on! Storm On!
Sadom's forces arc waging war
You'll win in thc end, our
victor!
When you're tired and lonely
CM0f1 soldier, storm on!
(Dedicated to all the troops in
Saudi Arabia and sung to the tune
of "When Johnny Comes Marching
Home Again.")
Bowed Low
By Marie Jarrett
The pines bowed low
With ice and snow
Their branches proud
Clad in a cold, icy shroud
Bending earthward instead of
upward
Loaded with the weight of
winter.
The man bowed low
With employed woe
A load of drugs and a rotten gut
that hunger and gin had twisted
up_
His wasn't the weight of winter,
but of the poor, drunken,sinner.
watched and waited ere sun
shown warm
Its great warmth melted the
storm.
The trees raised their icy limbs
In humble thankfulness to Him.
The wind blew through with a
happy sigh
y àwn to die.
• ' The beaten

Valentine
By Charlie E. York
It's cupid's time
once more to aim.
With a love potion
that lives up to its name,
His bow is taut
his aim is true.
When his dart and lovers
rendezvous.
He watches for lovers
with that look in their eyes.
Without warning this portion
he swiftly applies.
Leaving stars in their eyes
thinking of love.
Cupid stands ready
with that gentle shove.
He uses the powers
of the big yellow moon.
When plans are made
for a wedding in June.
When the knot is tied
again cupid can boast.
Of two hearts made happy
where he proudly played 'host.
Watching A Hawk
By Linda M. Siebold
I stand watching a hawk in
flight.
•
He is quite an impressive sight.
Soaring there neath the snow
white clouds
Alert to everything that moves.
He lands on a telephone pole
to watch for bunny, mouse, or
mole.
He swoops. With swift-extended
claws
He grabs the mouse without a
pause
And flies off to a large old oak
To give it to one of .his folk...
A fledgling still too young to fly
But who'll soaj in wide blue sky.

Fishing Blues
By Adam ,Herndon
Glimpses at the water
swims in shallow water.
If a boat comes near
They're always in a flutter
If you dot -watch out
They'll make you mutter.
I wanted a bite,
I wanted a fish,
It swam right by.
Will I ever get my wish!
I got a new bait
Then I sit and .wait
I've got to go home
It's getting quite late.

PI BI.1(
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Best Food in Murray B
Best Prices!
Every Friday
& Saturday
(Starts at 4 p.m.)

with
these
Gift Ideas!

Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!

OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD BUFFET
*Catfish fiddlers & steaks
*Baked Cod *Shrimp *Sea Strips $
*Deviled Stuffed Crab *Crab Salad
*Shrimp Creole *Cole Slaw
*Hush Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion Rings

OUR FAMOUS:
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

$845

Saturday
Morning
Brunch Buffet

*Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole $
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits & Gravy
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoe
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
Rolls *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice

Sunday Noon
Buffet

OUR FAMOUS:

*Roast Beef *Turkey & Dressing $
*Baked Ham *Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers *Cake•*Banana
Pudding *French Bread

Choose:
14 oz. T-Bone or
10 oz. New York Strip

85

$

95
95
95

Our Steaks Are Huge. They Are
USDA Choice and Cut Fresh Daily.

Please Check Our
Excellent Daily Specials!
Only
At

Where Excellent Food, Courteous Service, and a
Pleasant Environment to Dine 1,0w Tradition.

*Hie Place
South side Shopping Center
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,
"Tkottiali
FINE DINING RESTIURA,\ T
Also Owners & Operators of Majestic of Mayfield.
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

NI S. Murray, KY
71S3-15M
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Ratterree-Dunn wedding on March 30

IlTOW

iII wait.

Mr. and Mrs. Brice Ratterrec of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriagc of their
only daughter, Tina Gaye, to
Andrew Lyle Dunn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Dunn of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Hanle Williams
and the late Elsworth Williams,
and of Mrs. Janey Ratterree and the
late Lloyd Ratterree.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Alene Dunn and the late
Jake Dunn, and of Mrs. Ruth Garner and the late LE. Garner.
Miss Ratterree is a 1981 graduate of Murray High School and a
1985 graduate of Murray State
University. She earned her B.S. in
Elementary Education and a Master's degree in Reading.
The bride-to-be is employed as a
teacher by the Murray Independent
School System.
Mr. Dunn is a 1981 graduate of
Murray High School and a 1985
graduate of Murray State University. He earned his B.S. in Business
and :a Marketing area.
The groom-to-be is employed at
('in/en's Bank & Trust at Paducah.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, March 30, at
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations. will he sent.
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Students named to Dean's List at UK
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Five students from Calloway
County have been honored by the
University of Kentucky as being
among the top academic students
on the Lexington campus. • The students were named to the
Dean's List in their college for
having outstanding grades for the
semester.
rK, which educates 37 percent
of all college students in Kentucky,
has an enrollment of more than
();,()(8) students, 23,000 on the
Lexington campus and 40,000 at
the community colleges across the
state.
U 1( has 26 students in this year's
freshman class who are National
Merit Scholars. The 1990 freshman
class also has 77 high school valedictorians and 99 Governor's
Scholars.
Calloway County students
named to the fall semester Dean's
List arc as follows:

Scott Steven Gordon, freshman,
1905 Gateshorough Circle, Murray,
College of Arts and Sciences,
Melanie Blair Julian, freshman,
English major. Rt. 7, Box 780,
Murray, College of Arts and
Sciences:
Gary Richard Price, senior,
marketing major. Box 179. New

Concord, College of Business and
Economic s;
Angela Sue Rogers, junior, pharmacy major, 3548 Merrick Ct.,
Lexington, College of Pharmacy.;
Tommy Gale West Jr. senior,
physical therapy major, Rt. I,
Hazel, College of Allied Beall!'
Professions.

FET

35

15

95

Mrs. l.yndia Cochran, local dance teacher, and students, pictured
from left, Jennifer Turner, Elisha Adams, Nrisy Whitfield and Angie
Ladd, with Joe Tremaine, second left, attended the Tremaine Convention at Stoffer Hotel, Nashville, Tenn., this past weekend. Tbey took
classes in tap, ballet, jazz and funk rock, studying with eight teachers.
Favorite teachers were Ivan Sudynsky who just completed a world
tour fur Reebok, and Erick Ellis who won the 1989 Star Search
ii100,000 prize. Mrs. Trina Cooper, Genia Sherwood, Lisa Darnell
and students from Kentucky and Tennessee Studios also attended.
Parents accompanying the group were Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Gallimore, Mrs. Truman Whitfield, Mrs. Billy Adams, Ken Darnell and
Dale Cochran.
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Paint & Decorating Center
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6 a.m.-10 pr
Doily
• 12th & Sycorry

We Want To Be
Your Place!

Mt( allon X Vlartenr

Take advantage of
Professional Inter
Design SPl VIC0c

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday"
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun.
Only $3.95
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m Only $3.95

Call For An In I
Consultatio
Southside Shoppt
753-3321

753-8080 - Pvt Party Poor-Y.! ,A-voilr_ff,ir.
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Webber and Gurdon vows solemnized
LONDON - (AP)
Andrew
Lloyd Webber, composer of
"Cats," "Phantom of the Opera"
and "Aspects of Love," secretly
married Madeleine Gurdon days_
before their planned church
wedding.
The couple were married in a
private ceremony at Westminster
Register Office .in London, a
spokesman for the composer said
Wednesday.
No date for the ceremony was

announced, hut the spokesman said
it was held "several days ago and
only a few very close relatives
were in attendance."
Lloyd Webber, 42, and Ms. Gurdon, a '27-year-old equestrier!
had planned to marry on Satur(11.,
Heavy media coverage had been
expected. rhe.... composer's divorce
from actress Sarah ,Brig Inman. 30.
who starred in his shows, had been
a popular tabloid topic

NOW ON SALE

1

LOS ANGELES (AP)
boy magazine founder Hug.
ner and his wife, Kiiii',erley
tad, have arranged for a pt
for their 10-month old son
The couple disclose,! c,4.•
that they are expecting•
child in Sept-nilwr I tin
child, Marston (it,
I''!, • •
born on April
birthday.
-They are ti,rilid
was a playmate IH7 Ids
I .•;,
Hefner spoli.c.ii)
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Conrad, Playrate
January 1988 ar..1
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Tina Gayle Ratterree,
fiancee of Andrew Lyle Dunn
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All Office
Equipment

THERE'S PLENTY OF WINTER AHEAD ANE
PLENTY OF SAVINGS TO BE FOUND.
Winter

Entire Stock

Dresses

Winter Coat'

1/2 to 2/3 off 50'c'to60
Reg 60°° to 190°°

Reg. 100'to 400'

Petite sizes available

Includes leathers

Entire Stock Winter

*File Cabinets
*Desks
*Office Chairs
*Computer
Furniture

Sportswear

1/2 to 3/4 off
•

Blouses, skirts, pants, tops, coordinates, activewear and more

)5

Large Selection
To Choose From!

1

II

Winter

Winter

Sleepwear & Rob,

Suits

1/2 off

1/2 to 2/3 off

Reg 86'to 260°`

Reg 16°° to 65°

Fall & Winter

Winter

Shoes & Boots

Fashion Accessories

sins
.

_

95

11111111111.0

Sales & Service
*Factory Trained Mechanics
*Office Supplies

Authorised

Zero: Saks

Your Only Authorized XEROX
Sales Agent In This Area

1.

4116

4.a --•••

•

‘.

Reg. 34'to 69°°
Selby, Naturalizer, LifeStride, Auditions,
Proxy, Sam & Libby and others.

•

to

Reg. 36° to 152°°
Handbags, jewelry, scarves,
hats, belts, gloves.

SitaqIITS
Bright s in Downtown Murray

1-800-284-1714

off

XEROX®

cJeeize,?t

•

to

Agent

Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-0123

1/2 2/3 1/2 3/4

516 Main St.

Open 9 30-5 Daily, Fri until 8 30
Sunday 1-5

off

•
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Rogers-Mathis vows solemnized

y MURRAY FAMILY
YMCA
New Session Begins February 18th
Tots in Motion

50+ Aquatic Exercise
Tues. & Thurs.

9 30-10 30 a.m

4 30-5 15 pm.

Tues & Thurs

$1200

$20°°
Exercise in the water &
no swimming skills needed'

Ages 3-5 Games, exercise.
tumbling = FUN!

50+ Fitness

Baton Twirling

Wed, & Fn 9 30-10 30 am

Th rs

Mon

5 00-6 00 p m

$100°

$20°°

Exercise & stretching that
makes you feel young again'

Twirling Skills for Youth
Ages 5-12

Aerobics

vernight for 5-7 Grades
Fr

Feb. 22

8 p.m -8 a.m

615-7 15 p.m

Mon -Thurs
$30oo

Join your friends for a nigh't
of games, swimming & fun'

Aerobics + Toning = Total Both
Workout
*Babysitting available

* COMING SOON *
Mini Break Day Camp — Mar. 14 & 15
Spring Break Day Camp — Apr. 1-5

New

Office
_ocation

759-YMCA
George Weaks
Community Center
Lower Level
Corner of 7th & Poplar

Member

United Way

Miss Lori Lynn Rogers and Trevor Joe Mathis were mamcd in an
early fall wedding at 6:30 p.m. at
Memonal Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Andy and Linda Rogers of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Joe L. and
Geraldine Mathis, also of Murray.
DT. Jerre!! G. White officiated
with, the Rev. Jim Simmons assisting at the double ring ceremony,
Music was presented by Rick
Nielson, Holly Bloodworth, Milton
Gresham and Kay Outland, vocalists, Tonya Simmons, pianist, and
Milton Gresham, organist.
The sanctuary of the church wd,
decorated with a single arched
brass candelabrum, entwined with
ivy and baby's breath and six Boston ferns. The family pews were
marked with dusty rose satin bows.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents.
She wore a formal length gown
of organ/a satin. The sweetheart
neckline and bisque waist were
adorned with sequins and 'seed
pearls. The creme puffed sleeves.
hem and train of the dress were
outlined with a wire hem ruffle
with a satin butterfly bow attached
at the back of the waist.
Her only jewelry was a pearl
necklace and earrings, a gift from
the bride's parents. Her veil had a
v -front with pearls and flowers.
The bride earned a bouquet of
white bridal roses and pink roses
with strings of pearls and pink and
white streamers.
Miss Traci Parker of Murray was
maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
%11,s Paula Morton of Murray and
Carol Therrien Brunn of
Benton.
The attendants wore tea length
dresses of mint green and dusty
rose polished cotton with creme
Ouffed sleeves and matching shoes.
Laura Lee Hoover, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hoover of
Murray. and Emily Nesbitt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Nesbitt of
Franklin. Tenn., were flower girls.
They wore miniature versions of
the bridesmaids' dresses with
matching accessories.
The groom wore a formal charcoal gray tuxedo and had a boutonniere of a white rose bud with a
dusty rose stephanotis bloom and
baby's breath.
Jeremy White of Hollywood,
Ha., was best man. Groomsmen
were Jon Billington of Irving. Tex -

Mr. and Mrs. Trevor Joe Mathis
as, and John Warren Nix of
Murray.
Ushers were Gregg Rogers of
Murray, brother of the bride, and
Jerry Green, both of Murray. Blake
Parker Hoover, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Hoover_ was ring
bearer.
The men attendants wore black
formal tuxedoes with boutonnieres
of a single pink rose bud and
baby's breath.
The mother of the bride wore a
mint green two-piece chiffon dress
with matching accessories. The
groom's mother was attired in a
black chiffon dress with matching
accessories. Each had a corsage of
a pink and white rose with pearls
and baby's breath.
Ms. Martha Lassiter of Murray
directed the wedding.
Mrs. Dena Billington of Irving,
Texas. attended the guest register.
Miss Christie Nesbitt of Franklin,
Tenn., served as program attendant.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Serving were Mrs. Verenda

McElwain, sister of the groom,
Mrs. Sharon Graham, Miss Nicole
Gray, Mrs. Sharon Rogers and Ms.
Jennifer Grogan.
Following a honeymoon in
Biloxi Beach, Miss., and New
Orleans. La., the new Mr. and Mrs.
Mathis arc residing in Murray.
The bride is employed with
WSJP/WBEN Radio, and the
groom is employed with Wal-Mart
in Murray.
Bridal events included the
following:
A household shower by Kathy
Burnett, Paula Morton, Carol Therrien Brunn and Chris Loftis held in
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank;
A bridal tea by Wilma Billing ton, Kay Outland, Nancy Cathey.
Michelle Lockhart, Shirley Harrison, Norma Perrin and Margaret
Wilkins at Memorial Baptist
Church.
A bridesmaids luncheon 'hosted
by Linda Parker. Traci Parket and
Tammie Hoovet at the Parker
home. '

CAROLYN'S

Mr Tuxeclo.

2 DAY SALE

759-4073

Friday & Saturday, February 8 & 9

20-3040-50

e4lliS011 C
PflPtOgfapily
753-8809

OFF

STOREWIDE

The Flower Basket

Lamp
Shades

753-9514

Baskets

Bring you
a thought for the week_
t

Collectible
Dolls

The grand essentials of happiness are:
Something to do, Something to love,
and Something to Hope For
-Patrick

All
In
Stock

Furniture

Schamers

Starting at

Your Wedding Specialist
Serving you today
Serving your chifdren Tonwrrow.

;
NEW LOCATION

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6: Sat. 10-5

111 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)

753-9234
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Umar-Bacon wedding planned June 29
Dr. and Mrs. Farouk F. Umar of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Leila Samia, to Bryan
Douglas Bacon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Majors Bacon of
Madisonv ille.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Milligan of Vienna, Ill., and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. F. Umar of
Baghdad, Iraq.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. Mullins
of Ashland and of Mrs. Brasher
Collins Bacon and the late Mr.
Collins.
Miss Umar is a 1985 graduate of
Murray High School and a 1990
graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in rehabilitation services and a minor in
psychology. She is a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
The bride-to-be is employed by
Bluegrass Rehabilitation Incorporated, based in Louisville.
Mr. Bacon is a 1986 graduate of
Madisonville North Hopkins High
School and a 1990 graduate of
Murray State University with a
degree in criminal justice. He is a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity.
The groom-to-be received his
Second Lt. commission from
ROTC in May 1990 and is now
attending Armor Officer Basic
Course at Fort Knox. He will

Looking For Savings!!!
Now Is Your Chance!
A
Large
Selection
To
Choose
From!

Sunfisher
The Ultimate In
Pontoon Versatility

Meet Your
Horne

Leila Sarnia Umar and
Bryan Douglas Bacon to marry
attend Graduate School at Murray
State University in 1991.

4

The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 29.

HARRis-FloteBote
c/rest.

Three local artists have exhibits
During the months of February
and March, three Murray artists.
will present two- different exhibits
of their original paintings. Lyn
Oyster, Barbara Gardner and Barbara Snyder have exhibited
together in Dawson Springs, Princeton, Benton. Mayfield, and now
at the Frame Village. 418 Main.

Murray.
Crysler, iiason ()lifter with me
Murray Art Guild, is as. intent
about the Exhibition Exchange
program as her own work. This
program encourages Purchase Area
artists to share their work. Currently on display are Lyn's seasonal
water scenes in watercolor.

ma Billing icy Cathey.
irley Mend Margaret
al Baptist

icon .hosted
Parket and
the Parker

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1991

Murray artists Barbara Snyder, Barbara Gardner and Lyn Crysler
are exhibiting their artwork at Frame Village in .Murray.

Away From
Home.

* A Few Of Our Specials *

Gardner. `.',.rray Art Guild
is Inc trio's chronologist.
She records everything in her
mapbook as well as in acrylics,
oils, and watercolors. She hopes
her entry in the upcoming "Regional Images" guild show will be free
and loose rather than the concrete
image it appears to be.
Snyder, also a Murray Art Guild
member, works in oils and watercolors. She uses her painting to
sole personal problems. Roy
Davis'. recent WKMS commentary.
.1b‘JA "Boring Art" is helping her
he more selective in what she
paints.
Come see evidence of-personal
growth for each of these three
artists Monday through Friday
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at the
Frame Village.

flictIlher.

;ide 25 HP
New 1990 SunCruise-r 18' Fishing iid1,hr '•‘•
-Great For The Small Family - 1 (VA
New Harris Flote-Dek 18. w/175 MerCrui,er and Trailer
$15,900.00
•
... .
Ideal Skiing Family Boat .
Yamaha,
1W
Pontoo•
Fishing
Demo Riviera Cruiser 20.
.. $8,500.00
Depth Finder and Trolling Motor
HP and
w
'if)
ft
17--,
Ski
.
'N
Fish
Procraft
1984
$6,500.00
.
Trailer - Looks New ....
A Few 1990 Pontoon Boats At GREAT SAVINGS!!!

Tilt' .11'

I I a 511.. lion! \I
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Ii \\ !t 1 I t

(502) 753-6116
'E. IEEE It.
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PRINT & FRAME COMFORT
SALE
CII9Gin
Special Through The Month of February

Largest and Best Inventory
10%

COLO SinS,
$10 OF
1-1.1;•

OFF
All Prints In Stock
10% Off Custom Framing

O

r Prints by •Ray Harm
•Paula Vaughn *Charles Fraces
•Pat Pierson *Farnsworth
*Robert Long •Ken Holland
*Many Others

759-9853

•
.
•
•
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Available in
Wine
Black
Mocha

)t
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'
Available in
Navy
Wine
Bone

WI MK

0

Shoe

tree

•
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Available in •
Black
Navy
Mocha
Walnut

S1114111144 -131a cislk ay. YWalnut

FRAME
VILLAGE

418 Main St.

Now Thru
February 28
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*Ns,_

Southside
Shopping Center
753-8339

Available in
Red, Wine
Grey, Navy
Black
Mocha
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- Tigers start slow, but rout Hancock in All-A Classic

Nelson Ratings

of the gate determined to live up to By JOHN NELSON
their reputation as a 3-point shootAP Sports Writer
ing, 80-point producing team. After
LEXINGTON, Ky. -- The Mura Walls 3-point shiu opened the
The spell is broken. The
ray High School Tigers were swimscoring, Jason Snyder and Young
ming upstream until everyone got
responded with "3"s of their own. curse of the burgeoning buttocks
"into the flow," and an 18-6 scorWhile the Tigers were struggling is lifted from the land, and six
ing run capsized the tournament
with turnovers and with solving months of football is over.
For 27 weeks, since the NFL
hopes of Hancock County in the
Hancock's pressure, Ronnie Williams added a jumper from under- preseason began on Aug. 4, the
first round of the All-"A" Classic
State Tournament Wednesday
neath and Young drove for another NFC. the AFC, the CFL, the
afternoon at the University of
score to give the Hornets a 10-3 CFA and the NCAA have
assailed our delicate senses with
Kentucky.
start.
"When we get everyone into the
On the Tiger bench, Miller was footballs from every direction.
On every TV channel imaginflow, we're hard to beat," Tiger
concerned but not overly worried.
"We knew they shot the ball able, we heard the grunts and
senior guard Willis Cheaney said
extremely well," Miller said, point- groans of 300-pound linemen,
after Murray's 87-67 victory sent
ing out that Murray was adding the barely audible audibles of
them into Friday morning's second
fuel to the fire by trying to match 200-pound quarterbacks, and the
session (against Pikeville, noon
Hancock run-by-run. "We got a nervous incantations of
CST).
little out of control: the tempo was 150-pound announcers,
Cheaney certainly was "in the
(Has it occured to anyone
just a little too much. We forced
flow." His 28 points led the Tigers
some shots and didn't take care of that the popularity of the NFL
in scoring and his precise passing
has grown in direct proportion
the basketball."
accounted for 18 more points
Another Young 3-pointer put to the size of offensive linethrough assists, while his 15-for-16
men's stomachs? It's nice to
free throw shooting set a single- -Hancock out by eight. 15-7, and
know that no one gets to be
game All-"A" tournament record
Snyder followed a Joseph putback
with one of his own for a 17-9 300 pounds just by lifting
and his bailhandling skills ripped
weights, and that someday a lot
spread.
through Hancock's pressure
of these guys will have to go
Then the Tiger comeback
defense.
to fat farms run by reformed
started, spurred by. senior guard
It wasn't a setting for individual
Rayburn, who took a Walls pass, , sumo wrestlers.)
highlights, however — if so, HanAnyway, TV now belongs to
and drove the baSeline.for a tough
cock guard Rafe Young's singlesuch sports as basketball, hockscore.
game record of 35 points would
ey, auto racing, golf, tennis,
Hancock missed and Cheaney
have tipped the balance in the Horbowling, caber throwing, log
didn't, firing in a "3- with 210 left
nets' favor.
Murray, however, countered with
to cut the lead to 17714:Chris rolling and wickiup raising, at
least until March, when the
a team effort to complement CheaKemp scored on a drive for HanWorld League of American
ney's production. No Hornet teamcock and Young added an outside
Football kicks off on ABC.
mate reached double figures to. shot for a 21-14 lead, but Heath
And, by the way, 15 days '61.
share scoring duties, with Young, Walls won a battle under the basket
pitchers and catchers.
and scored on a putback to cut the
while •Cheancy's 28 points were
The highlight of the corning
lead to five at the quarter mark.
boosted by 18.-point scoring from
weekend could well be CBS'
"I felt that by the end of the first
Jason Joseph and Allen Rayburn_
telecast of the much-awaited
quarter we were in pretty good
ten more from Heath Walls and
college basketball game Sunday
shape," Miller said.
eight from Ban Crum.
between No. 1 Nevada-Las
His feelings were on target "Our strong suit is the fact that
we play very well as a team," Murand so were the Tigers. Rayburn, Vegas and No. 2 Arkansas at
Fayetteville, Ark. It's probably
ray coach Cary Miller pointed out, enjoying possibly the best game of
UNLV's only chance to lose
noting the was the non-marquee
his career, opened the second
players and the bench complement
frame with a 3-point shot that cut until the NCAA tournament.
CBS also will mark one year,
the team's individual highlights.
the gap to 21-19. Hancock scored
"These guys have played together
and 'reboundeda Tiger miss, but to the day, until the Winter
for a good while now," he said. "I
Cheaney knocked the ball away Olympics in Albertville, France,
Walls recovered for a layup. with its first promotional spot
and
think
we're
becoming
even
more
Heath
teammate
Tiger
as
Hornets
‘lurray's
Cheaney releases a jumper in front of three Hancock
causing
Hancock to take a tithe-out for the Games during "Guns of
comfortable
with
each other."
Walls watches from the background during first-half action of Murray's 87-67 victory Wednesday in the
Paradise" Friday night. The
at
5:53.
The
Tigers'
comfort
withstbod
first round of the All-"A" Classic State Championships.
promotion's theme is: "Share a
an early test as Hancock fired out (Con.t'd on page I3A)
Staff photo by Daniel T Parker
Moment.''
Also Friday night, Turner
Sports will air a one-hour special on the NBA All-Star Game
on TNT.. Saturday, TNT will do
Wallace said several factors hurt Notre Dame, including
The Wolverines also got 'one of the nation's top defensive the all-star oldtimers and 3-point
By RICK WARNER
tougher entrance requirements, speculation that Holtz might backs, Deollo Anderson of Youngstown, Ohio; SuperPrep's and slam-dunk competitions, and
Associated Prows Footboll *WA.,
No. 4 receiver, Felman Malveaux of Hamshire, Texas; and ABC has its popular potpourri
leave and the loss of several assistant coaches.
"They needed linemen and they didn't get them," Wallace all-around star Tyrone Wheatley of Dearborn. Mich.
f)ame may launch am-Kr...7 Rocket nex. season,.
of the arcane, "Wide World of
Unlike most schools, Penn State doesn't release its list of Sports." Sunday, NBC has its
Fignting Irish landed one of the country's most prized said. "And they didn't get the quarterback they wanted, Jeff
recruits. But Wallace said the Nittany Lions were expected to , first shot at the NBA All-Star
Wednesday when receiver Mike Muller of Sugar McCrone. who is going to Florida State."
;7
sign
SuperPrep's second-rated recei'Ver, Bobby Engram. of Game at Charlotte, N.C.
Texas signed a national letter of intent.
Florida State, Penn State and Michigan were the biggest
Camden,
S.C., and two running backs ranked in the top 10 -Bob Costas and Mike Fratello
Holtz said the 5-foot-7. 160-pound speedster- winners .on the first national signing day for high school
Stephen
Pitts
of
Middletown,
N.J.,
and
Kijapa
Carter
of
Weswill
do the game for NBC. It's
-77f Ragh:t -Rocket- Ismail. the triple-threat star players.
terville,
Ohio.
double for Fratello, Who
a
rare
'Penn
group
of
State got the hest
running hacks, some
▪ hg. Notre Dame a year early to enter the tin_
The Nittany Lions also reportedly got three of the top I() coached the East All-Stars to a
great people on the offensive line and a couple of outstanding
offensive line prospects — Andre Johnson of Southampton, 1387133 victory in 1988 over a
Rocket. he even got linehckers.- Wallace said.
ke Pocket. he talks
N.Y.; Marco Rivera of Elmont, N.Y., and Scott Stratton of West team coached by Pat
"Michigan
got
the best group of defensive linemen, the two
-•.1h.he facial expressions.- Hoitz said. "He's
West Chester, Ohio.
Riley, now also an NBC basket.f ah Rocket and more experienced coming in at ;best quarterbacks from the state of Michigan and the best athOther
schools
with
excellent
recruiting
classes
were
Georball
analyst.
• itut 1 do not expect him to he another Rocket.-. letelrom the Midwest. And Florida State got the best running gia, Washington, Colorado, Texas A&M,
Auburn,
Texas,
Ten''I've
even got a lock of Pat
back.
the
defensive
back
and
the
hest
best
offensive lineman
has excelled as a receiver. runner and
nessee, Southern Cal, UCLA and Iowa.
er.
's
Fratello said.
• Pi,: tne high school star doesn't want to be in the country."
Georgia Tech went undefeated last season and won the That was his reward as the
k.n.1:' 11
-Florida Slate's prize recruits include three homestate stars coaches' national championship, but Wallace said the Yellow
winner.
,
own identity.- he said. "If Rocket hadn't left.
--- running back MarciJette Smith of Winter Park, offensive Jackets were outrecruitcd in their own state by Georgia.
Fratello likes the idea of an
going Were were S7. When he left. that :lineman Greg Frey of Clearwater and defensive back Derrick
"The Bulldog tradition is hard to beat,"; Wallace said. NBA All-Star game as TV fare,
Brooks of Pensacoa SuperPrep rated each player as the best "Plus Georgia Tech can't get some kids because of their not because of the players'
tough academic standards."
m.iier. Notre Dame didn't have a in the nation at his position. .
great one-on-one abilities but
Michigan sighcid highly rated quarterhauk Craig Randall of
Both schools got top-notch quarterbacks. SuperPrep's No. 1
because of a rare chance to sec
No I rekruitang c,a,s the last Tour years,
Grand Rapids_ 'Mich . and four of SuperPrep's top 20 defen- quarterback, Donnie Davis of Burlington, N.C., is going to ; great players taken out of their
r
sive :fle
!7g second-ran2d I rent Zenkewicz of Georgia Tech and third-ranked Eric Zeier of Marietta, Ga.. normal roles.
the T
llen A'a:lace
will attend Georgia.
•.7
Clevea•
"They're usually the main
guys on their teams, the go-to
guys." Fratello said. "Now.
when they're surrounded by
other people at the same level
of (a a'Ac., Coun;y.
siass,i !alibao
and linebacker Martin Diehl, at of excellence, they want to
Racers.
Ey DALD RAMEY
:75-pounder and Horner Pa!:
6-0. 190 from Orlando, Florida.
^,ack Travis Yerby
blend in more. You see some
The only other high school sig"'At* •ss1 Sports Editor
Fulton City, a (.
In the defensive backfield, the
5-9. 200-pounder out of St
great team play in this game
nee projected as an offensive playround from a 2-9
were the two top runnini
-sburg. Fla
Racers signed two high school
because of that, some excellent
er is Jason Dclgato of Sarasota,
•r.. the Murray State Racthe First Reg:on last season, whiic
ball movement, guys wanting to
four quarterback_s already
Fla., who stands 6-2, 250.
seniors, Tomas Cobb of White
zhi....: 15 prospects to national
fullback Jon Ross. a 6-0
h the fold. high schooler Beni'
On defense, the Racers signed
Plains. NY, at 6-2. 190 and Jeff make that great pass."
B •a a 6.0. 190-pounder from
; intent on .the first day of
210-pound from Monroe Count:,
defensive lineman Bill Sheridan, at
Knight of Cincinati powerhouse
Wide World of Sports this
rg signing per , (7::
Tompkiri,\,
L- n signed ith the 6-0, 250 pounds from Union, Ni., /Coned on page 13A)
week will include the Donn
Handicap from Gulfstream Park,
f001bil:1 coach .N+1,r
first' in the American Racing
.vanted to sign a bey'5
Championship Series for older
turiior c egc players to qu
;
horses, and the World's Fastest
fix In( Pace-, tr•ubies. The Ica,
Athlete competition. Track's Carl
er, s 71CC7, iur ;,inior college pros,
Lewis, baseball's Rickey Henwho came to the fore. And he did it derson and football's Darrell
pects Wee.hesday. to go along with
the Wolfpack
3-point arsenal, making 12 of 23
By DICK BRINSTER
- .Ise to take it slow, perhaps rely - long-range shots.
quarter'ack Trerna,n Lewis of K.,
the easy way, sinking four free Green will be among those
Assocatod Press Spont• WM*,
gore
throws down the stretch to seal the competing in three races — a
Coilege who .was
rig again on 3-point shooting The
Despite losing, the Tar Heels
North Carolina State will he in
Tar Heels will try to speed up the were even more impressive, hitting
verdict.
December and is already
100 meters in track clothes, a
FULL-COURT PRESS
the mood to celebrate should it heat
in school_
pace. •
14 of 25 from beyond the 3-point
40-yard
sprint in football pads,
.Rc.harct Sc.on scored he tost sof pots tr a
North Carolina tonight, but it's
junior college help
'Ttit key will' be to go out and line.
14 4 soCOnd half surge iraolltry the No 18
and a dash around the bases in
Kansas Jayhawks over the tailor No .5
running back David Loyd,
almost a certainty the Wolfpack
pay as hard as Wie can." said Rick
In other games involving ranked
cleats.
Nebraska Cornh,Jskers 85 77 In a bOltie of Bt9
pounder from East
will be too tired to stage much of a
Fox, who scored 22 points to lead teams Wednesday, it was No. 18
"Everybody's a little leery,"
Eight leaders The inctory gave Kansas, 110 at
50,1141 14 111,860n. a 16-4 overall mark and a
Junior College: lineparty.
North Carolina.
t.
Kansas 85, No. 15 Nebraska 77:
Lewis
said. "Can you picture
Nebraska
log
ot
5
2
Kansas
and
Eight
Sc
acer Melvin ,Aldridge of Tyler
The Wolfpack beat the ninth "They have to be tired." King No. 20 Georgetown 79, Providence
'8 4, 43, had been trod tor the Bc Fled lead
me in football pads, or all
with Oklahoma Slate The Jayhawks and the
Junior Coilege in Tyler, Tex., who
ranked Tar Heels 97-91 Wednesday.
Rice said of the Woffpack. "We're 65; Arkansas State 76, No. 21 New
dressed up like a baseball playCovsboys who beat Iowa State now share the
;s 6-4. 225 pounds: and defensive
night by using just six players
just going to get after them."
Orleans 65; and No. 22 Oklahoma
er? I know if I lose to those
lob $pot
•Diktorno• 1.45ionroo had 20 points arid "%hi
luck Kendrick Randle of Trinity
while North Carolina employed 14.
But he conceded even that would State 83, Iowa State 62.
other guys, I'll get ragged on,
backed shots and Aionzo Mourning awed 15
V,aiiey ,Community College, who is
They play again tonight at Chapel
not guarantee a victory.
"It became a game of 3-poinmege
pim
oi
v,
n
but, hey, they're pretty last,
th
;
No
loss2010Geor
.sjat
aaja
Ho
boyntass aarfe
s bloc*
id ,:ged
Hill, meeting back-to-back because
540. i(i0 pounds Murray also
"They are in extremely good
ters," Wolfpack coach Les Robintoo."
dence Trans in the Big East 78-65
their first game was postponed Jan.
shape," Rice said.
son said of Wednesday night's
signed R od Todd. a 6-0, 185-pound
Lewis hasn't raced this year,
Alfonso' St 76, No 21 New °neon, 65
•Padacan Trighnian product SoCkby Gross had
defensive hack from Northwest
16 when the war began in the PerWednesday night's game showdown at Raleigh. "They (the
and
he obviously won't be in
:
Ainentarhipi
S
ny
t
20
70
Is
n
scmiro
e:
::::
:
hi
s usN706.1
anoes,21sco
d;
tup m:d
At
o
:
Mmasee
n
tsa
he
consS
boungey:om
o po:,:t
Mississipi_ Junior College.
•i
sian Gulf.
otfirebetween the Atlantic Coast Confer- , Tar Heels) had an incredible disshape. So, how is he going to
'
, the sdadv
beCarne the first tear
Murray expects another JLCO
"The real party will be if we
ence rivals was a mad bomber's play of 3-point shooting.
live with the disgrace of losing
win tomorrow," the Wolfpack's
signee sometime today.
dream.
But when the Tar Heels closed to
a footrace to a baseball player?
•
th• SeCttod halt when the No 21 °Cancan&
Chris Corchiani said Wednesday
The Racers signed four running
Rodney Monroe scored 21 of his 92-91 on a 3-pointer by Hubert
"We'll switch. I wouldn't
Slate Cowboys broke :may Iran the lows Stale
night. "It will, all be tarnished if
backs out of high school, three
mind playing baseball," Lewis
37 points in the second half as Davis, it was Monroe, the ACC's
cyclones to remain tied 10,1110 Bog E gte Wad
with an 83 62 ern
from Kentucky. Waynee McGowan
we lose tomorrow,"
North Carolina State unleashed its leading scorer at 28.6 per game,
said.
By DANIEL T. PARKER
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New model Rocket has Holtz smiling about recurit

JUCO additions highlight Racer recruiting efforts
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Wolfpack wins round one of twO:game set
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The rich pot richer as traditional powers Penn
Slate, Michigan and Fonda Steil led the way in
signing top high school Rsiispects on the first
day prep players could sign loiters of intent
Florida State's prize recruits include three
hornestate slats - running back Marquette
Smith of Winter Pad, offensive lineman Greg
Frey of Clearwater and defensive back Derrick
Brooks of Pensacola SuperPrep magazine
rated each player as the best in the neon at
his position Michigan signed quarterback Craig
Randall of Grand Rapids, Mich, and four of
SuperPreps lop 20 defensive linemen, includ
mg second rated Irent Zenkewicz of Cleveland
The Wolverines also got one of the nation's top
defensive backs. Deollo Anderson of Youngs
town, Oho, SuperPrep's No 4 receiver, Felman
Malveaux of Hamshire, Texas, and all around
star Tyrone Wheatley of Dearborn, Mich Unlike
most schools, Penn State doesn't release its list
of recruits But Wallace said the Natany lions
were expected to sign SuperPrep's second
of Camden. SC,
rated receiver, Bobby
and Iwo running backs ranked 41 the top 10 —
Stephen Pitts of Middletown. NJ. and Kilana
Caner of Westerville, Ohio The Netany lions
also reportedly got three of the top 10 offensive
tine prospects — Andre Johnson of Southamp
ton, NY. Marco Rivera of Elmont, NY, and
Scott Sexton of West Chester. Oho
• • • •
FOXBORO, Mass -- New England Patriots
owner Victor Kiam apologized lor a loke he told
at a banquet about Ida Olson and the Persian
Gulf War At the awards banquet of the Slam•
ford (Conn) Old Timers Athletic Association,
Kiam, one of 15 honorees. asked what :he Ira
) They've
qis have in common with Lisa Olson'
both seen Patriot missiles up close," USA
called
Kiam
said
NFL
The
reported
Today
Olson to apologize personally It didn't rule out
disciplinary action league spokesman Greg
Aiello said. 11 should go without Saying that
this office does not condone offensive corn

rngram

mints of any type
• • • •
CLEVELAND — Cleveland Browns linebacker
a plea of innocent to
entered
Cotton
Marcus
charges of rape and Sexual battery Cotton, 24,
appeared for arraignment before Cuyahoga
Courtly Common Pleas Judge Terrence
O'Donnell A bond was set at 65,000 and was
posted. and the case was assigned to Judge
Michael Corrigan for trial A 20 year•Old woman
from the Cleveland suburb of Brook Park told
police in the nearby suburb of Parma Heights
on Dec 21 that Cotton forced her 10 have sex
with him the previous night

Golf
INDIAN Wit IS. Calif — Robert Gamer closed
with eagle birdie to finish at 8 under par 64 and
a one stroke lead over Corey Pavin after the
first round al the Bob Hope Classic Garnez
played at Indian Wells, the shortest and genet
ally considered the easiest of the four desert
courses used for the first lour rounds of the
five-day, 90 hole tournament Pawn. a runner
up last week in the Pebble Beach National Pro
Am, shot 65 at the Arnold Palmer course at
PGA West -- probably the toughest of the four
He was followed by Curtis Strange, Bob Tway,
Ed Eon, Mike Sullivan. Mark alAeata. Blaine
McCallister. Bran Claw. Mike Springer and Jim
McGovern a? 66
• • • •
SI ANDREWS. Scotland -- Tighter restrictions
on qualityirg and a 6148,500 increase in prize
money were announced for this year's British
Open The Royal arid Ancient Golf Club of Si
Andrews said all but regular players on the
world's mad( professional tours plus a handful
of leadmg amateurs would have to go through
regional qualifying to get info the field Previously. any pro from outside Europe went direct
my to final qualifying or into the main field
Exemptions from the regionals were granted to
all US and European PGA Tour players, the
top 100 players from both the Japanese and
Australasian ICtur,'and the top 80 from he Asian
and South African lows

Tennis
Top seeded Andre Aoassi
,SAN FRANCISCO
, Overcame hard serving Udo Rgiewski of Get
marry 3 6 64, 6 3 in the second round of the
Volvo San Fkancisco tournament Brad Gilbert,
seeded third, beat Alexander Mronz 6 3, 6 3
Other second round winners were Kevin Curren
and Dan Golde. who upset No 5 Tim Mayotte.
2-6, 76 (8 61, 7 5
• • • •
MUM Italy — Top seeded Ivan lend beat
Magnus Larsson of Sweden 7 5, 58, 7 5 in the
the Milan Indoor In a second first round of:
round match, filth seeded Jakob Hasek of
Switzerland beat Anders Jarryd of Sweden 6 3.
0 6. 6-4 Sixth seeded Aaron Krickstein of
, advanced to the final
Grosse Pointe,
eight when Thierry Champion of France
defaulted following a sudden illness after losing
the first four games

SCOREBOARD

Tigers

W I
14 12
Boston
21
25
P144'048041,'
20 26
New Yoh
20 21
Washington
14 33
New JOIStay
13 34
Mans
Control Drama:on
34 14
Detroit
It II
Chicago
19
10
kativeukes
25 21
Atlanta
26
19
indiana
15 11
C khreiand
14 I?
Charlotte
WESTERN CONFERENCE
111.41www Division
at I
San Antonio
31 13
11 16
Ulan
Houston
26 21
16 27
Dallas
16 28
Mrinescria
14 31
Derniaa
13 31
Orlando
Pecilic Division
39 9
Portland
35 It
LA Liners
10 16
Phoeni
26 19
Goklen Slate
22 21
Sean*
15 12
LA Clippers
13 12
Sacramento
Wednesday it Games
Boston 133 Charlotte 117
Marts 134 Nisi Jersey 119
Philadelphia 108 Washington 100
killsraului• 109
Hcmsdri
Utah 103 Phoenix 99
Seattle 107 LA Clippers 104
Sacramento 97 Portland 93
Thuredey a Ge110/41
Charlotte at Atlanta 6 30 p
Houston at Cirrieland 630 pm
Boston at New VOrk 6 30 p m
Mnimmota at Orlando 630 pit'
New Jersey at Washington 630 p
Chicago at Detroit 7 pm
Golden Slate at Dallas 130 pm
Indiana at San Antonio 710 pm

Pct
712
541
435
426
AM
211

GB
ar
4
14
iv.
1
2:
2'

704
6119
612 4.
543 6
422 '1 ,
326 '4
304 '9
GO
Pei
705
1 r
660
553
372 14
364 15
311 11
281 '4
8,3
761
3
6;2 8
578 11 •
489 15
119 23.
269 24 ,

Hockey
As the center on Brett Hulls line, Adam Oates
doesn't get much publicity All he does s get
the puck to Hull 'Oates is awesome,- Hull said
after the two combined Wednesday night lc
lead the St Louis Blues to a 54 overtime pc
tory over the Buffalo Sabres -I let Adam gre
the puck and I lust try to get in the open for him
He gets it to me all the time" Oates picked ao
three assists against the Sabres to give NM 55
in lust 36 games this season Tyro of the assists
Wednesday night came on goals by Hui ,
inciuding the game winner HO, who also
scored in the first period, now has 57 goals ir
53 games Currently. the NHL's leading goal
scorer is on a pace to surpass his 72 last sea
son The season record is 92 by Wayne Grett
ky Hull's second goal of the game came
45 seconds left in overtime Oates won a
twee deep .n ine Sabres' zone and got ''e
puck to Hull, whose high shot train, rile 100 o'
the right circle beat Daren Pupoa The 13, Jes
overcame 20, 3 2 and 4 3 de'tts lrrg •ri•
Jr,"
game at 804 of the third period
Brown's high shot from outside the blue line
was misplayed by Puppa.
.fn other games, it was Chicago 8, Montreal 3
,
the New York Rangers 5, the New York Isla'
dens 2, Hanford 5, Edmonton 1, and Toronto 5,
Winnipeg 5
WALES CONFERENCE
Petrick Division
W I lets CF GA
26 19 9 65 202 174
NY Rangers
29 23 3 61 235 201
Pittsburgh
27 24 6 60 186 177
Phites•40,4
73 22 10 56 200 184
Now Jersey
25 28 3 53 178 188
Washngton
18 29 8 44 157 195
NY Islanders
Adame Division
32 17 6 72 210 181
Boston
3021 6 66 194 176
Montreal
24 25 6 .54 159 18'
Hartiord
21 23 10 52 189 186
%nab
11 la 9 31 155 240
Quebec
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Nord, Division
W L T Pts GE GA
35 17 4 74 189 144
ChICA190
32 16 7 71 216 174
SI L01.411
24 27 5 53 189 206
Dialfdat
17 31 9 43 172 19/
Mnneeora
14 35 6 34'161 21'
Toromo
Smyth* Divie4on
18 5 67 224 172
31
Lot Angeles
28 71 5 61 2. 173
Calgary
3 57 187 177
24
27
Ornomon
20 29 9 49 192 205
Waleson
43 172 22'
5
32
19
VanCOurOf
Wednesideya Gamin
Si. larie 5. Buffalo 4 or
Hartford 5. Edmonton I
Chicago 8. Montreal
N V Rangers 5, N V Wanders 2
Toronto 5, Winnipeg S. tie
Thursday• Games
Calgary at Boston 6 35 p m
Vancouver it Philadetirva 6 35 p m
Montreal at Quebec. 6 35 m
'oronto at Mnnesota 735 pm
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(('ont'd from page I2A)
When play resumed, the Hornets
missed two shots and walked with
the ball. Murray was charged with
ei 3-second lane violation, but Rayburn stripped the ball away as a
Hornet drove the baseline.
Murray set up in their offense,
with Aaron Whitaker wandering
out to the 3-point stripe. Whitaker
took a pass from Cheaney, seemed
to disregard the open shot, then
launched the ball on a net-ripping
flight for a "3" that put the Tigers
on top, 24-23.
They never trailed again. Rayburn hauled down a rebound and
Chcaney drilled another "3" for a
27-23 margin, and the Tigers began
protecting a 3-to-5 point cushion.
Murray was leading 33-28 with
1126 left in the half when Joseph
scored on a putback and Hancock
coach John Tinsley, seeking an
over-the-hack call against Joseph.
was rewarded with a technical foul
instead.
Cheancy drilled both free throws
for a 37-28 lead and followed a
Hancock free throw with two more
from the charity stripe. at 1:01. giving Murray the 39-29 cushion they
wiiuld carry into the halftime
break.
Young. who scored 12 of his 35
points in the first quarter, was
blanked in the second as defensive
specialist Heath Walls began butting the Hornet star. "I was Just
trying to aggravate him, put a hand
in his face,- Walls said. "He's one
of the toughest opponents I've
faced."
Miller, meanwhile, said the
second-quarter turnaround wasn't
due to a particular defensive
change, although the Tigers did
solve some Hancock screens and
began adding more "help-side"
defense.
"But no defense is good if the
other team is scoring everytime
they shoot the ball," Miller said,
"and they were scoring everytimc
they shot for a while. It worked out
for us because they missed a few
and we took advantage."
The Tigers kept the advantage
throughout the second half,
although Hancock did cut the margin to 47-44 midway through the
third. Walls drove the baseline for
a Tiger basket, however, and a
Hornet offensive foul set the .stage
for a Joseph basket from underneath to shove the lead back out to
•
51-44.
Again the Hornets swarmed
back, using a '3" from Young to
cut the edge to 53-49. Cheancy
answered with two free throws at
the 1:24 mark and -Hancock rushed
downcourt, losing the ball out of
hounds on the break with 41 ticks

INJURED?
D A.
JONES
DONAL
AT LAW
„ATTORNEY

left.
Cheancy penetrated, then dished
off to Crum for a bucket and 57-49
score, and when Whitaker swept a
rebound off the Hornet glass with
15 seconds left, Cheaney took possession, raced downcourt, set up
and fired a 3-pointer that nestled in
the nets with 002 left for a 60
Tiger lead.
That seven -point surge was foi
lowed by Rayburn's bankshot to
start the fourth quarter with a
13-point cushion, and the Hornets
were stung. 'I wo free throws by
Rayburn at -5:l I increased the lead
to 14 points, and the Tigers' free
throw shooting kept expanding the
cushion, with Cheaney hitting one
free throw with 0:02 left for the
largest lead of the game - the
87-67 final
before recording his
only missed free throw of the
game.
The Tigers hit 33 of 42 tries
includ
from the free throw line
ing'19 of 24 in the fourth quarter
--- while Hancock managed only
seven of I I from the charity stripe.
More importantly. the Tigers
kept Hancock well below their
average in 3-point shots attempted,
balanced' scoring and total points
The Hornets. All A champions
of the Third Region, came into the
game averaging around X5 points
per game, taking about 25 3-poin
ters a game and putting four pia).
crs in double figures.
They were held to 67 points,
took only 18 3-point shots (hitting
six) and had only Young in double'
figure scoring.
Nfurray, meanwhile. proved to he
the better long-distance scoring
squad. .as the Tigers also hit six
in only H tries.
"3"sThe Tigers also ruled the
.rebounds, claiming 16 retrievals
Hancock•s 27 as Joseph pu
down 13, Ras burn added seven
Whitaker took fisre.
Murray's win sets up a quarterfinal matchup with Pikeldlie. 15th
Region All-A champions who
defeated Louisville Beth Haven
69-55 in the tournament's opening
game 'Wednesday.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
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College football signings

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 So. SYCAMORE
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Coming Soon...

The 1 igers and the P,Ini her,
meet at noon (CST) Fri,:
• • • •
MURRAY HIGH .
16 19 b0 87
HANCOCK CO
21 29 49 67
.......
Murray t87 - Cheariey 28 JeSepr 18, Hay
burr 18. Was 10 Crum 8 Whitaker 5, Greene
FG 24 52, Fl 33,42 36 rebounds
Hancock 1671 -- Young 35 Kemp 8. Kern*,
7 Snyder 7, Williams S Gray 3, Snulti 2,
Brown, Estes FG 27,58, FT 7 11, 27 'ebOunfls
Records - Mzray 17 5 lia-cacii '4 6

more

Premiere
Ith and Fitness Club
I lea
.•
University Squam

759-9999

l•-tx..11

LOWEST I
PRICES!!! I

THE PURCHASE AREA'S LARGEST

MICHELIN DEALER

CALL

Basketball
The state Senate
CARSON CITY, Net
Human Resources and Facilities Committee
has voted 7 i0 for a bill to krtlit the NCAA's pow
er to impose sanctions on UNLV The panel
acted after Rowney Chuck Thompson. representing UNL V basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian, said the bill isn't a defense of cheaters"
and is needed because the NCAA a basicalfy
out of control" SB202, introduced by Matonty
Leader John Vergiels. 0 Las Vegas, tells the
NCAA to use due process in investigations of
member schools The proposal stems front a
long standing feud between the NCAA arid
Tarkanian
• • • •
NEW YORK — Bob Costes will replace Mary
Albert as play-by-play announcer for Sunday's
NBA Ad Star Game at the Charlotte Coliseum
NBC said that Albert will not take part in the
telecast due to the death of his mother Aida on
Tuesday Albert has been the main play by-play
man in the first season of the network's cover,
age of the league
• • • •
The Sacramento Kings, one of the NBA's doormats, are putting a little mud on the sparkling
record of the Portland Trail Blazers The Kings.
with the third -worst record in the league.
became the first team this season to beat Pon
land fence as Travis Mays scored 14 of his 27
points in the fourth quarter of a 97-93 victory
Sacramento coach Dice Motta said the outcome
was more amazing considering injunes to Way man Tisdale arid Anthony Bonner and the loss
of Antoine Carr with six fouls with lour minutes
lee Among the Trail Blazers' problems against
Sacramento were 20 misses in 50 tree throw
attempts The Kings convened 33 free throws
— a season high — in 43 attempts Mays was
4-for 14 from the lied but I 7-for-18 from the

Practice Concentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's ('omp.

NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

.

Space Tire has a surplus inventory of top-ofthe-line Michelin, Passenger and Light Truck
tires...that have to go!

Murray, K. - 733-0053
MIS IS AN AI)VEREISEMEN1, K.
SPECIAI:rms

K,

NO! ( I k III

01

INGERSOLL
Winter FREE-ze
Sale

No Payments
Until Spring

line, including nine straight in the final 73
seconds
•Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Boston 133,
Charlotte 117, Miami 134, New Jersey 119, Philadelphia 108, Washington 100, Houston 111,
Milwaukee 109; Utah 103, Phoenix 99, and
Seattle 107. the Los Angeles Clippers 104
despite Jeff Martin's team high 21 points for
A
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

ALL SIZES...FIRST LINE & BLEMISHED AVAILABLE
Prices Rolled Back...No Trade
Necessary...We Want To Sell!!!
Mount
and
Balance
MICHELIN'XA4
vtio

with Four
Michelins
(Offer good thru February 15. 1991)

MICHELIN XZ4

l7.481

101•#,

• if

• For domestic & imported
cars
• Long-mileage all-weather

MICHELIN XH

• For

luxury domestic cars
• Long-mileage oil-weother
radial

• For domestic cars
• Longest-mileage Michelin
radial

radial
MR.

SPACE TIRE

JUCO
Buy an Ingersoll 3000 or 4000-series Hydriv' garden tractor and any attachments
now and don't make any payments until May It!• That's like getting to use it for
the whole winter virtually free! And don't forget, all Ingersoll Hydnv garden
tractors come with the TOP'" (Total Owner Protection) Lifetime Warrantyt, the
first and only lifetime warranty. in the industry!
Hurry, this offer ends March 2!

(Coned from page I2A)
LaSalle, who stands 5-9, 175.
Murray High product Chris Dill,
an all-state soccer performer, was
signed as a placekicer for the Racers, who lost all-OVC pick Greg
Duncan and backup Hayung Kohler
to graduation.
The geographical mix was typical of recent Racer recruiting
crops. The Racers signed four Kentucky products. three from Florida,
two from Texas, and one each from
Mississippi, New Jersey, New
York, Louisiana. Ohio and
Tennessee.

1406 Main, Murray

759-1331

S.

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St.

1939 N 8th St

Murray

Paducah

753-3062

444 0110

; copv404 •40, nonperson teiwonwini Co
• Swope to arionivw1 ow* from ii Car Corp
(.4•A ow ma* perod 4.41,7.5% dor, por.e.+4
rrimod Mown* .0,00•Ayvu •.•• inderina
See ra"Cl
[Mawr
A•

4. In 4.0•1040www.wi
.

„
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J
Ingersoll
The Buy Of A lifetime.

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES •

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
•Up to 5 qts. our oil
'New oil filter
99 •Lube chassis
Appointments required Most vehicles
•

fk

Expires 2-28-91

We Accept
MasterCard, VISA
and Discover
M-F 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

51

• 4,-
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Scholarship recipients
••••

••••

Farrell Beyers (left) and William kressenburg, representatives of the Association of Associated General
Contractors of Paducah, recently presented three, $900 scholarships to Murray State University students.
The scholarships are gisen annually to students in Murray State's College of Industry and Technology.
Scholarship recipients are ifrorn left) Stacey Chester, a sophomore occupational safety and health major
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Chester of Paducah; Dedria Driskill, a sophomore construction
technology major and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Driskill of Benton and Lawrence Tillson, a
senior construction technology major from Murray.

Iraqi deserters surrender to reporters
LoNDoN iAP) --- Four famished Iraqi Army deserters, talking
"incessantly" of allied bombing.
surrendered to Western journalists
in northern Saudi' Arabia. The
Independent newspaper reported
Thursday.
Reporter Richard Dowden wrote
that he and three other journalists
came across the four Iraqis while
driving near the border with
Kuwait. where the troops, said they
deserted Tuesday.
After speaking with the "unshaven. exhausted and famished" Ira-,.the journalists offered to take
::em to allied soldiers, Doude7,
-They drove to a mixed ur',
fortes where E-.4.vptian
"--vlanios took the Iraq;s into

SEARS

hy.
the four
;. aper the newspaper idernfied as a leaflet
S. planes calling on
dropped by
Iraqis to szrender.
The four, identified only as KhaMoasa. Abu Wahed and
\toharnmed, escaped from the
Arr.v Division. where they
: n a ,H ,..eretil foxhole for tv.o

Murray

months and ate paltry rations, said
have Kuwait. It is Saddam whohas
the repOrt.
done that.., fie is crazy." "Each day. at 4 o'clock,,.
He quoted them as saying there
were given rice, just five spoonfuls. ,were minefields around their posieach, a small piece of bread and a
tions in Kuwait and that units of
little water," Khalid, a corporal, Iraq's elite Republican Guard had
was quoted as saying.
orders to shoot deserters.
Dowden added: "All said they
They received no other food and
did not know if their unit had
no water for washing. but had a
radio on which they listened to chemical weapons... All of them
talked incessantly about the bombBritish Broadcasting Corp. until
'Planes bombing, bombing.
their batteries ran out 10 day s'ago. ing
bombing.'"
said the report. Dowden was accompanied by
We don't believe in this war," Isabel Ellsen and Ed Barnes of The
Abu Wahed was quoted as saying. Independent and Tony O'Brien of
We don't believe that Iraq should Life magaiine.

we

Livingston County becomes eligible
for disaster assistance from state
Ky. (AP) -- help is available for the restoration
of publicly owned property
Livingston County became eligible
Wednesday for disaster assistance ' damaged or destroyed by the
flooding.
because, of December flooding.
Water covered roads and some
Local government will decide
..houses in the area. Livingston
houf to use the assistance.
County residonts worked for days
Sixteen Kentucky counties have
sand'bagging levees to hold the
been declared disaster areas
water back.
because of high water.
The cifsAter assistance mean
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SERVING MURRAY:
Flags decorated Murray State University's Lowry Center Friday, as
part of International Student Day, while the 140 international students from 53 different countries who attended Murray State celebrated the day by wearing specially designed sweatshirts. Activities
were coordinated by the International Student Organization, led by
adviser Ruth Jackson (second from left). Pictured outside the Lowry
Center, home of MSC's international program, are (from left) Ingrid
Del Rio of Bolivia; Xuemei Qin of China and Kim Pang of Malaysia.

Thomas entertained millions, helped save lives
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) -- Danny Thomas entertained millions in
a lifetime on television, but his
most lasting work may he the hospital he founded that fights a daily
battle with childhood cancer.
Thomas, 79, died Wedriesday in
Los Angeles after returning from
Memphis, where Monday he helped
celebrate the 29th anniversary of
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital.
At a cake cutting ceremony, he
said he never dreamed the hospital
he vowed to build in the 1940s
would become a national leader in
treating leukemia and other childhood cancers.
"If I ever thought we'd have
come this far, I wouldn't have tried
it." he said. "There are miracles
that happen here, scientifically,
medicafly proven facts, hut they're
miracles, no question about it."
Thomas, whose career spanned
five decades, opened the hospital in
1902.
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Special day

By JEFF WILSON
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. --Ronald Reagan turned 80 Wednesday with a glitfy birthday bash luring world dignitaries as well as
cash for the Reagan library, a hilltop shrine to his eight years in the
White House.
Britain's former Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, a fellow Cold
War warrior and dear friend of
Reagan, was the featured speaker
at the Beverly Hilton Hotel blacktie gala hosted by Mery Griffin.
More than 900 Reagan devotees
paid $2,500 apiece to rub elbows
with a diverse crowd ranging from
Vice President Dan Quayle and
Gov. Pete Wilson to Elizabeth Taylor, Jimmy Stewart, Liza Minnelli
and Lee Greenwood.
While Quayle, Wilson and former Gov. George Deukmejian were
on the guest list, they weren't scheduled to speak.
"If we let everybody who is not
able speak, we'd.be there for three
days," said Reagan spokesman Bill
Garber.

MI RRAY LEDGER &

He began the center to pay back
an outstanding debt. At the age ol
26. with no job and down to his
last S7, Thomas kneeled in a
Detroit church and prayed to St.
Jude, the patron saint of --lost
causes.
"If I'm not meant for show business, give me some sign and I'll
get out," the struggling comedian
whispered. "But if I am meant for
show business. then I'm gonna stay
and try to make it all the vvay
and if I do, I'll build you that
shrine.—
A few weeks later. Thomas successfully. auditioned for a radio job
in -Chicago.
lie came to Memphis often to
talk with the St. Jude staff and visit
their young patients, His frequent
fund raising and speeches on behalf
of the center earned him a Congressional Gold Medal in April
1985.
"When our doors opened 29
years ago, all children NA!

leukemia died. There were no survivors," said Dr. Joseph Simone,
the hospital's director. "Now our
most recent studies show that
somewhere around 70 percent of
children with common leukemia
survi ye.''
Leukemia research has come
from many facilities, but the Memphis hospital is recognized internationally as a leader in the field.
It also focuses on other forms of
cancers as well as infectious diseases, genetic disorders and
immune system deficiencies, such
as childhood AIDS.
St. Jude's is supported primarily
by donations, and the ability to pay
has nothing to do with a patient's
admission.
At Monday's cake cutting, Thomas noted the inscription on a
plaque at the hospital entrance. It
says "St. Jude Hospital. Danny
lhomas, Founder."
"That's all the epitaph I want."
he said,
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810 Chestnut Street
(Soon to be moving to
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The Double Guarantee

Service— If your pizza does not arrive within
30 minutes from the time you order, you will
receive $3 off
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Roberts Realty

•

As Murray grows. so grows ROBERTS REALTY!They ire here to serve YOU in the most
efficient way possible. Check the listings below and call today for your appointment.

#9888

SALE
PRICE '11,653

4
1
11
:I r

AM/FM stereo, air, styled steel
wheels, body side moldings,
reclining front cloth seats, interinittent wipers, rear defogger

#1375
4-speed, front
wheel drive,
styled steel
wheels, re00 clining front
oucket seats,
mist control
per
month wipers, rear
defogger.

$

1991 Previa DX
#3149

SALE PRICE

169987

Per
month

Air, power windows,power locks, tilt, cruise, AM/FM
cassette with 'impact disc, sunroof, antilocking
brakes

• - 'it,
uumuLASsittii#1I.
•taitiassalLALL
Community hying with the advantages of town!
Central, natural-gas heat-electric air. 3 bedrooms,
large kitchen/dining area, large workshop. Side yard
fenced with. covered deck. Insulated to TVA standards. Other re( cot renovations. Priced to sell! MIS
2927.

ity convenience without city tax, 3 bedroom, 11/2
bath,close in, central heat and air, large lot. 855,000.
MIS 2950.
ALCM. '

city utilities, 3 bedroom,
ideal for newlyweds or retirees. $29,000. MIS 2847.
Small coriiri,:iliity living,

Well cared for older home on 4.5 acres, outbuildings,
fences, ideal for the animal lover. $59,900. MLS 2938.

Reduce• d to
$59,900

••

/1991
Standard Bed Truck

s 5200

SALE
Dual air, power
windows, power
PRICE '7,549
.
locks, tilt, cruise,
4 cycle fuel infected engine, 5
speed
transmission,
styled
AMIFM stereo,
steel wheels, double wall
intermittent wipcargo bed, mist cycle wipers
ers, rear defogN...
ger.
s.._

Affordable brick ranch close b, town. Roomy, three
bedroom with large kitchen and a tremendous
amount of cabinets Lovely home under 850,000.

4

$3,500

#0858

beautiful uuritry style home in quiet neighborhood
just minutes from town. Western cedar siding. AntiTIC front door. Solid oak cabinets in large
kitchen.
Master bedroom/bath. Heat pump coolingtheating.
Insulated throughout including inside walls. Treated
deck.

101111114

SAVE

SALE PRICE '6,853}
-7

•

VU

1991 Cressid
a
#30.33

1991 Tercel
I

00

Near new country home - 3 bedroom, 1 bath, nice
kitchen. dining, utility, lots of closets. Nicely decorated on wooded lot. Central gas heat, porch and lots
more.. $65,000. MLS 2844.

Designed to delight - built to endure! Four bedroom,
21 /2 bath brick on approximately four acres.Two car
garage. Well maintained home between Murray and
Mayfield. $69,500. MLS 2442.

•

Y,4
•

per
month

iiere It is...everything one needs to go in business for
yourselfand a place to live as well. Two bay garage, air
compressor and lift, gas pumps and lots of parking.
Much more.
•

See

Greg
B Bradshaw

4vaii•

Aubrey Hatcher
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden-Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran-Gen. Mgr.

sa

515 S. 12th St.
Murray. KY
OF MURRAY INC.

753-4961

•

For all ofyour real estate needsgive ROBERTS REALTY a call today at753-1651 or come
by their office at South 12th & Sycamore.Weare membersofthe multiplelistingservice.
Anna Requarth. Broker
Jim Thurman
Sol* Darnell
Jodaenrion

753-2477
753-5336
753-1651
753-2085

Randal Scott
Damen
Prentice Dunn
Bob Haley
Kenneth

759-4810
437-4712
753 5725
489-2266

Joe Watktn•
Cindy Hicks
Catherine Glass

437-4229
435-4510
759-1500
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Observing FHA HERO Week

Attention in Frankfort turns
to replacement of Burnette's post
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With the position of commissioner
of agriculture vacated by the resignation of Ward -Butch" Burneue,
attention has turned to a
replacement
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said
Wednesday he has already offered
the job to someone who has not yet
accepted. Wilkinson declined to
identify the individual but said one
of the delays has to do with investigations of potential conflicts of
interest.
The leading candidate is reportedly Charles Hamilton, a Shepherdsville agriculture dealer who
is a Wilkinson - ally and served as
his Bullitt County election chairman in 1987.
The resignation came after the
jailed agriculture chief said he
became convinced the Senate
would not afford him the opportunity to attack the felony theft conviction that began his legal
problems.
"Al! I wanted was jusuce justice has been abused," Burnette
told WKYT-TV in Lexington.
"What they *anted was a kangaroo court." Burnette continued.
-The constitution and the law say
if you're going to impeach Butch
Burnette, give him a fair trial ..
and I didn't get it and I wasn't
going to get it
Senators said Burnette would
base been ,given as much time as
he wanted to personally deliver his
message to the impeachment trial
But senators also said they would
base drawn the line if Burnette had
tned to begin calling witnesses as
it were a re-enactment of his
:left trial.
Burnette has been in the Franklin
County Regional Jail since Jan.
serving his one-year prison sen:nce for theft by unlav.ful taking
He was convicted in Franklin Cr.at Court in January 1990 of piac.bg a woman on the Department of
payroli before she actually began working
Burnette has consistently proclaimed his innocence and con1:nued that defiance Wednesday.
Burncue's attorney. Gail Robinson, said her client would continue
his appeals and ask for shock probation when he .becomes eligible in
a few weeks ,Burnette could also
'')e eligible for a prole hearing as
curly as April
•no: io!ng to cease nis

L-WEATHER

D I _1

efforts to prove his innocence,''
Robinson said.
Burnette's conviction was upheld
by the Kentucky Supreme Court in
a unanimous ruling. Subsequent
motions to have the trial results
thrown out or a new tnal ordered
have been denied.
The conviction was the basis of
the single article of impeachment
returned by the House on Jan. 25.
Burnette is still entitled to retirement benefits earned as a legislator
and for the three years he served as
commissioner. He will be eligible
to receive $1,375.01 per month at
age 65 for his 12 years of service
in the Kentucky House.
Officials with the Kentucky
Retirement Systems, which oversees retirement benefits Burnette
earned as commissioner, refused to
provide information about those
benefits. Questions were referred to
General Manager Pamala Johnson.
who was not working Wednesday
afternoon.
Rep. Greg Stumbo, the chairman
of the House Impeachment Committee, told the Senate there was no
point in continuing the trial, even
though Burnette could have been
assessed its costs.
"The interests of the commonwealth would be best served by' terminating this impeachment process." Stumho said
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TREAD WEAR-OUT

The Calloway County Future Homemakers Of AmericaiHERO chapter or the Calloway County High School joins with 11,000 other chapters in the nation to observe FHA/HERO week Feb. 10-16. Signing the
proclamation is County Judge-Executive George Weaks and looking
on are chapter members LeAnn Darnell and Melissa Vance.

A/AFIRANTY
all+ LENGES 'CP • OACIA4....
TRAILHANDLEW AT
LIGHT-TRUCK RADIALS

Hurry sale ends March ist.
`31/1-

SAVE $124 to $152

Scott Paper Co.
to get incentive
after law signing

Read the
want ads daily

• Steel or amend belts ter
rugged derebilsto

on jet fuel would be limited to S4
million, provided Delta buys at
least 100 million gallons per year.
Delta also would qualify for as
much as $15 million in tax credits
by sinking at least S300 million
into the project and increasing its
Kentucky' payroll by S15 million.
The amendment added in the
House would require the state
revenue secretary's approval for
extension of the investment
deadlines.
Some eastern Kentucky legisla
tors used the vote to register a mild
protest over their failure to win
back a greater share of coal
severance-tax money for their coal
counties. They said the extra
about S26 million per
money
year — was needed for economic
development
One of the opponents, Democrratic Rep: Russell Bentley of Topmost, said he supported the concept
of state incentives for job development, but Delta's incentives were
not justified.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Bills giving tax breaks to Delta Air
Lines and extra bonus money to
some Kentucky veterans have been
passed by the Kentucky House.
Lawmakers on Viednesday also
passed a bill giving Persian Gulf
troops an extra year to file tax
returns.
The Delta bill offered the airline
a combination of tax credits and
caps for doubling the site of its
hub in northern Kentucky. The vote
was 92-5 on the Senate bill, which
must go back to the Senate for consideration of a technical House
amendment.
State officials offered the incentive package last summer, when the
airline was selecting a site for
expansion. It chose Greater Cincinnati International Airpolt. which is
at Hebron in Boone County, for the
$315 million project.
.The state made the incentives
contingent on the scope of Delta's
investment.
The airline's annual bill for taxes

,FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — A
hilt extending a package of incent.ses to Scott Paper Co. to build a
S50t1 million manufacturing plant
in Daviess County was signed into
law by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The package signed Wednesday
includes credits, loans, grants, job
training and road construction. The
cost of the incentives is °pep to
some interpretation but o-Anore
than $20 million.
The company has 'estimated it
*ill eventually hire 550 people at
the plant, which will make paper
products such as toilet tissue and
paper towels

Each wile* pee IN, 2 or sere
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House passes bills that
gives tax break to Delta
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AS SHOWN ON THE PLAT
TEN FEET fla;
TWENTY FIVE FEET /5:
REAR
MINIMUM FIVE FEET
(DING
ACCE SSC.4 NO NOXCUS OR OFFENSIVE TRADE OR ACTIVITY SHALL BE CARRIED ON UPON ANY LOT NOR SHALL ANYTHING BE DONE THEREON
WHICH MAY BE OR aEcomE AN ANNOYANCE OR A NUISANCE TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD
5 NO TRAILER BASEMENT TENT SHACK GARAGE BARN OR ANY OTHER BUILDING SHAUL AT ANY TIME BE USED AS A RESIDENCE
TEMPORARILY OR PERMANENTLY NOR SHALL ANY STRUCTURE OF A TEMPORARY NATURE BE USED AS A RESIDENCE
E NO ANIMALS OR BIRDS OTHER THAN HOUSEHOLD PETS' SHALL BE KEPT ON 1.117 LOT
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• 3 iLAINTFNANCF,k: LOTS SHALL BE KEPT MOWED AND IN A PRESENTABLE CONDITION THE OWNEROEVELOPER RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO PERFORM 'HIS SERVICE IF THE PROPERTY OWNER FAILS TO COMPLY AND EXPENSE THEREOF SHALL BE BORNE BY THE
INDIVIDUAL LOT OWNER
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Newport honored in MSU Staff Excellence

ABC grants

tthior's note I hefollowing ts one
Murray State University —
ut a series of aim les featuring winners of the /990 Staff Evellence
Awards at Murray State University.)
Mountains hold a fascination for
Claretta Newport that could be described as having therapeutic value.
"They seem Si) peaceful," she explains. -The effect is somewhat like
going to the do(tor and getting some
kind of medication that gives you a lift
and makes you feel better."
She has taken some trips to the when Mrs. Newport s mother, v.no
Great Smoky Mountains but freely lives alone and retains her indepenadmits that her -heart's desire is to go dence at age g I,comes to visit her and
to Colorado" to savor the mighty the two younger generations of l'se
ports.
Rocky Mountains.
-She sews and keeps herself ti...fe
Her yearning for the majestic outdoors seems hardly congruent with busy most of the time, Mrs New porf
her indoor job at Murray State Uni- said. -However, since she does not
versity as the housekeeper at Oak- drive, I help by providing transportaHer 1:
hurst, the president's residence. But tion for her errands "
with
her
Along
yard
and
flov.ers
in
she is quick to add that she enjoys her
warmer weather, Mrs. Newport
work and has not begun to think of
a daily basis that she hinds in her
makes use of her leisure time enjoying
retirement.
to If
•eriodic
in'
music
--la
including
•iano
the
"Working for Dr. (Ronald J.) and
Mrs. Kurth is a pleasure because they
are very nice and always so considerate of me." Mrs. Newport said.
A native of the Hazel area and a
1952 graduate of Ilaiel High School.
she will observe the 20th anniversary
of her employment at Murray State
later this year. Besides Oakhurst, her
assignments have included residence
trails, the SpLciat Education Building
and a short stmt at Pogue Library.
Much of Mrs. Newport's personal
life is centered on family -- her
mother. Nola Chrisman of Murray.
and son Gary arid his family who live
next door to her just south of the State
line in Henry County, Tenn.
She left the Hazel community in
1953 when she married Brent Newport and moved a few miles down into
Tennessee. She lost her husband in an
automohile accident in 1976 but has
continued to make her home in the
same place.
Now her son, his wife Carol and
their two sons, Geffrey,7,and Tracey,
2. live "just across the driveway."
Mrs. Newport shares a garden with
them and helps with her grandsons
when her daughter-in-law works afternoons on her swing-shift job.
"We work together; eat together
Claretta Newport, the housekeeper at Oakhkirst at Murfr State
and spend a good deal of our other
University, is shown with a collection of 16 matryoshkA dolls from the
time together," she noted, "sojt has
Soviet Union fin display at the president's residence. Lach doll except the
been a very enjoyable arrangement." •
largest oneirsIthe collection of Dr. and 'Mrs. Ronald .1. Rurth fits into the
Every weekend is a family' rthnion
next larger site.

STAFF EXCELLENCE
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$53 75

Dr. Vi Miller (right), Dean of the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at Murray
State University, and Becky Phillips (left), pe.er adviser in the center, congratulate Doreen Colson and
Arliss Scott of Murray, winners of the Adults Belong in College Grants for the 1991 spring semester. The
grants pay tuition for the first class adults beginning college take. Information about the grants, scholarships, financial aid, admission procedures and careers will be available at the next Adults belong in College Workshop Monday, March 4, 6 to 9 p.m. To make resersations for the free vsorkshop call (502)
762-4150 or 800-669-7654.

59 74
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87 99
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85 78
97 88
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Regional Young Farmers Banquet held tonight
to recognize those out*anding in their areas

SS!

re. Recognition will he given to the
regional winner in contests such as
Outstanding Member of the Year
and Rural Leadership, and in production contests including burley
tobacco, corn, soybeans, wheat,
beef cattle, beef feeder, dairy and
The president of the Calloway
swine.
Chapter,
County Young Farmer
The following young farmers are
Billy Dale Smith, has announced
representing
the Calloway County
they will be represented by 16
Young Farmer Chapter with contest
two
and
members and their spouses
entries:
guests. The chapter advisor is
Mickey Overby. dark fired
Johnnie Stockdale.
tobacco production; lorry Stark,
The purpose of this banquet is to
air-cured tobacco production; Mark
recognize young farmers in local
Paschall, burley tobacco and white
YFA-chapiess for outstanding lead— —corn production. Rick Murdock',
ership and proficiency in agriculutbeef cattle and yellow corn producThe annual Purchase and Pennyrile Regional Young Farmer
Banquet will be held Thursday,
Feb. 7, 1991, at 7 p.m., CST, at the
Park Terrace Restaurant in Fulton,
Ky.

WTO
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el ..to
ces ober*/ I
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eiestallaben

3t. 9-6
>310

tion: Tripp Furches, wheat, bottomland and upland soybeans and rural
leadership. and Greg Story, double
crop soybeans.
This is one of the five Regional
Young Farmers Banquets held in
Kentucky annually for members of
the Kentucky Young Farmer Association which is the organization
that is an integral part of the
Young Farmer classes taught by
vocational agriculture teachers
across the state. These banquets are
co-sponsored by the Kentucky
Association of Electric Cooperative
and Farm Credit Services of
Kentucky.
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Kentucky Art Association to meet Feb. 16
The Purchase Pennyrilc Division
of the Kentucky National Art Association will meet Feb. 16, 2 p.m.,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, fourth
floor of Price Doyle Fine Arts Ccntcron the Murray State University
campus.

All members and interested persons are invited to attend this meet-

ing which coincides with the deadline of entry into the KAEA All
State High School An Show. Plans
for this meeting include discussing
procedures and revisions of the

417Am

Your Individual
Horoscope

V4A

Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1991

state constitution, updates on what
area teachers are planning for the
March celebration of National
Youth An Month and a discussion
of how Kentucky's Education
Reform is affecting art education.
For information on the National
Youth Art Month contact regional
Y.A.M. coordinator Sandy Hayden,
at Lone Oak High School.
KAEA would also like to invite
the public to the KAEA All State
High School Art Show to be held
at the Clara Eagle Gallery, Feb. 26
to March 9, and to the reception
with award presentations scheduled
for noon, March 2, on the upper
level of the gallery.
KAEA member, Lynn Pesoat
Warren, with the Calloway County
Elementary An Program, reports
that Southwest Elementary School
will have a visiting artist for two
weeks in February. Local award
winning artist, Heather LoPiccolo,
will be conducting a wearable art
workshop with fourth and fifth
grade students, which is supported
in part by a grant from the Kentucky Arts Council with funds from
the National Endowment for the
Arts, and locally supported by
members of the Murray Art Guild,
Peoples. Bank, Calloway County
Board of Education and other Murray businesses.

ARIES
improve considerably today Natur(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
"It ally, you'll be in a celebrating mood,
You'U be hearing happy news today but judgment is likely to be off when
about travel or a recreational interest. shopping.
You may get conflicting advice about SAGITTARIUS
a career concern Guard against (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ffie
over-sensitivity
Good news comes from an adviser
TAURUS
or agent today_ A fortunate travel
(Apr.20 to May 20)
invitation could also arrive. Be sure
Fortunate news today affects the to follow through on a promise made
family, finances, and property inter- to a family member.
ests. Guard against wasteful expendi- CAPRICORN
=ass
ture when socializing. You may revise (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
your investment strategy.
Things are happening behind the
GEMINI
scenes today that are in your favor
(May 21 to June 20)
financially You may be a bit selfTact and diplomacy are needed conscious now and inclined to overtoday in dealings with higher-ups. react to real or imagined slights.
You'll be pleased about developments AQUARIUS
in your life presently affecting a (Jan. 20 to Feb 114)
Errors in judgment could occur
personal relationship
today regarding spending. Your social
CANCER
life looks promising now expect for
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't refuse someone's offer of one acquaintance's stand-offish beha
assistance in a work endeavor. Posi- sior. Partnership rapport is assured
tive developments in business now PISCES
Asitssignal an improvement in income A (Feb 19 to Mar, 20)
laior
co-worker, though, may be touchy.
You'll meet with new opportunities
LEO
to get ahead in life today. but bi.
especially alert to the sensitivnics
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You're in a buoyant and optimistic others today. A higher-up may lack
"Coaching Your 'Wh.. to More
mood today apd will impress favor • social graces
Yol' BORN TODAY usually have a Self-Esteem," a community education
ably those you contact. Your tendency, however, Ls to go overboard in knack for making money and can course co-sponsored by Murray State
the enjoyment of pleasure pursuits.
succeed as head of a corporation or University, will be offered this month
your own business You may have a on the university campus.
VIRGO
variety of abilities, hut your greatest
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22
The course will be held on three
Though there are happy • family success comes when you concentrate
consecutive
Wednesday nights - Feb.
developments today, one family on one main interest. You are defi13, 20 and 27 - from 6 to 8 p.m.
member could feel left out in the nitely' a perm in meant to do his or her
cold. Be sure to be considerate of the own thing. You have creativettalents Conducted by Dr. Concetta Culliver,
feelings of others now.
and could be drawn to show busi- criminal justice professor at Murray
LIBRA
ness. Birthdate of,. Lana Turner, State, the course will offer informa(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
afirew Evangeline- Adams, aStrotto tion about how to understand the
If you inadvertently hurt a family ger; and Jules Verne,'writer
meaning of self-esteem, how it deveMember's feelings, be quick to make
lops negatively and positively and
amends. Your popularity is on the rise
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.) how self-esteem can be improved.
now and you'll be receiving social Forecast for Today or the Future
The fee for the course is $20. For
invitations today.
I 900 226 0360
more information, call 762-4159 or
SCORPIO
$I a minute
1-8W-669-7654. (outside Calloway
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
.
County).
Prospects for success in business

Self-esteem course
offered at MSU
during February

The

Party Mart

Mil

Hannan Plaza - 509 Lone Oak Rd. - 442-0011
Open 8 AM-10 PM, Fri. & Sat. Till 11 PM
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LOADED!! LOADED!!
Automatic Transmission

-V-8"

1991 CHEVROLET C-1500
"SILVERADO" FULL SIZE
After Discount
& Rebate

913 71300*

V-8 Auto Transrhission, Chrome Step Bumper Air Good
Silvered° Equip TA Wheel Cruise Control Power Windows
Power Locks AM FM Stereo Cassette wGraphic Equalizer
Slng Rear Wndooi, Aux Lighting

LOADED!! LOADED!!

1991 S-10 2 DR. BLAZER
"TAHOE"

1991 S-10 "TAHOE" PICKUP

'13,99r*

After Discount
& Rebate

43 V-6 Auto Trans , Alf Cond , Num Wheels Locking Ditt
Reef Mourted Tire Camer, Rear Window Convenience Pkg
Folding Rear Seat, Power Windows, Power Door Locks Tilt
Wheel Cruise Control, Deep Tinted Glass, Custom Cloth
High Back Reclining Bucket Seats
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& Rebate
V-6 5 Speed Trans Air Gond Tahoe Package Deep Tinted
Glass Power Steering AM/FM Stereo Cassette Chrome
Rear Step Bumper P205r75R14 RWL Tires Aux Lighting

#5981

ONLY $286" a MO.

"
''CHEVROLETS TOYOTA.
50 MPG HIGHWAY

1—

'—i 1991GEO METRO 3 DR.

59508*
9

After Discount S7

& Rebate
Air Conditioning
AM.FM Stereo

16009

ONLY
$155— a mo.

TOM GOGGANS
General Manager
Raw. ANY pnotornis S ,
.sCP,evoiel Cad.itac GEO.,
se.v,ce dent Presttal* to cal, me
Tom Goracia,s Gervp-a, liaa-ager
st,,w• to,‘00°. c.sto,r,so• statio.,
'Price fin robots deducted 111*seludes tax I License
-Payments band on 10°. down onion as & Worm on 60 month contract at 1' 94 A PP

"Loaded"

1991 GEO PRIZM
4 DR. SEDAN
After Discount
& Rebate

1991 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
CLASSIC 4 DR. SEDAN

90,75910*

Air Conditioning MM5 Manual Transmission ANVFM Stereo
Cassette Power Steering Remote Mirrors Rear Defroster

#6119

ONLY
$219" a mo.

ollov al

aka

CHEVROLET • CADILLAC • GEO
3417 Park Ave.

442-6184

List
Disc. & Rebate

$19,029.00
-3.114.79

#5273
V 8 5545 Seat Rear Defroster Auto Trans P205/
75R 15 Tires AM/FM Stereo Cassette Dr Side Power
Seat. Cruise Control Tilt Wheel Inside Power Trunk
Opener Illuminated Visor Mirror, Carpeted Floor Mats,
Power Windows Power Door Locks

Barry Travis.
Used Car Manager,
T R Robbins.
Business Manager.
Bill Glisson.
Service Manager.
Daryl Agers
Paris Manager
Tom While
Body Shop Manager

Sales Representatives
Butler Digilto
Tommy Thomason
Dennis Poindexter
Mark Adams
Curley Carver
Todd Stephens
Gary Holshouser
Danny Roberson
Louis Cash
Jetty Vandevelde
Don Guess
REMEMBER
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Spacecraft
overheating
PASADENA, Calif.(AP) — The
Magellan spacecraft is overheating
because of dust or corrosion on
mirrors that reflect sunlight away,
hut it still should be able to map 95
percent of Venus, NASA officials
said Wednesday.
We have a spacecraft that's
being fried on one side and frozen
on the other," said Steve Wall,
Magellan experiment representative
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
.The mirror trouble hasn't posed
a problem until now because as
Magellan orbited Venus the spacecraft often was shaded either by its
dish-shaped main antenna or by the
planet itself, project manager Tony
Spear said.
But the amount of sunlight falling on Magellan changes depending on the relative positions of the
spacecraft, Venus and the sun.
• The side of the spacecraft away
from the sun reaches 14 degrees
below zero Fahrenheit while the
side facing the sun reaches 293
degrees, exceeding temperature
"alarm limits" on some
components.
It's about the temperature welldone roast beef is when you take it
out of the oven," Wall said.
To minimize overheating, which
could damage electronic components, engineers will order Magellan to perform "two hide maneuvers" from May through July. That
means the spacecraft will be turned
so most of it hides behind the main
antenna twice during each orbit.
Spear said.
The antenna must point toward
Venus to collect picture data, then
turn toward Earth to send the data
to scientists. So Spear said the
maneuvers will limit Magellan's
ability to map Venus during its socalled extended mission.
Magellan's 5744 million primary
mission, which ends May 15, is to
map 70 percent to 90 percent of
Venus as the planet rotates once
below the polar-orbiting spacecraft.
That takes 243 Earth days, the
length of a single Vcnusian day.
if the overheating had started
when Magellan first reached Venus, the spacecraft would have been
able to map only an estimated 50 to
75 percent of the planet. Spear
said.
But missing that much of Venus
during Magellan's second pass
over the planet won't hurt much
because it already has mapped half
the planet and will map 90 percent
by May 28, he added. And by the
end of July more than 95 percent of
the planet will have been captured
by Magellan's radar.
Spear said engineers don't know
why Magellan's mirrors are losing
their ability to reflect heat from the
sun, but strongly suspect dust or
corrosion. The problem was
noticed after Magellan was
launched from space shuttle Atlantis on May 4, 1989.
Despite the temperature control
problem, Magellan should be able
to map Venus' south pole during
the extended mission. It was not
designed to map southernmost latitudes during its primary mission.
Magellan also will look for active
volcanos and measure Venus' gravity field during the extended
mission.

for District 7 of the Ohio Dcpari
ment of Transportation, said a con
struction site near the scene was
evacuated and a nearby plant had
been ordered to keep its (lows and
windows closed.
Enon Police Chief David Lykins
said a handful of families were
evacuated from homes in the area
and several hundred people were
evacuated from nearby businesses.
The highway was shut down for
several miles, between Ohio 4 and
U.S. 68. The truck was stopped on
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People helping people

1-70 closed by hazardous chemical spill
ENON, Ohio (AP) — Authorities closed off a portion of Interstate 70 in western Ohio on Wednesday" after a truck carrying a
hazardous chemical spilled part of
its load.
Between 150 pounds and 170
pounds of phosphorus pentasulfide
spilled onto the highway, said Battalion Chief Pete Nowman, hazardous materials coordinator. Earlier
estimates that 3,500 pounds of the
chemical had spilled were incorrect, he said.
Phosphorus pentasulfide is used
in insecticides and oil additives.
said Phillip Schell, transportation
manager for Monsanto Chemical
Co. in St. Louis. The Monsanto
driver notified the company of the
spill shortly after noon using a
satellite transmission unit on the
truck, Schell said.
If the chemical comes in contact
with water, it can produce a poisonous gas, hydrogen sulfide. Light
rain began falling near the accident
scene late Wednesday afternoon.
Workers covered the material
with a plastic tarp to try to keep it
dry, Nowman said.
Nowman said he expected the
rain would have caused a chemical
reaction, but said he did not
observed any.
Hydrogen sulfide is poisonous if
inhaled or swallowed, and contact
can cause burns to jhe skin and
eyes, according to a hazardous
materials guide published by the
U.S Department of Transportation.
ert Payne, safety inspector

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1991

the Loon cut ramp from the interstate, ahoui 'five miles west of
Springfield.
The flatbed truck was carrying
the load of phosphorus pentasulfidc
from a Monsanto Co. plant in
Sauget. Ill.. to the Exxon Chemical
plant in Linden, N.J. A motorist
alerted the driver to a leak, Payne
said
The driver pulled off the highway and discovered the door to one
of six 7,0(X)-pound containers had
opened. Payne said.

Religious restrictions eased in Saudi
AN AIR BASE IN EASTERN
SAUDI ARABIA (AP) --- Restrictions on the practice of nonMuslim religions apparently are
being eased in Saudi Arabia.
A U.S. Army chaplain on Wednesday helped dedicate a new
dining hall financed by Saudi
Arabia on a huge air base that's
home to American. Saudi, Kuwaiti
and British forces.
But the Rev. Vincent Inghilterra
of Paterson, NJ., was careful to
make his blessing ecumenical in
nature.
"Oh God, Allah," the Roman
Catholic priest began the prayer.
then quickly switched into Arabic
to conclude it by saying "May the
God of all of us bless us all."
Afterward. Inghilterra was asked
if he felt uncomfortable as a priest
in this Muslim country. He said he

and the other l09 priests in Saudi
Arabia had grown more accustomed to being in Saudi Arabia
after se‘eral months.
"I don't find it uncomfortable at
all now," he said. "Some of my
Saudi friends were surprised to
learn that Americans pray. They
thought we were a godless people,
hut now they know better."
He said he and the other chaplains were observing the customs
and culture of Saudi Arabia.
"We do respect thc religious
tradition of- this country," he said.
— There is a law against proselytizing in this country, so we don't
proselytize. This in no way compromises our faith."
He said he celebrates Mass with
the troops and gives Communion
and other sacraments.

From left, Hal Winchester, owner of Quick Print in Murray, presented a check totaling $752 to Becky
Dunaway, t?easurer of Desert Storm Support Group Murray-Calloway County, Thursday morning, as
Stella Casitt, Sandra Clayton and the Rev. Charles Anderson look on. The money was raised through the
company's production and sale of "I Support Desert Storm" buttons and bumper stickers, in an effort to
fund support groups for those with family members sersing the United States in the Middle East. Quick
Print will continue with the fundraising for the support groups indefinetly.
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5
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Call about
our FREE
Body Shop
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Wilson Gantt and Charles Eldridge, from right, accept a check for $500 from Murray Optimist Club
member Ronnie Gibson and club president Jerry Smith, from left, for the new regional special events
arena. The club is the first local organization to participate in a new campaign for the arena which allows
groups, businesses and individuals to purchase name plates to adorn chair-back seating in the new arena
with a'donation of $500. The plates are intended to honor or memorialize individuals or groups of the
donors' choice. The Optimist Club would like to challenge other civic groups to match the donation.

Medicaid issue may lengthen session

NOW OPEN
Distributor of the Most Complete Line of Automotive
Reconditioning and Appearance Materials

Bel-Air Shopping Center — 753-0051

2
• Parko - DeVilbiss

ILN12

Hutchins- Tremco - Pro - Burfords

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Medical care providers who participate in Medicaid would pay more
to get more under a proposal that
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson may add
to the agenda for the special General Assembly session.
The Medicaid idea is one of several . Wilkinson is considering
adding to the session that is already
in its fourth week. Some legislative
leaders, though, complain the session has already dragged on long
enough.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D- •
Hindman. the architect of the
Medicaid proposal. said Wednesday the plan would expand a program the 1990 leg:lature approved
for hospItal reimbL:rscment for
treating poor people.
The proposal calls for medical
care providers who already partici-

pate in Medicaid — from doctors
and dentists to nursing homes and
home health services — to be
assessed a fee. That fee would be
used to, in effect, buy more Medicaid funds from the federal government that would in turn be paid to
providers.
The fee would be based on gross
receipts of organizations such as
hospitals and nursing homes. For
individuals, like doctors and dentists, it would be based on the gross
amount of money they already
receive from Medicaid.
''They'll get more than they pay
in," Bailey said.
The key is a Matching program
Th !Medicaid funds. For each dollar
the state spends in Medicaid, the
federal government provides about
three. dollars.
Alailey said the proposal would

allow an assessment of up to 5 percent of the gross receipts for hospitals and up 1,6 15 percent of gross
receipts of other providers.
Based On an estimate of the full
5 percent levy on hospitals and 10
percent levy on others, the program
would raise about $120 million,
Bailey said.
Bailey and Wilkinson said they
know of no opposition from medical care providers. "They'll support it and work to get it passed,"
Bailey said.
But representatives of those
groups warned privately on Wednesday they had not yet fully
embraced the idea.
There would be some strings
attached. As with the current hospital program, participants would
have to agree ,to treat all Medicaid
patients.
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Members of'Cosby,' Cheers' cast head
' list of people's choice award nominees
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LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Cast
members from "The Cosby Show"
and "Cheers" headed the list of
nominees Wednesday for the 17th
Annual People's Choice Awards.
"Ghost," "Home Alone" and
"Pretty Woman" were nominated
for favorite motion picture.
"Cosby" landed a nomination as
favorite comedy series and Bill
Cosby was voted a contender for
top male television performer and
all-around male entertainer.
Co-star Phylicia Rashad was
nominated for top female TV performer. Raven Symonc, the child
actress on "Cosby" who plays Olivia, was nominated in the young
television performer category.
The awards will be presented
March 11 during a show broadcast
by CBS.
The longtrunning Boston barroom comedy "Cheers" also was
nominated for TV comedy series.
Star Ted Danson was nominated
for top male TV performer and costar Kirstie Alley was nominated as
best female TV performer.
Miss Alley, whose motion pictures include the "Look Who's
Talking" films and "Sibling Rivalry," also popped up in the favorite
movie actress category.
The nominations represent the
results of a Gallup Organization
sample in which those questioned
could vote for whomever they
wished. Another poll, now underway, asks those polled to choose
between the nominees.
Here are the nominations:

Harris, Fred Savage, Raven
Symone.
Male performer in a new series:
James Earl Jones, Burt Reynolds,
Will Smith.
Female performer in a new
series: Mayim Bialik, Carol Burnett, Sharon Gless, Marilu Henner.

TELEVISION
Comedy series: "Cheers," "The
Coshy Show," "Roseanne."
Dramatic series: "In the Heat of
the Night," "Knots Landing,"
'I. A. Law," "thirtysomething."
Mini-series: "The Civil War,"
"IL' "Lucky-Chances."
News-oriented and information
cries: "A Current Affair." —60
Minutes,'' ''20-20.''
New comedy series: "Fresh
Prince of Be! Air," "In Living
Color," "The Simpsons."
New dramatic series: "Equal
Justice," "Gabriel's Fire," "Twin
Peaks."
Male performer: Bill Cosby, Ted
Danson, Tom Selleck.
Female performer: Kirstic Alley,
Candice Bergen, Phylicia Rashad.
Young performer: Neil Patrick

Dr. Ronald Kurth, president of Murray State University, accepts a
sweatshirt from MSU Soda) Work Club members (from left) Ross
Lloyd, Jennifer Burch fprOident), Maria Woodring, Carla Thomas
and Jenny Lossner.

MOVIES:
Motion picture: "Ghost,"
"Home Alone," "Pretty Woman."
Comedy: "Home Alone,"
"Pretty Woman," "Three Men
and a Little Lady."
Drama: "Dances With Wolves,"
"Ghost," ''The Hunt for Red
October."
Actor: Kevin Costner, Mel Gibson, Patrick Swayze.
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Actress Kirstic Alley, Julia
Roberts. Meryl Streep.
MUSIC.
Male performer (Respondents
12-21): Phil Collins, M.C. Hammer, Vanilla Ice.

Free-Choice
Minerals

Female performer (Respondents
12-21): Paula Abdul, Janet Jackson, Madonna
New song: "Ice. Ice, Baby,"
"Love Takes
"U Can't
Touch This."
.
ALL-AROUND ENT4RTAINER:
' Male: Bill Coshy„Mel Gibson,
Patrick Sway/c.
Female: Cher, Janet Jackson,
Madonna, Julia Roberts.

Kurth accepts sweatshirt
USE PERIOD

Bov-A-Min,Extra Mineral
Medicated

Maq-O-Min Cattle Mineral
GOOD USE PERIOD
BEST USE PERIOD
February is your month to save on livestock minerals at Southern States. With dIscounts of 75' per tar;
10-20 bags or $1.50 per bag on 20 bags or more,this offer can only be made once a year Ca l or co^7e b.
your order now for February pick-up at Southern States.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Mag-O-Min
Cattle
Mineral

MURRAY
Is A

Mag-O-Min
Cattle Mineral
we In
'd

Town

home

4
111
.
A
.
M
BOV

Mineral

;I

Mulicaloct

A complete free-choice mineral.,,
vitamin supplement containing Bovatec for beef cattle & dairy replacement heifers

For cattie grazing on pasture
where cool season growth causes
grass tetany

1{Ficoni-efutfok

Boy-A-Min
Extra Mineral
Medicated

lb. Meal Fuser* Iteelt.. Is the World..

As Welcome Wagon Kepresentahves, we call

t

and movers with a basket full of useful gifts W.•.!

Industrial Road - Murray - 753-1423

'

Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition,
Please Call
Ingeborg Kin, ,192-531r1

Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
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Hurry While Supplies Last!

GOLD GALLERY

e

<'"

Hwy. 641 South of Benton; 1 Block from Wal-Mart in the South Gate Shopping Center.

Solid Gold Filagree
Heart Rings
4

1

Solid Gold Heart Panda I
Replica Rings

Iie
31.5()

'0‘

tt

Solid Gold Band of
Hearts

$15 I Reg $99.00
WITH COUPON

Reg $4900
WITH COUPON

$12

,"- eg $49 00
WITH COUPON

Solid Gold Kissing Ram • ,?olid Gold Kissing Ram
or Dolphin Earrings 7 lor Dolphin Earrings
(-re

Teddy Bear Ring
•1
4
m,a7
i
h

$15

R„ $69 00$19.99 I Reg $5900
WITH COUPON
WITH COUPON

Ladies Solid Gold Dia;
;;mond Cut Dome Rings

kg $89 00

$23

WITH COUPON

Ladies Solid Gold Nugget or Horseshoe Pinky
Rings
-e*

Rile Miss Cluster
Rings

$25 -,- :.r.0
WITH C

Reg $69 00
23ii50
.
1Leg $50.00
WITH C UPON
WITH COUPON

I

BEST SELLER

Heart Earrings

Reg $49.00
$13•if.
$13
WITH COUPON

$89

terry color finish
is on to and
en wood in a

I

Solid Gold Filagree
Heart Charms
Reg $59.00
WITH COuP0

18

I

Solid Gold 7 in. Herringbone Bracelet

$47iq eig $298.00 $119
WITH COUPON

Solid Gold Diamond Cut
Rope 18" Chains

Gents Nugget & 3 Diavinond Rings

$31.50

Reg $99.00
WITH COUPON

t

Solid Gold Gents Horseshoe Ring

-14.,74A

$45
1Reg $169.00
$691•:g $149.00
$42
WITH COUPON
WITH COUPON
(s* Pa

$3600
$6.99iiI...Reg $9900
$33I Reg Si49WITH00 COUPON$39
$37141
...
.
1
WITH COUPON
WITH COUPON

Ladies 19 Diamond'/4 —I—Gents 1 Ct. Ky. Cluster -1--- Ladies Marquise
Shaped 1/4 Ct. Cluster
t. Cluster on Wide 1 , <..
ii...
on Wide Band
Band

Sterling Silver Necklace
16-20 in.

$84

Reg $199.00
WITH COUPON

tree,e
•
1111414
,

Reg $99 00
WITH COUPON

Solid Gold 18 in. Herringbone Necklace

Gents 7 Diamond
•hehr
*Owe An,

Reg $11900
WITH COUPON

TT

$149 Reg $999WITH00 COUPON
$449

Reg $199.00
WITH COUPON

Ladies/
1
4 Ct. Sparkling
Diamonds on Narrow

12.5(2
.
1 ieg $169.00
WITH COUPON
UPON

Reg $298.00
WITH COUPON

$79

Re9.
$4'.9 00
WITH COUPON

Solid Gold Diamond Cut 1 Gents Solid Gold Nug- 1 14 Kt. Diamond Butter- 1 Ladies 7 Diamond Clus- 1 Ladies Diamond Double
cup Earrings
ter on Narrow Band I
get Rings
Rope Chains
Heart Ring
Reg $219.00
WITH COUPON

Panda Replica Ring
4.1*,(1:
Surrounded by
I Sparkling Diamonds

I Matching Solid Gold I

Solid Gold Diamond Cut
IcsrmirN,Heart Ring

Gents Solid Gold
Nugget Rings

Reg $21:4011
0 Coup
$
ON
149

Sterling Silver Panda
Replica Heart Rings

1

1
I

isDIN.75
$69I Reg $2200
1V
,ITV
1

$6.50

Reg $2900
WITH COUPON

Ladies Heart With Diamond
Reg $79.00
WITH COUPON

26

Solid Gold Nugget o7fLadies Onyx & Diamond
Cross Charm
Rings
Reg. $36 00

1

14.99

Your Choice /
WITH C UPON

Solid Gold Diamond Cut
Nugget Rings

r

Reg $199
WITH COUPON
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19.991
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WITH COUPON

•
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Reg $79.00
WITH C UPON
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Free aviation, flight training class planned

NMIKRANSM155111
GOOD CARE:LONGER WEAR
immutinCr=d
Mornti.pr
of th•
Chambor of
CominiarCe

* FINANCING AVAILABLE
90 days same as cash (On approval)
(With major service

he held Mondays and Tuesdays,
April 8, 9, 15 and 16.

- Introduction to Aviation and
Flight Training," a community educauon course co-sponsored by Murray
State University and Calloway
County Schools, will be offered in
three different sessions from 6:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m., on the campus of
Murray State.
The first session will be held
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Feb. 19, 21,
26 and 28. The second session will be
held Mondays and Thursdays. March
18, 21, 25 and 28. The third session

Ntli

Conducted by Richard Erskine,
CH-CF11 Aircraft Services of Murray
flight instructor at the Murray airport,
the free course will look at pilot
license requirements, the study of
aviation visual flight rules, maps and
navigation plotting from airport to
airport Basic aerodynamics and Federa! Aviation requirements will also
be covered. This course is a good

prerequisite for the aviation ground
school that would provide preparation
for the FAA written exam. A certified
flight instructor will conduct the class
which will consist of lectures, discussions and video tapes on each subject
area.
Registration is necessary for this
free course to ensure the availability
of materials. For more information,
call 762-4159 or 1-800-669-7654
(from outside Calloway County).

Albert certified as professional broadcast engineer

* FREE TOW-IN
* WE HONOR ALL EXTENDED WARRANTIES On approval)
* NATIONWIDE CAR OWNERSHIP WARRANTY AVAILABLE
.EXPERTS IN STANDARDS &
.FREE ROAD TEST!
CLUTCHES
.FREE LIFT INSPECTION!
.FREE EXTERNAL EXAMINATION!.FLEET & DEALER WORK INVITED
•DOMESTIC & FOREIGN CARS •SPECIALIST IN FRONT WHEEL
DRIVE & OVERDRIVES
•TRUCKS, VANS. RV's & 4x4's

THE TRANSMISSION EXPERTS4030 YEARS EXPERIENCE!
Senior Citizens &
Student Discount Available

444E6894
8:00 AM
TO
5:00 PM
MONDAY
THRU
FR!DAY

8:00 AM
TO
12:00
NOON
SATURDAY

ipt-0 0 Clarks River Rd., Paducah

LIQUOR WORLD

Larry Albert, television engineer
for Murray State University, was
recently certified as a professional
broadcast engineer by the Society of
Broadcast Engineers, Inc.
Requirements for certification include at least 20 years of experience in
either professional broadcast or

LTHE ACES ON BRIDGE
-Man can mull his lac dS badly as
his Imes and louder In it or out of it
he's ham
Archibald MacLosh

South's heart jack won and South
unblocked the spades, leading his 10
to dummy's ace He played a low
spade back to his queen and won the
third round in dummy, covering
West's card Declarer then led a low
club to his king. West following innocently with his five What would
have happened had West taken his
ace The only hope tell for a 12th
trick would have rested on a diamond finesse, and when that
worked. South would have scored
his 12 tricks
What did happen after the smooth
duck" South refused to risk the diamond finesse and led a second club
to his queen after cashing dummy's
major-suit winners South still
made his diamond ace but the slam
fell one short
Looking for a way to earn .your
Oscar" Next time a declarer leads
to his king and you hold the ace.
make a fearless duck You might
not win anything for your play on
this effort, but think of the respect
you Will have earned-Tor your Tearless slam defense

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH

27 A

•A K 9 8 7
•A Q 9 7
•Q J
+72

West earned an "Oscar" for his WEST
defense against today's slam Until •J 6 4 3
a player has learned to bravely •10 5 2
duck an ace against a slam, he'll get •9 7 6
no nominations from the 7Depart- +A 54
ment of Defense -

EAST
5
•8 63
•K 10 8 5 4
•J 10 9 8

•Q 102
‘11 K J 4
•A 3 2
K Q63
Vulnerable East-West
Dealer South
The bidding
North
South
West
East
Pass
1 NT
Pass . 2 4
Pass
2•
l'ass
3*
3 NT
Pass
6 NT
Al! pass
Opening lead Heart deuce
BID WITH THE ACES
27H

South holds
•5
•8 63
•K 10 8 5 4
•J 10 9 8
South

North
3•
ANSWER: Five diamonds Continue
the pre-empt The opponents - are
likely to make a slam, and they will
surely find the right one if left
alone
Box
brictiv. ques!ion, to TN. A,-e.
sflr.ddrfs.s4rd.
1236i Danes Texas 7S22")
.
,temprol fnveloi.. tor rfpl,

and continuing education.
Albert has been with MSU TV-11
for five years. He installed most of the
equipment in the department and
deals with any problems that arise.
His prior experience includes six
years with commercial stations and
nine years with universities.
Albert is currently working on an
interactive television system between
Paducah Community College and
Murray State which enables students
at PCC to receive classes from Murray
via two-way interactive television.

MSU students
attend 'State Day'
Two representatives of the Delta
Omega chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi
International Sorority afMurray State
University attended Kentucky State
Day at Western Kentucky University.
in Bowling Green Saturday, Feb. 2.
Attending were: Sarah Blankenship of East Praine, Mo., president.
and Amy Ledford of Hopkinsville,
immediate past vice president.
State Day is an opportunity for
chapter members to meet with others
in the sorority from throughout Kentucky to share ideas and to encourage
spint and sisterhood. Anne Allison.
Alpha Omicron Pi's international like
president of development. 'has the
guest speaker.
Seven of Alpha Omicron PCs 19)
collegiate chapters nationally are
Kentucky, as well as five of the more
than 200 alumnae chapters.
"Kentucky State Day 91" was thL.
third statewThe gathering for A01
members, with previous ones at thc
University of Kentucky and Thomas
More College.
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded in
1897 at Barnard College of Columbia
University in New York. It has nou
grown to Incite thart90;000-memberv,with chapters in Canada and the U.S.

Look into our underware
before you buyan ATV

11
11

4033 CLARKS RIVER RD.
PADUCAH. KY 42001
443-6067

broadcast-related engineering in radio
and/or television and recommendation by a certified senior or professional broadcast engineer.
Candidates must also show a degree of knowledge and participation
in the areas of maintenance, systems
design, management or supervision
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or VALENTINE SPECIALS w
M&R Asti

Andre Champagnes

Tosti Asti

$719
750 ML

750 ML

Bartles & Jaymes
Wine Coolers

Seagram's
Wine Coolers

Bacardi
Breezers

$Q49

$149

4 Pk.

%.4 Pk

7-* T^e New "Light Flavors
,OP

$96?s
Michelob Light
& Dry

Suzuki t,th• orti,% on in th•
industn to opt r a tuth
independent tron t & nar
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Busch &
Busch Light
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Meister Brau
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$49
4 Pk
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Schaefer & Light

The 1991 4WD Quad Runner. We're not afraid to show you what we've got. Great features. Exceptional value Engrneenng leadership. Suzuki pioneered 4-wheeling and offers you a choice of 8
exciting models Every QuadRunner gives you the features you want at the price you want. Take
a peek at these features and more at your Suzuki dealer. The new 4WD and all the other 1991
QuadRunners are everything you've been hunting and fishing for.

$699, $699

CS

Cook's

$1 295 $699cs

4 different suie quads for under '2900
we sr oldtr Adult, mast Waal
r, 12 ,tars
r • PI,,,mnt4 ruhd
1k. Suzuk; Quatflport
Nye Friis. nao r and.. le) All Skiukt QmadRunn:r, a,. rnommendrd tor rid. rs inn 16 or older Suzuki iughll nnommend,
that all.4T% rid.,. take a training'our., so 4,11/4 and training(wow, information sr. vour dealer"r rail tht SVIA
Idnitenthrr Woo,. ufar a helmet I'Vf prninturn. and
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REMEMBER TO SUPPORT OUR
TROOPS IN DESERT STORM!

[2fuki of Paris
(901)642-0511

312 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN 38242

Mon.-Sat.
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Global warming reduction expensive
WASHINGTON (AP) — Current
technologies can sharply reduce
"greenhouse)' gases and stem
global warming, but not without
significant expense and dramatic
changes in how Americans use
energy, a congressional study said
today.
The report estimated that substantially cutting carbon dioxide
emissions that cause global warming eventually could cost the U.S.
economy as much as $150 billion a
year, about what Americans now
pay for compliance with all existing environmental laws.
The study by Congress' Office
of Technology Assessment comes
as delegates from 130 nations are
meeting near Washington to work
toward a worldwide treaty on global warming.
It also follows pressure from
some members of Congress to
commit the United States to specific goals to reduce greenhouse
gases, something the Bush administration says should await more
study.
There is division within the scientific community over the extent,
and indeed the existence, of global
warming.
The phenomenon has been attributed to a number of pollutants,
including chlorofluorocarbons and
methane. But carbon dioxide, primarily from the burning of fossil
fuels, accounts for more than half
of the greenhouse gases.
And significant cuts in carbon

emissions will require sharp reductions in the burning of fossil fuels,
scientists agree.
The OTA study concluded that
carbon dioxide reductions of 35
percent arc feasible over the next
25 years in the United States with
adoption of "aggressive" energysaving policies.
"Such emission reductions will
be difficult to achieve and could be
costly but (require) no major technological breakthroughs," said the
study, which had been requested by
several congressional committees.
It said the cost is difficult to
estimate. Energy savings would
increase because of conservation
and fuel efficiencies, but the cost
of appliances, cars and houses -most construction, for that matter
— likely would increase.
The OTA report said predictions
on how much it would cost to deal
with global warming range widely
— from saving the economy
money to costing as much as $150
billion a year, or 1.8 percent of the
current gross national product, by
the year 2015.
Environmentalists have argued
that at the very least, industrial
nations must reduce carbon dioxide
emissions by 20 percent to have
any hopes of reversing the trend
toward unusual warming of the
Earth.
Scientists attribute such warming
to pollution that traps the sun's
warmth much like a greenhouse.
While it is not clear what effect

Correcting a Myth about
Kentucky's Rock Fences
Who built the rock fences that line
miles of smaller roads in Kentucky?
Ask almost anyone in the state this
question, and the answer you're likely
to get is "they were built by sla'es."
In a recent study made by University
of Kentucky professor Karl.Raitz and
architectural histonan Carolyn Murray,
-Wooley, the researchers found that
this common belief is false.
"When I first came to Lexington, I
was under the impression that all of
the fences were built by slaves before
the Civil War and black freed men
after the war," says Raitz,a professor
of geography and anthropology. "We
now have proof that this is only partly
true." The fact is, though, this belief
has become deeply entrenched in the
history/lore of the Bluegrass. No less
a source than The Wall Street Journal
published a front-page article last April
on Kentucky's Madden family, an
article that included the misinformation that "the stone fences" were "built
by slaves."
One goal of Raitz and MurrayWooley was to correct such misconceptions, but they hope the significance of the study will have other
effects as well. "The rock fences of
the Bluegrass are important to Kentucky as one of the most distinguishable symbols of the Bluegrass landscape," Raitz says. "They are important on the national level as the most
-extensive collection of quarried rock
fences still standing in the U.S." Their
significance, he says,comes from the
distinctive character of their methods
of construction, and the historical
information about the evolution of
the landscape of the Bluegrass region.
In their study,one important source
turned out to be Brutus Clay, a large
and wealthy landowner in the mid19th century in Bourbon County. -Clay
directed the construction of stone
fences on the perimeters of the
fields, lots, and yards of his plantation," Raitz says.." And he kept records of everything—I think he must
have kept every slip of paper that
came in his front door. These records
tell us the names of the persons he
hired, the amount of money he paid
them,and the dates of construction."
From 1839 to 1876,21 Irish stonemasons worked for Clay and two slaves
assisted them at various times.
For her pan,Murray-Wooley spent
dozens of hours reading microfilm

copies of U.S. Census manuscript
records for the year 1850 for all the
Bluegrass counties (the ftrst year in
which "occupation" is listed), through
1880 for Anderson County, and for
1850 through 1920 for Bourbon and
Woodford counties. "From these
records, and leads collected from other
sources we put together an amazingly
long list of fence masons—those who
worked during the 19th century and
those currently working in the region
on the repair of historic fences and
the construction of new ones," Murray-Wooley says. "I then contacted
the fence masons and interviewed
them about fence construction and
terminology."
All of these sources led the researchers to an exciting discovery—
the corroboration of what Raitz calls
"The Irish Connection." "Once we
started talking to people, it became
clearer and clearer that Irish stonemasons built—or supervised the building—of practically all of these old
19th-century fences."
During the Irish Potato Famine in
the 1840s, increasing numbers bf Irish
emigrated to America, and a number
made their way into Kentucky where
they found work as turnpikers and
masons, using skills developed over
several generations ofstone construction in Ireland. "By 1850 the manuscript census listed 117 turnpikers in
Bourbon County," Murray-Woolcy
says, "113 of whom were born in
Ireland."
"A few farm records suggest that
farm slaves assisted in fence construction as laborers," Raitz says. "The
stone mason was, to use contemporary terms,the 'lay-up man,' assisted
by men who brought the rock from
the quarry site or creek bed to the
construction site.
"Rock fences are a unique landscape resource in Central Kentucky,"
Raitz says. "They represent an important link with the settlement history of the state and serve as reminders of the colorful and complex cultural process that has produced the
landscape we live in today."

Arsenio Hall files
suit against pizzeria
CLEVELAND (AP) — Syndicated televison talk show host
Arsenio Hall is suing a pizza shop
in his hometown of Cleveland for
allegedly using his name without
his permission.
_Pall filed a lawsuit Tuesday in
U.S. District Court against
Arsenio's Pizza Inc. of Cleveland
and its owners, Mazan Rabah and
Steven Fenker, also known as John
W. Fcnker.
Hall asked the court to order the
company to stop using his name
and asked for all profits from the
business and unspecified damages.
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TRI-STATE GARAGE BUILDERS

such warming might have, some
scientists believe it could cause
some fertile regions of the world to
become arid and elsewhere cause
coastal flooding because of rising
sea levels from melting • polar ice
packs.
The OTA report said a substantial cut in carbon dioxide emissions
would require energy conservation
measures to be taken by virtually
all sectors of the economy including construction, manufacturing,
transportation and energy
industries.
The energy savings likely would
have to be brought about through a
mixture of energy taxes, financial
incentives and government regulation, the study concluded.
The OTA study did not endorse
any specific approach or suggest
what kinds of energy taxes or
incentives might be preferred.
But it suggested that tougher
energy efficiency standards will
have to be developed for commercial buildings as well as for homes,
appliances, heating and cooling
systems, windows and other elements of construction.
It. cited the need for more
energy-efficient transportation systems, including steep increases in
automobile fuel economy standards, more incentives toward
development of mass transit and
perhaps even reinstituting the 55
mph speed limit nationwide.
Energy conservation by industry
would be expected to account for
about one-fourth of the carbon
dioxide reductions, the study said.
Key to the pollution cuts would be
the development of more energyefficient engines and processing
changes in the paper, petrochemical
and primary metal industries.
New' forestry tech5iques and the
planting of more trees that absorb
carbon dioxide also would be
required, the study said.
And in the longer term, it said,
the nation will have no choice but
to shift away from fossil fuels —
oil, coal and wood — to alternative
energy sources.
'Even if tough measures were
adopted (to curb greenhouse gases),
emissions would eventually being
to grow again unless a transition is
made to non-fossil energy sources.— the OTA said.

Comments, suggestions or questions about"UK Science & You" may
be directed to the Communications
and Advancement Office, Kinkead
Hall, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0057.
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DeVincent 'proud' of musical collection of America's past
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wcie lunited almost excluto masical instruments. To
represent the extraordinarv t:jmess of 211th-century
mi.sic. I helloed the museum
needed to include printed MUSIC.
reoirdings and other types of
materials "
DeVincent is proud that the collection he worked so hard to build

over the )ears has round a home at
the Smithsonian. But he is not
ithout an assortment of sheet
in-tehre
(
(.•. tit:i;g.
e tatjltk:yk
I ospt el I ,A
music
csts still call and tell me about
their finds. Meanwhile, I go to flea
markets, looking tor music and
records. As usual, a lot of the stuff
is picked over, but once in a while
I get lucky."
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Sam DeVincent, shos‘o ‘‘ith wife Nancy Lee, was the recipient of the
Smithson Societ's I990 Founder Medal. DeVincetW donated
mer 130,000 pieces if sheet music and other memorabilia to the
Smithsonian in 19SS.
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• Indoor Grilling
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*** FREE Mounting and Computer Balancing ***

• Self-Cleaning Oven

*** EKE Rotation

• Electronic Clock
with timer
• Free-standing or
Slide in
Installation
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*While supplies last

FREE
wimout

East Main and Industrial Road
753-5606

t Retail Value: $79.95

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA Appliance Dealer in Murray

212 East Main St.

ND R
CO PINY
I

Designer Line Electric Model S136 with Model A302 Griddle

SA

Every 8,000 Miles ***

753-1586
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YOUR INDEPENDENT UNIROYAL DEALER
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Survivors speak out about crash
EDDIE ALBERT FOR BELTONE
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Tales
of panic joined stories of heroics
Wednesday from survivors of the
flaming runway collision at Los
Angeles International Airport that
killed 34 people, investigators said
Wednesday.
One passenger failed to open an
emergency door and later two men
scuffled over who would exit first
as fire enveloped a USAir jetliner
that hit a commuter plane, skidded
down the runway and hit a building, said James Burnett of the
National Transportation Safety
Board.
Investigators also reported that
the co-pilot landing the USAir jet
said he didn't see the Skywcst
commuter plane on the runway
until the jet had touched down.
Thirty-four people died in Friday's collision between the USAir
Boeing 737 and a Skywcst Metroliner turboprop comMuter plane
reparing for takeoff. Eight of the
67 survivors from the USAir jet
remained hospitalized.
Federal investigators had completed interviews with 41 USAir
passengers, Burnett said. Before
Wednesday's disclosures, interviews revealed heroics by passengers and flight attendants.
"We've learned that at the right
front door, the flight attendant
there, who has fairly serious injuries, was able to open the door,
(and) two other people went out
that door followed by the flight
attendant," Burnett said Tuesday.
Burnett said Wednesday the controller who directed both planes
onto Runway 24 Left had to deal
with two other aircraft on the
ground in the moments before the
crash.
After the crash, a wom.an seated
next to the right wing exit failed to
open the emergency door and crucial moments were lost as the man
seated behind her intervened to
open it, he said.
Burnett also said two men frantic
to escape ran over another woman,
then scuffle4Apver who would get
out of the Wing jetliner first. At
that point, a third man cipie over
and stuffed one of the men out the
door, he said.
At least 21 passengers escaped
through that exit, Burnett said. He
didn't know how much of a delay
the scuffle may have caused. He
didn't identify any of the
passengers.

Investigators previously detailed
Hospitalized co-pilot David Kelly, who was flying the USAir jet how the controller, after instructing
carrying 89 people, told investiga- the Skywcst plane to enter the runtors he didn't see the Skywcst way for takeoff, spent time trying
plane until a moment after the nose to contact another plane to cross a
runway. A switch error on the
of his jet touched down.
"As the aircraft's nose came plane had caused it to briefly lose
down, he saw a red light, the tail of contact with the tower.
After dealing with that aircraft,
the airplane and his landing lights
shining through the propellers," the controller was asked for runBurnett said. "There was an explo- way clearance by another plane, he
sion, a flash and then everything said.
went dark."
Burnett said the controller didn't
The flight data recorder from the have information on the second airBoeing revealed that just seconds craft because a paper strip alerting
elapsed between the jet's touch- her of its flight plan was put in an
down and the collision with the "in" box instead or being handed
Skywest plane. The jet's speed at to her as usual, and she had to ask
impact was estimated at 134 mph. the plane to give its clearance code.
Investigators have yet to interThese events contributed to what
view the controller who handled 'Burnett called "the activity facto('
the planes at the time of the crash. while the controller was in charge
Her name has hasn't been of the incoming USAir jet and the
disclosed.
Skywest plane.

Rev. Erickson
chosen general
secretary for
Bible Societies
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answer to my hearing
problem...find out if
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NEW YORK (AP) — The Rev.
John D. Erickson, an executive of
the American Bible Society, has
been chosen as the new general
secretary of the United Bible
Societies, a world organization
made up of Bible societies in 110
countries.
Erickson, an ABS vice president,
has been head both of its international relations and promotion divisions. Recommended by the UBS
executive committee, he was confirmed in the international post by
the UBS general committee.
The societies carry on translation, publishing and distribution of
Scriptures around the world. The
UBS has headquarters in Reading.
England, and Erickson is expected
to move there to take over the new
position May 1.
Erickson, a Lutheran and officer
of the American society for 25
Ill 1,11S44 1)011 11
years, succeeds the Rev. Cirilo A.
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Beltone is offering FREE ELECTRONIC
'HEARING TESTS to anyone who suspects
they're suffering from a gradual hearing loss,
or "nerve deafness." The test is quick, painless...and it's free!
Find out if we can help you hear better and
enjoy life more. Call to schedule your appointment today!

Beltone Hearing
Aid Service
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 759-9809
Dennis Lamb, Specialist
Jerry D. & Anita K. Wheeler
Authorized Beltone Dealers
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:- 1988, Belione Electronics Corporation

ECONOMY TIRE & SERVICE
203 East Main

753-8500 or 753-8501

Murray, KY

•

Passenger - Truck - Farm - Industrial Tires
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Name Brand Tires at Wholesale Prices!
*BF Goodrich
*Multi-Mile
*Goodyear
*Michelin
*Grand Am
*Firestone
*Cooper
*Wild Country
*General

It's Pizza Time!
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We do quality car service and work at reasonable prices.

,
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Brakes - Shocks - Tune-ups - Complete Engine Work

And remember...
Road & Farm Service (After Hours) 753-2818
I*

•

Power Flush - Winterize

Check our prices for all
your Tire Needs: Auto,
Truck, Farm, Industrial
and Lawn & Garden. We
carry only quality products and WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD BY ANYONE!

Drain and power flush entire cooling sys-

1
1

DELIVERY SPECIAL

BUFFET SPECIAL

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large Pizza
for Only $

2 All•You-Can-Eat
Lunch or Dinner Pizza
Buffets Plus 2 Large Drinks

'699

*Coupon not good with any other special
through 2-14-91. Original crust -up to 10
items. Delivery only.

Coupon not good with any other special
through 2-14-91.

PICK-UP SPECIAL
Buy Any Large Pizza, Get
a Medium Pizza

One-Topping
Large Pizza
1
1

Only $699

Only

990:

tem - Check all hoses - Pressure test for
leaks - Refill with anti-freeze for 400 below
protection:
Reg. Price '39.95
With Coupon

$24.95

*Most U.S. and foreign autos and light trucks
Coupon des 2-28-91
•

* Engine Tune-Up *

25.00 Off *

Complete tune-up including new spark
plugs, points and condensors (if applicable), clean and adjust carburetor, check
electrical system and set engine timing. 4
cyl. - 6 cyl. - 8 cyl.

Any set of 4 Passenger or
Light Truck Tires in
Stock

Reg. Price '49.95

$3500

1 Includes: Firestone, Multi-Mile, Grand
Am, General and Wild Country

Parts & Labor

With Coupon

de

Nis

'Coupon not good with any other spy- I
cial through 2-14-91. Original crust - up s
to 10 items. Pick-up only.

*Coupon not good with any other special throu_gh 2-14. 91. Original crust - up to 10 items. Dine-In, Pick-Up,
Free Delivery.

I.

Chestnut Street
Murray

753-6656

•

•
* Oil Change, Labe & New Filter

Lifetime warranteed heavy duty and gas
Includes up to 5 qts. of major brand oil,
charged shocks and McPherson struts for I complete chassis tube and new oil filter.
foreign and domestic cars and light trucks.

SAVE 25%
With Coupon

Coupon elpires 2-28 91

•

-or
N-

With coupon. Expires Feb. 28, 1991.

*Most U.S and Cff-gign
espiares
uto2.s28a9n1d light trucks., %
•

* Shocks And Struts

1111111111110.

•

•

.
•
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SALE $8.49

I
I

With Coupon. Expires Feb. 28, 1991.
'Most U.S. and foreign cars and light trucks

•
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Housewives found to be top campaign
contributors in Kentucky governor's rape

Lacey's

By Pam Shingler,
KPA News Bureau
FRANKFORT The butter and egg
money must be coming in handy for a
host of Kentucky women.
"Housewife" is one of the top
occupations listed for contributors to
the state gubernatorial candidates in
the most recent campaign finance
reports from the Registry of Election
Finance here. And considering that
most of the "housewife" contributions
were for the legal limit of 54.000, the
butter must he pretty rich and the eggs
straight from the golden goose.
LS Congressman Larry Hopkins
was most popular with the women of
Kentucky households. His campaign
report for October-December of 1990
shows 39 contributions from "house,
1%Cs.- LI, Gov, Brereton Jones
proxed he can trade recipes, as well,
hs 'recording contributions from 32
housewiws. and Dr. Floyd Poore
made a fair showing with 22.
The onis housewife in the race,
rth a V. ki n:.on, a t acted dona lions from 17 of her compatriots.
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler
,ould obviously take some lessons in
,foor-to-door solicitations, since he
,dy attracted eight housewife contri:,utions. But then his fund raising
efforts have not been quite as rigorous
yen
The other reporting candidates.
Gatewood Galbraith and Leonard
-Buck" Beasley.did not chum up any
-butter and egg" donations during the
reporting period. (Beasley has since
declared he will run for Secretary of
Agriculture, rather than governor.)
Latecomer Larry ['orgy's campaign
as )ct embryonic when the fourth
q.'.'aner reports were filed.
Interestingly., in many .cases. the
housev.ives had husbands with
variet‘ of occupations who matched
:heir better halves' contributions. But
'..hat's not enough to make giving a
family affair in the Kentucky gover7:ors race. The reports show several
r.stinces where four or five persons
-- w:th.the same last name and address
easih forked over top dollars to the
of their choice.
And al a time when the cost of an
cd;.-ati[n puts many .studenns and
parch:\ f:-,:ad over heels ;n debt, I()
• ab:t: -to Lome up with
'7:',..%5uzIons.- some of them
enough :o pay
about any
Keht,;,:kv cH:).
Doc tor and law yerS are a generous

FAMILY RESTAURANT
319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.
527-7275

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

75

Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White &
Redeye Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French
Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits, Frilit &
Juice Bar.

SUNDAY BUFFET
11 A.M.-9 P.M.
Steamboat of' Round, Virginia Baked
Ham Sliced to Your Perfection, Turkey,
Cornbread Dressing, Southern Fried
Chipken,Bar-B-Q Ribs,Country Ham,Country Fried L. teak & Gravy,Cream Corn,Green
Beans, Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower &
Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples, Lima Beans. 30 Item
Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar with Wide Variet

$6"

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
-Snow _ Crab Legs, Frog Legs, Fried.
$
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Fresh Shrimp,
Fresh Oysters, Crab Meat in Hot Butter, BUY 1 AT REGULAR PRICE,
Crab Rolls, Clam Strips, Fried Scallops,
GET SECOND FOR
Shrimp Creole & Rice, Egg Rolls, Baked
'Cajun Pollack, Salad Bar, Vegetables,
Large Variety Dessert Bar.
*4" Of
One coupon per couple

1099

$699

Coupon expires 2-13-91

lot, if campaign contributions are an
indicator. More than 140 attorneys
put their money where their mouth is
last fall with financial support for
candidates. Mostly ,they pleaded the
case for Hopkins, who garnered donations from 64 of them, with Jones
it. inning the pocketbooks of 47 attorneys. Hopkins also got a clean bill of
health from 59 physicians. The prognosis was not so good for Dr. Floyd
Poore, who reported monetary doses
from only 10 of his colleagues.
Nobody came close to Wilkinson,
however, when the engineers anted
up. She got checks from 34 persons
listing that as their occupation. She
and Hopkins also did well in drawing
support from contractors, developers
and those in the construction business.
Folks in the insurance line signed over
a pocketful of change, as well particularly to Hopkins, 40 of whose
contributors are in that business.
There are at least 114 retirees in
Kentucky who can afford generous
campaign contributions. Hopkins and
Jones appear to be the primary targets
for their pension checks. Close to 60
contributors said they arc farmers,
with Hopkins and Jones reaping significant harvests in that field. Of the
23 people whose occupation involved
fooling around with horses, there was
no race for funds, with gentleman
farmer Jones leading the pack. 16 of
his contributors are either thoroun
ghborseettinovwomlveerds
iat
n thierallierl'energy business also warmed up the candidates.
Thirty-two contributors said they
were in some phase of the coal
business, with Wilkinson's campaign
being fueled by 14. Hopkins' campaign got a little grease by contributions from more than half of the 22
persons who said their livelihood was
the oil business. Representatives of
major utility companies were also
represented in the reports.
Even politicans who have to spend
considerable time beating their own
drums put a few coins in the pot. At
least 12 county' judge-executives
dropped money in gubernatorial coffers last fall. Jones won the favor of
five of them: Wilkinson, four, and
Hopkins. three. A smattering of sheriffs. mayors, county- attorneys, property valuation administrators, state
two. In an age of reform, educators
demonstrated their civic-mindedness.
About 36 teachers or administrators
gave. with Jones getting the highest

mark with 16 contributions, followed
by Hopkins with 13.
Showing that those who make the
money can also give it, the bulk of
contributions overall was made by
busincsspeople, ranging from lawnmower manufacturers to distillery
executives to newspaper publishers.
While no specific group of people
seemed to be financing Poore's campaign, he did probably' have the
widest variety of contributors. His
report shows donations last fall from a
professional baseball player, a domestic and a furniture assembly worker.
as well as the more typical donors.
So what does it all mean? These
ordinary citizens who think so highly
of a candidate that they're willing to
do more than put up posters and hand
out buttons?
With a little here and a little more
there, the seven candidates showed a
total of S7,164,106 and change when
their ending balances were lumped
together. That's enough to give Just
about everonc in Nicholas County a
thousand dollars apiece or to give
every baby born in the state last year a
welcome-to-Kentucky present of about S134.
Of the total. Jokes, who has been on
the fundraising trail for a couple (il
years, closed the year with the most
money in his campaign fund. almost
S2.4 million. But Wilkinson, in a
much shorter period of time. did
tot:1144 (ALI
-almost as
52.15 million left over after the hills
were paid.
Considering that Hopkins just de
cided late last fall that he was a
candidate, he has shown a real knack
for drawing contributions. His ending
balance as of Dec. 31, 1990, was more
than SI million.
Baesler and Poore, both weltknown statewide have not pulled as
well, but few candidates would sc.oh
t.
at the balances in their ..arnpaign
records. Baesler ended the ',ci w oh
just under a million dollars. and h)ore
reported a total of more [11J:
5631,000.
If who comes up w it the most
money is indeed a deciding factor in
the race for the Capitol office, then
Beasley and Galbraith have a steep
climb ahead of them. 13easley's report
showed a balance of $140 and GaL
braith's, S.31.50, nefthet of w h:'%:h
buy a gasp of air time,
In addition. the - Ctindlilates - re
corded a total of more than c..,2.0( m
in-kind conerbutionS. •

318 BROADWAY
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Big Savings On Dinettes
•

Coco F
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,ar• $199

AFTER INVENTORY...IN-STORE

WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE

'477

sr.

Sofa & Loveseat Combinations

Tables at Bargain Prices

'66
$99

S.
•

Chair

$66
66

Prices Slashed

47%

Now Only S697 2 Pcs.

•

Sofa & Chair Combinations
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Chaise Recliners
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•
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698
'377

Bedroom Suites

SALE
, On at
10: Store
Only ,r7

948
'977
Superb Living Rooms!
V

895
788
„ 498
••

Open

Every Night Until
6 P.M. During
This Sale

90

Days Same As cash
—and these
are just a
sample
a lot more
savings
await
you it
you
hurry '
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Must Go!

t..

YOU DON'T NEED A BIG NEW HOUSE.
JUST A LITTLE NEW THINKING.
'hu Pc11.1 Window Store" is a great
()relied tit new\‘''t ndow designs.

place to

have your mind

windows
and Jots than NIA: And what we don't have in stock, we'll
nuke 1()r von.
visit one of The. Pella \Vindow Stores below and sit
/14 i()wn with one of _our window design experts. BY The pella
lit t I lilt \-(nt're throw,h.
be moN'ing into a Amd°w.
I rand new house.
otIlt'r C.01-11p,111V offers IllOre different wood

Dining Room Buys!
Select Group of 8 Way
Hand Tied Cod Spnng
-

Sofas
•

Now Only

888

998
'399
'499

ALL LISTINGS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE...NO PHONE ORDERS PILUE...NURRY IN!

,ffltzere/te-A4-'Paducah's Leading FINE QUAUTY FURNITURE STORE' FREE OfUVERY
318 Broadway ..DownIown Paducah. .Phone 443-3274

-awn
11 CORSI'
sr sr rimig ,
or I. I are No
II
'
I

ko'ti won't CVCI1 ILIVC to change your address to do it .

BUILT TO IMPOSSIBLY HIGH STANDARDS. OUR OWN.

For new construction or replacement windows and doors visit or call
The Pella Window Store nearest you.

5250 Hickleville Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
1-800-228-6144

Ky. Lake Hwy. 79
Paris, Tn.
1-800-448-6217

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 9-12
After Hours Appointment Available
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Seth Andrew Jennings, six
weeks, died Wednesday morning at
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. His death followed heart
surgery.
Born Dec. 26, 1990, at Murray,
he was the son of Michael Shane
Jennings and Crista Suzanne
Burgess Jennings. He is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings, 205 North
Sixth St., Murray; grandparents,
Steve and Shirley Burgess, Rt. I,
Kirkscy, and Charlie and Bonita
Jennings, Rt. 8, Murray.
AlsoTsurviving arc his grandparents, Sylvia Fifer and Paul and

Peggy Morgan, Paducah, Hubert
and Clara Bazzell, Murray, Willie
and Artie Jennings, Bardwell, and
Charles and Agatha Stigall, Bard well; one auntMaria Jennings, Rt.
8, Mutiny; two uncles, Matt Jennings and Bryan Burgess, Kirksey.
Services will be Friday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of ill. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Lynn Mayall
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).

Leon Boyd
Services for Leon Boyd will be
Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Glynn Orr will officiate.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Mr. Boyd, 78, Rt. 3, Murray,
died Wednesday at 8:26 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
His wife, Mrs. Myrtle Boyd,
died June 22, 1989. He also was
preceded in death by one son, Jackie Boyd, one brother. Cecil- Boyd
and one grandchild.
Born Nov. 28, 1912, in Calloway

County, he was the son of the late
Buddy Boyd and Annie McClure
Boyd.
lk is.survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Maloy Russell and husband,
Wesley, Rt. 6, Murray, and Mrs.
Betty Darnell and husband, Phillip,
Rt. I, Murray; three sons, Bobby
Boyd and wife, Gail, Rt. 6, Murray', Buddy Boyd, Rt. 1, Almo, and
Donnie Boyd and wife, liuFmary,
Rt. 4, Murray; fob!. sister; Mrs.
Uva Dodd, Mrs; Iva Ottcrson and
Mrs. Euela Elkins and husband.
Tracy, all of Mi-chi-gan, and Mrs.
Flossie Fitts, Murray; 12 grandchildren: 12 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Beulah Dee Lamb
. Funeral rites for Mrs. Beulah
'Dee Lamb will be Friday at 1:30
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield. The Rev. S.
Oren Woodward will officiate.
Burial will follow in Bazzell
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Lamb, 94, widow of Toscoc
E. Lamh, died Tuesday at 10:55

Final rites for Mrs. Pearl Staples
Short are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of 1.11. Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev, Lester Butler and the
Rev. Thomas Rose are officiating.
Music is by Choir of Flint Baptist
Church with William B. Miller as
director and Gina Brandon as

French news service files suit
to challenge Pentagon's media rules
1 he
NEW YORK (AP)
French news service, AgcnceFrance Presse, filed I-lawsuit Wednesday challenging the constitu
tionality of Pentagon rules governing media - access in the gulf.
The news service also asked for
a court order that would give its
reporters and photographers aceicss
to pool coverage.
The lawsuit is the second time
the Department of Defense has
been sued over the rules, which
establish pool coverage, restrict
descriptions of combat and require
military review of combat
dispatches.
On Jan. 10, nine U.S. news organizations and four journalists filed
federal lawsuits in New York seeking to block the government from
enforcing the rules unless it can
,bona fide security
show a "
justification."
AFP's complaint also was filed
in federal court and asks for the
same relief. It will be heard by the
judge assigned to the related cases.
The lawsuit said AFP's First and
Fifth amendment rights have been
violated by the Pentagon rules.
Although the news service is a

1990 bank
income declines
The income of U.S. banks
decreased in the first three
quarters in 1990, primarily due to
losses in real estate investments_
Quarterly net income of
FDIC-insured banks, in billions

French company', the lawsuit said
AFT conducts business in New
York and regularly' reaches 44 million Americans through its
subscribers.
The lawsuit said that AFT has
not been allowed to participate in
Pentagon pools since U.S. troops
first went, to the gulf region last
August.
U.S.• District Judge Leonard B.
Sand will hear arguments Feb. 14
on AFP's request for an order that
would force the Pentagon to permit
its .reporters and photographers to
share in the pool coverage.
Pentagon spokesman Susan
Hansen said she could not comment on the lawsuit.
The Pentagon has filed a motion
to 'dismiss the first lawsuit, which
was brought by The Nation, Harper's, In These Times, Pacific
News Service, The Guardian, The
Progressive Magazine, Mother
Jones Magazine, The L.A. Weekly
and The Village Voice.

HOG MARKET

The funeral for Mrs. Malinda
Turnbow Moore will be Friday at
11 a.m. in the chapelrof BlalockColeman Funeral Home. James
Shockley will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dennis Tidwell, Timothy Tidwell, Kenneth
Tidwell, Larry -Tid-Virelr,- Rlibert
Lynn Tidwell and James Towers.
Burial will follow in Antioch
Cemetery.

organist
Pallbearers are James D. Hopkins, David Jones, Larry Stalls, Paul
Shaw, Durward Bennett and James
Gilbert
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens,
Mrs. Short, 80, Rt 2, Murray,
died "I aesday at 42(1 a.m. at her
home.

Prices as of 10:00 AM

Industrial Average._......... +29.95
Presious Close
2830.94 )
Air Products._............ 593/4 unc
(' A.T.C-Class A
383/4B 39114A i
AT&T
341/s.314
Bank 'of Murray
150B
Bell South
533/i + 1
Briggs & Stratton-- 303/s.'14
Chrysler
1314.
CSX Corp.
38.
Dean Foods...
421/4 - )/s
Dollar Gen. Store
83/41i41/2A
Exxon
547/s.2
Ford
311/4 + 1 112
(
* General Motors
371/s .4. 231s
Gbodrich
40111 - s'is
Goodyear
201/4.'14
1.11.‘1.
1307/s.7/1 r.
Ingersoll Rand
443/4 + 11/5
K Mart
343/4.11/4
Ky. Utilities.........
.... 201/2 unc
Kroger
19s/..V,
L & G Energies ..............39 + 1/s
t McDonalds
291/4.14'
JCPenney
'54 - 1/2
Quaker Oats .................52.1/s + 3/4 .
Sears ..............................291/2.1/4
Snap-On Tools
31sts unc
Texaco.................
61 1/2.3/4
993/4 - 3/1
c Time-Warner
UST
411
/
4 - l's
Wal-Mart
371/4. 13/4
)
Woolssorth
r 323/1.3/8
( C.E.F. Yield
6.91

ii

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
State officials struggling with the
California's worst drought have
proposed paying growers of rice
and other water-guzzling crops to
take some of their land out of -pro
duction, a spokesman Said
Wednesday_

Paducah woman
reportedly raped
Paducah authorities arc irises"
gating an alleged rape of a Paducai.
woman around 1:30 a.m 1 ueAria‘
according to a published report
'[he 29-year-old woman to
police that she opened her door n
him after he identified hurtN.tlf
female friend of hers. at«urulung tu
the report.
'IN: man threatened the wornar:
with a knife and threatened her art
her to children it she dud r,u
cooperate. the report said.
"I he suspect also reportedly toriii
$122 in cash htfore le is
report said.

Frierids may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday.
Mrs. Moore. 90, Memphis,
Tenn formerly of Calloway Coun
ty, died Tuesday at 1:30 a.m. at
Germantown,Community flospiH.
Memphis.

the state Department of W:„ Resources asked water distrik
serving parts 01 Northern Califori,,
a to consider suspending crop pri
duction, department
Alan Jones said
In meetings with five water di
tric ts serving the Feather Rr.i
rice grow trig region. Jones
officials si.ggested farmers he f
S ,1 GI, per trrri.
larid tar .
grO'rker can
t,eryear Ironi
Ltrill

().!,er itistrirts would he able ;
r);:v
front
Arumng the most needy
soathern Sail Joaquin
f
Met's, who hase rio ground w tier
•epia(e the suppiy lost Mi. v,r
Stile

\\,ater

PrOjeCt

_INSURANCE
Lou 'V. NIt(;ar
plo

i?t'pf
X

Benton police are investigating
an armed robbery around 9 p.m.
Tuesday night at a service station,
according to a published report.
Gwen Collins, a clerk at the
store, reported that a man entered
the store, ducked down behind the
counter, rose and demanded all the
money in the. store and threatened
to shoot Collins, according to the
report.
The man reportedly escaped with
over SIO0 in cash and Collins'
purse, the report said.
The man was described 35 tall
and thin, between the ages of .'.41
and 40, wearing black pants, a
green military jacket and old high.
toptennis shoes.

or $i($) per

to '...ater ev.perts
( alulum ,a is uu Is fifth )ear
drocight
rdur4:

1:11

Gunman enters
Benton store,
takes over $100

Stock Market
Report
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"t ree help in filing clairm Jr ms clients"

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
IGL11]

0-arts

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Gene Buhmann
753-2617

641 South

1
i

alICIL1111
4 or 7 Night Complete Vacation
Starting at

Additional Inlormation Avallable
Upon Requeo

•

,r -

C-)
414 Main St.
C)
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Murray,

75 i

"(;:
ederal.Sta le Market News Service F ebruary 7, 199
Kentucky Purchase Ares Flog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 301, Eat. Ssib Barrows &
Glke mostly .51/ lower Sam -591.00 lower
560.00
US 1.2 230.250 lbs.
------US 1.2 210.130
541.50-50.00
US 2-3 230•200
545.511-49.541
US 3-4 200470
Sows
S37.00-39.00
LS 1.2 270.350 lbs._5311.00- 39.00
IS 1-3 300-400
539.041-40.00
US 1.3 400.525 lbs.
142.041-4250
US 1.3 525 and up
534.00-37.00
lbs.
IS 2.3 300.500
Boars 534.00.37.110

Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. l.ala M. May, Mayfield; five
sons, Leon Lamb and James T.
Lamb, Paducah, Thomas Hassell
Lamb, Mayfield, Homer Lamb,
Rockford, Ill., and Billy Joe Lamb,
Boston, Mass.; 28 grandchildren,
34 great-grandchildren, and seven
great-great-grandchildren"

Mrs. Malinda Turnbow Moore

a hung
Ile is survived by two sisters.
Ms. Mar) Newsom, Memphis.
Tenn.. and Ms. Ante Walker,
Milan, Tenn.; five brothers, CharSCott and Bobby J. Scott,
Memphis. Walton. Scott, Murray.
Warren Scott, Trenvant, and Lester Scott, Cedar 'Grove, Tenn.

a.,n. at her home at•2 I I North 16th
St., Mayfield.

Mrs. Pearl Staples Short

Floyd Scott
The funeral for Floyd Scott was
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel ol
Brummitt Funeral Home, .Ircies
ant, Tenn.
Burial was in Poplar Spriiv.s
Cemetery at Atwood, Tenn.
Mr. Scott, 77, Trezevant, rotired
dry cleaner, died Tuesday at 11111 haven Convalescent Center, tkri
tingdon, Tenn. His death followed
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California officials to offer
crop reduction plan to farmers

OBITUARIES
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". best investment
is you.

Including

morraser New York, American and kildwint Stock
Exchanges and SIPC

'Round Trip Airfare from
Memphis or St. Louis

Investments Since 1854

$6.3

419tel Accommodations

$5.4
$3.8

•Aiiport Hotel Transfer

We are pleased
to announce that
VL
1st

quarter

L_

2nd
quarter

3rd
quarter

Thomas C. Tompkins

Bank rescues
Five largest FDIC commercial
bank rescues to date

has joined our firm
an
as Investment Broker.

II First Republic Bank, Daiia,
$2.9 billion

•Pnces are per
person based on
double occupancy
and destination
limited availability

'Hotel Taxes Gratuities,
Porterage
'US Departure Taxes
'In-flight Meals & Beverages

MCorp., Dallas
$2.7bllIon

cx4e
el

Ei Bank of New England, Boston
'
"

$2.3 billion

13 Continental Illinois, Cnil
$1.1 billion
El First City Bancorporation,
Houston
_I $1.0 billion
SOURCE Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

Dixieland Shopping Center On Chestnut

110 ikiliard, WI 1 sons, lie • Mentor NYSE and SIPC
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Why doesn't God stop wars?
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AI Mallgion Writ*,
NEW YORK — A stranger
approached an Episcopal priest in
clerical collar on a Manhattan
street corner and said somewhat
challengingly, "I see you're a man
of the cloth." Then he loosed his
zinger:
"So tell me, why does your allpowerful God let horrible things
like this war happen?"
It's an old question, particularly
in a tittle of travail such as the present war in the Persian Gulf, and
the Rev. George Keith of Manhattan's St. George's Church tried to
offer a simple answer.
"People are the ones choosing
,Aar, not God. We all have free
It's up to us. e're not puppets. God's not up there pulling the
strings about it.
That's a-peek into the riddle. but
it raises many complications about
why God left peOple to therv-own
flimsy devising and if he cared for
them and wanted their good, why
he didn't use his omnipotence to
arrange it.
So in times like this. the question arises regularly. sometimes
bewilderedly, sometimes in scorn
for religious faith, sometimes in
plaintive distress at hard reality.
"People keep asking it and we
don't always have pat answers."
said Bible scholar James Efird of
Duke .University Divinity School
"Often, it's a not too thinly veiled
attempt to put the onus on God
"But God can't be blamed for
human evil."
The tendency to fault God goes
back to the creation _story when
Adam and Eve each trieclto attribute their failing to another. Adam.
in effect, even blamed God by lay
ing it on this "woman whom'
gave me "
"It's part of the human condibon." Efird said in an interview
"We always *ant to rationalize
and transfer guilt."
This is especial]y so "when the
issue is so large arid causes so
much hurt and anguist.- .he added.
-We- turn to God and say. why did
vou let it happen. when it's our
faulL
"The truth is mat' we human
beings don't want to :axe responsibility for our own actions, and
somehow or other think God ought

to step in and shield us from their
consequences."
Fundamentally, as dramatized
throughout Judeo-Christian Scripture, human beings were given
intrinsic freedom to do as they
themselves decide, to choose good
or evil, to pick their own course,
often wrong.
It's a potentially majestic, almost
Godlike prerogative, distinguishing
people from other creatures. linked
to human creation in "God's
image."
"We were given qualities of
intelligence and abilities to pick
alternatives," said the Re,,
Richard McSorley, Roman Catholic
theologian of Georgetown Univer
say in Washington...
"It's the essential note of being
human. It even makes us able to
defy God. Take it away, and we
could be neither good nor had. We
would be bust like StOlkS or other
inanimate 'objects.
"We were made to love God and
one another, hut we can't love
unless we're free to do ii But once
we're free, we also can refuse to
love and kill and hate."
'That's a nub of the matter: The
nature of love itself - a natal of
God - requires the liberty to give
or not, for it would not be given
nor even be genuine if coerced or
forced mechanically.
Witht:+ut it, "we'd be automatons
or a,,,als." said Jewish biblical
r -Eugene Borowitz of New
York' Hebrew Union College.
-God wouldn't be a good God if
didn't make us free. It's why
God is good."
He said one thing is impossible
to not be a good
even for God
God. This implies self-imposed
limitations on his power.

"lie is all-powerful except in
regard to people's freedom," BoroWit/ said. "God is as powerful as
God could be." But that itself
means being limited — he couldn't
not be who he is.
Duke University's Efird. a Presbyterian, said,' When God created
us. God limited himself to enter
into relationship with us," that is,
so we could respond. could love
and be loved.
In a relationship, both partners
"have freedom to break away from
that implied covenant." Efird
added. "The same thing is true of
God and us God agreed to keep his
part of the bargain. We are supposed to keep ours.
'But because of who we are. we
don't always keep our part.'
Consequently, wrong human
choices bring trials and troubles,
the disasters and wars, the deaths
in firetraps. the wrecked dwellings
mistakenly situated over earthquakes because of had judgment
and ignorance.
"Scripture teaches that ignorance is a kind of sin." Efird said.
"It's part of our human
condition."
When bad choices are made.
McSorley said, God "allows us to
suffer for our sin. He's like a loving father that builds a fence
around the yard so we don't get
lost. But when we disobey and run
out and -get lost, we suffer."
Efird said that in those circumstances., such as war, biblical teach•
ing indicates that God also suffers
"I think it breaks God's heart."
Yet Scripture holds that "evil
always come, to an end," Efird
said.
"God then allows the opportunity for new beginnings "

Feeling Fit

CHECK US OUT
And The Only Pressure We'll Apply Is To
Your Muscles.
Tired of fast-talking, high-pressure health club salespeople? Then visit us for a
tour, FREE workout and straightforward membership details.
When you have a facility as good as ours, you let it speak for itself

'Pin Selector Weights
'Aerobic Classes
Available (7 days a wk.)
'Free Weights
'Low Rates
.No Contracts or
Initiation Fees
'Couple & Family Rates
'Karate Classes Available •MSU Student Rates
'Boxing Classes Available

TRIM DOWN, KEEP
FIT, SHAPE UP!
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753-7283
Owners: Mike Ray & Robert Vaught

More buyers
trust us with their
dreams.
WOODLAND WINNER. Discover the
convenience of this super-sharp Contemporary triplex. Just one owner,city
views. 5BR/3 bath s,,kitchen appliances
included, bay window, side drive, large
trees, manicured lawn. Good investment property,$775 per month income
Sold On Chriatmas Da B Billie

CELEBRITY HAVEN. Distinguished
country 1/2 story Traditional. Brick, on
40 acres. Fireplace warmth,central air,
formal dining room, 4 BR/1.5 baths,
horses OK, barns, mini-farm. ALSO
•Large trees 'Hardwood floors *Quiet
street *Storm windows *Near recreation *Patio. CASH TO SELLER.
.•

• •
A LITTLE WONDER. Enjoy the
warmth ofthis friendly cottage. Stucco.
Quiet street, central air, gas heat,
carpeting, kitchen appliances included,
fencing, white picket fence, city water,
2 BR. PLUS 'Near schools -- shops.
CASH. A Super Buy! Priced $20's.

EXPRESSIVE. Brick styling highlights
this cheerful tri-level. Quiet street,
great family area, tree-lined street,
cheery hearth, decorator upgrades,carpeting, formal dining room, foyer,
family room, many built-ins, eat-in
kitchen, 4 BR/2 baths, fencing, manicured lawn
Many of you have asked if Billie really
sold a house on Christmas Day. Here is
proor The home owned by Samuel and
Rose Sheely and listed by James Hart
of Century 21 was sold to Michael and
Kaye Kelly by Billie Wilson of Century
21. Welcome to Murray - Mike and
Kaye'and best wishes to Sam and Rose
QUIET AREA SENSATION. Brick
ranch-type with real personality
First-owner care. Cheery hearth, central air, den, walk-in closets, eat-in
kitchen,4 BR/2.5 baths,Pella windows,
city utilities. ALSO *Corner lot Call

Prices good thru Feb. 15th

.11rIscl‘

BRIeK DESIGN Delight in the livability of,this bright ranch. Remodeled.
Quiet street, central air, gas heat,
carpeting, den, country kitchen, 3 BR)

INS

1.5 baths, woodburning stove, city utilities A Splendid Home.

US

SALES ASSOCIATES
Jean Bird
James Hart
Billie Wilson Dian Boyd
Marie Hicks Bob Rodgers
Rebecca Dublin-Landolt

--GENEROUS LAYOUT - Commercial
Building, close to everything, store
frontage in a downtown losiness area;
auction building was added in 1990;
immediate possession

Put your trust in Number One.'"
•i,PS Carry 21 Reei PASSE Carparrogn es erre f' w 'Ai- S
redrawing el Carry 21 Rea FAISSIS Carrarellana. Ikea Horns Oppern.e.
IN DICIILAIDIVIrTLY OW11111D AND OPMA TIED
EACH

Hrs. 7.30-5:30 M t , 7:30-5:00 Sat
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970 Chestnut St. (Next -to Domino's) Murray, KY

You Pay What
We Pay!
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Hours:
6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-8 p.m. Fri.
7 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

VIP SANCTUARY Woodland eloquence Brick/cedar tri-level ranch-type
superbly sited on 17 acres. Fireplace
charm, central air, wood paneling, formal dining room, walk-in closets, 4 BR/3.5 baths. PLUS *Pantry *Storm
wmdows *Mature plantings 'Family
r,om. Call 753-1492.
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'State-of-the-Art Equipment

bishops international committee,
and from the National Council of
Churches president, the Rev. Leonid Kishkovsky, and its general
secreary. James A. Hamilton,
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If the mid-winter blahs
are bogging your down,
come see us and get with
it! We've developed programs to make exercise enjoyable and the rewards
are rapid results.

Church leaders express
outrage at missile attacks
NEW YORK \P - - Protestant.
Roman. Cathoiic and Orthodox
church leaders have expressed outrage at the Iraqi missile auacks on
c:vilian areas of Israel, which is
not involved in the Persian Gul:f
War
Expressions of sorrow and distress came from Catholic
Archbishop John R. Roach of St.
Paul-Mirtricapo:is., head of the

Is Fantastic!

bar

OnluVoi
-

Loretta JObs Realtors
163 N. 12th St.
753-1492
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Seven Murrayans selected for 'Who's Who'
and Karen Greer of Murray,is a senior
majoring in speech communication.
She is a member of the Student
Alumni Association, Public Relations
Club, Alpha Chi honor society, Chi
Alpha Christian fraternity, Gamma
Beta Phi honor society and photographer for the MSU Shield yearbook.
She has served as a missionary with
Youth with a Mission.
*Houston, son of Dr. Hal E. Houston and Lynn Houston, both of Murray, is majoring in biology. He is a
member of Beta Beta Beta biology
honor society, Pre-Med Club, Order
of Omega Greek honor society, Student Alumni Association and Lambda
Chi Alpha social fraternity. He is a
Student Government Association Se-

Five Murray State University seniors and two December graduates

r0
for a

itself

wk.)

tes

from the Murray area have been
selected for the 1990-91 edition of
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
David M. Dill, Cathy Mix Robinson, Kimberly M. Greer, Hugh L.
Houston Ill, Sherry Ellen Lassiter,
Lori Payne and Lee Ann Rayburn are
among 38 Murray State students
named to the annual directory based
on their academic achievement, community service, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for
continued success.
.*Dill, son of Marilyn Dill of Murray, graduated in December with a
bachelor of science degree in accounting. He was a member of Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, Order of
Omega honorary Greek leadership
society, Beta Alpha Psi national accounting fraternity, Gamma Beta Phi
honor society and the Accounting
Society. He also participated in several intramural sports at Murray State.
*Ms. Robinson of Murray is a
senior art major. The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin C. Mix of Puryear, she
is a member of the Student Governance Committee, Alpha Chi honor
society and the Organization of Murray Art Students. She has taught
workshops for elementary, middle
and high school students in conjunc. lion with Murray State and Calloway.
County Youth Arts Festival. She
frequently serves as a juror for art and
craft shows.
*Miss Greer. daughter of Marlin

the liva•
emodeled.
gas heat,
len, 3 BR/
, city utili-

1

ors

of Omega Greek honor society,
Gamma Beta Phi academic honorary
and Omicron Delta Kappa honorary
scholarship/leadership fraternity. .
*Miss Rayburn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. David Rayburn of Murray, is majoring in health. She is a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority, Student Government Association, MSU Lead, Omicron Delta
Kappa honorary scholarship/leadership fraternity and Order of Omega
Greek honor society. Ms. Rayburn
was crowned Miss MSU in 1989 and
was the Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent.
Students have been honored in the
directory since it was first published
in 1934. Nominees are selected from
more than 1,400 institutions.

A+ s-'
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
Tim Herndon

7-7-INSURANCE CENTER
Sycamore St.

OF MURRAY

753-8355

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Remember the 10th
•
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Thurman's Semi-Annual

SALE
Now In Progress!
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nator from the College of Science.
*Miss Lassiter, daughter of Martha
Lassiter and the late Rev. Harold
Lassiter of Murray, graduated in December with a degree in public relations. She was a member(lithe Public
Relations Student Society of
America, American Humanics Student Society, ACTS Drama Team,the
Baptist Student Union Council and
Gamma Beta Phi honor society. She
was editor-in-chief of the 1990
Shield, the Murray State yearbook.
*Miss Payne, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Payne of Murray, is majoring in political science. She is a
member of Pi Sigma Alpha political
science honorary, Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority, Pre-Law Club, Order

Read the classifieds

C

9V

(Bedroom)
(Dining Room)
(Recliners)

k I

*MEAN
COMM
sale

Roughneck 32 Gallon
Trash Can

Eveready Energizer Alkaline Batteries
Long-lasting power! For flashlights. tads, tape players, more'

Two 'AA'or'AAA'

32 gallon rugged trash can is ideal for
garage, workshop or basement Lid tits
tight Molded handles Blue or chocolate
color Styles may vary i111-5906,5914;

sale144

465 0081 013,)

Two 'C', 'D' or One 9 Volt
1465-0024 0057 0'72.

sale1188

( Tables )
Hide-A-Way)
(
diving Room)
Beds
Suites
(Accessories)

Save
p o
SATZ
1
4"
Ski! 7/
Circular Saw

sale

Our most popular Ski saw Perfect
for a do-it-yourself workshop'
4600 rpm 2/
1
4 hp motor Includes
blade x5150 1314-39061

45.9

Lufkin 25'
Measuring Tape Lufkin.

I F

Get accurate measurements every time'
Innovative rounded case fits hand
/99
naturally and locking button is positioned
so your thumb stays where it should 1 x 25 tape features
virtually unbreakable end hook Great for use in the garage
or house'(302-0583

Coastto Coast®
' Store
Store Hours: Amenca's TOTAL HARDWARE4
Mon.-Sat 8:30 a.m.-900 p.m.
Central Shopping Center
\ Sun. 12:00-6:00

•
•

,imitr

50% ere!

Thurman's
FURNITURE

_

-

208 Main St., Murray

753-4834
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Stickers Encourage
Teen-Agers to
Drive Smart

Home Equity
Line of
Credit

By Abigail Van Buren
\II's 1 Iota.; Ago
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markerI w a..
Liken w ith tile idea that
1 a•ked one of those teen-age drivers
v. here he got the bumper sticker lie
it'plied that his parents had made
him put it 1/11 his car because he hail
gotten •everal ticket-. for moving
I, iolat ion, lie -.aid the ,neker4 v. ere
Ow it! .11
tt teen agt.r 5%11,
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The Peoples Home Equity Line of Credit
is a variable rate lean based on the eq
uity you have in
your home. It Ls
available for instant use at any
time -- much like
a credit card.
However, since
your Home Eq
uity Line is based
on the equity in
your home, the
amount you may
borrow can be
substantial

How Do I Use It?
Simply by writing a special chef k from the honk
we provide with Nom- line We have only, two
restrictions each check must he for a mini
mum of $51X1 and no check may exceed the
amount of your Home Equity line,. kir your
remaining balance if you have already used
your Incl

What Is The Interest Rate?

1

Your Interest rate will be 4 25% over the Fed
era) Reserve disc-mint rate for our district This
rate is subject to change on a monthly basis
at fee of $15 will also he deducted from
An a
your Home Equity Line

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

)1, I ,4..111(jr.
36 Vexed
harassed
39 TV s Hoisley
40 Sesame
* 41 Not a Dem
43 Duvall ID
44
fresco
45 Item of
property
47 Bosc
50 Citrus fruit
51 Metric
measure
54 Choose
55 Burghott
character
56 Quarrel
57 Even score
58 Squandered
59 Summer Fr

What Is The Highest Interest I Will Pay?
Peoples Bank has placed a lifetime rate rap
our Home Equity lines of IFMt)
What Are The Terms Of Repayment?
The minimum payment is 2% of the outstand
tog balance or COO. whichever is greater A
personaliyed statement will be mailed to you on
the first of each month detailing each transaction Your checking account will be automat)
cally debited for the amount of payment ten
days after you receive your statement You can
make additional principal payments if you
desire There are no penalties for prepayment
at Peoples Rank

C U T .S.
N.H.O.M
AIDI
A.P.S.E .
H I RE
GNU
AN
T OP
ESPIES
ART
BA
LOT
TAL
ADEN
. .
LA X
A .M
S*P 0 0
PIIU
111111 N
SEA
DEN
.A L ,L
SLANITS
TOT
LO
#A
•• llT.
TE 11A • N • TA
SA
1 .
• • •
SAP
t OAM
N
OD

4 Freshets
5
Pictures
6 Dye plant
snapper
7
Cid
8
9 Time gone by
10 Obscure

DOWN
1 Enemy
2 Total
3 Broadway
light

Is It Easy To Get Started?

.

4
..
1101

Yes Simply call 753 3231 for an appointment

P.

1
20
24

.
it)

SOL1111 BRANC11
S. 12th and Story

31

d'

a

753 3231

26

27

.

38

NtuRRAy /KY.
5th and Main

25
•

34

PEOPLES BANK
()FIVT.

11

17

'Isic,

'•!"\

10

14
lv

NORTH BRANCH
N. 12th and Chestnut

9

•

P4T11471FR FDIC

4•

43

42

50
•

51

•

52 .53

5't

11 Individual
17 Debauchees
19 Sliver symbol
20 Cheer
21 Narrow fiat
boards
22 Guide
director
24 Helmsman
25 Shadow
26 Chemical
compound
27 Spirited
horse
29 Young
salmon
31 Ultimo abbr
33 Besmirch
37 Moray
38 Sandy waste
42 Hebrew
letter
45 Assistant
46 Biblical
weed
47 Vessel
48 Slender
fini
49 Consumed
50 Child s
favorite spot
52 Decay
53 Female sheep
55 Stack ID

""II .'"ri 5% 111 -'"'"
.1111/ 1 %%11111(1 like to gol --11111e• 1/1 l/11
11(11111111 ..11Uk1•1., 1.,1(1•1 1.111% 1111 one
that sav•(....11.1.
DAD Could v,l.
find iiiit ‘v !tete I 1,iii iii(ICI 1111111 1
41( /10 ; IN
It's( 'Al.(
.\ I. \
DEAR til.:(MttiE: The teenager who originated the idea was
Fred Stangle of Albuquerque,
N.M., who by age 17 had been
involved in four speed -related
accidents and received two
speeding tickets. After one of
Fred's friends vi as seriously injured in a speed-related accident,
he began thinking about how he
vould persuade himself land his
friends).to slow down. His brainstorm resulted in a bumper
sticker similar to those used on
the back offleet trucks.The stickers come in the three versions
you mentioned:(.-Li, MY MOM,
CALI. MY DAD and CALI. MY

PA'Il'h
lf:
t•NI3TuSm. per sticker's real potential is as a punishment for
teens who drive I'Vekle SI . Instead of taking cm- privileges
away entirely. parents can insist that their teen-agers drive
around with the sticker on the
bumper for a designated period
of time.
The bumper stickers may be
purchased for S2 each or t hree
for $5 by writing: Fred titangle,
P.O. Box II ti:13. Albuquerque,
N.M. $7192. Be sure to specifv
which parent is to he notified.)
I think it's a great idea!
CONFIDEVI lAl. TO
MARRIED, PRIA.NANT AND
TORN BET% FEN Ill F DEVIL
F: SEA-:
AND THE DEEP
Since you are moralIs opposed
• and 511l1r only prrib-'
to abort
lem is whet her to keep your baby
or give it up for adoption. I urge
you to go to an organizat ion
called Birthright. It is very much
concerned about women in your
plight and will help you to make a decision you can live with.(.0(1
bless you. I w ish yl/U well.
•
booklet "liovk to V. rut
II) get
Letter• for A11 Ilk .11•11•11, st.t111 it long,
tell.addres.ed en% eli•pe.
plu%rhet kin moro.% order for S3.95 1$4.541
Leiter Booklet,
in anada n. Ikrar
P.11 Hot 117. %loon! 5148-0.... 111 61'154
he.taizt.

11113==========111g============w

West Kentucky0
Trailer Sales 1
"Serving the entire Purchase Area"
Service & Repair — Complete Parts Department

II
II
II

11

a

*Authorized Delta Dealer
‘rse Trailers

II
II

HERE IN ITS SIMPLEST FORM
IS A MARVIN WINDOWS CATALOG.
II

Your Local "U-Haul Dealer"

*Custom Metal Working and Welding

make Just a
Marvin

*Hitches Installed

:

Porta Carport
I

11011.1111111111011111110**

From

'69900 &

i

r r c tr

rif

:

up

-Nal one car $995 I
Plus installation

c

cooling costs are significantly reduced
'0Jhat's more, Marvin 'windows are carefully
weatherstripped to eliminate drafts and
further reduce energy loss
And you don't have to wait a long tIrrie
to ha.ie your windows ma M to order.
Deli iery is usually within three weeks
!ne time they receive the order
Cali o' •„
tvlay fc,r
: or Mardin

d DS dr ,a '4,-

So r,ea",r 6 • :

Two Car

4

I w.51

20 Year Warranty

Tram Lumber DA center
Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

Open: Monday-Friday 8-5
121 By-Pass, Murray
(41/2 mi. N. of Murray)

753-7246
David Brandon

11107=1110=1/71113117=71M11171111110W/1711DIONM

759-1390

ZE

Your Horns Investment Company
Other Locations — Benton and Lake City

Open
7 Days
A Week

Mon.-Frl. 7:30-6; Sat. 8-5: Sun. 1-5
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DEAR DR. GOTT Please provide
information on Parkinson's disease A
friend was diagnosed with nervous
tremors a441 has been prescribed Inderal and Zantac Since the trembling
of her mouth is a recent condition, I
feel there is more to it than "nervous
tremors." Have you any suggestions"
DEAR READER. Parkinson's disease is a common neurological affliction due to degeneration of nerves
within a part of the brain called the
substantia nigra. The disease is characterized by slowness of movement.
poor
rigidity,
tremor
and
coordination.
The diagnosis is usually based on
the appearance of the patient, who
typically has a lack of facial expression, impaired balance and a paucity
of movement. Parkinson's disease is
seldom associated only with tremor,
the other signs are always present.
Treatment customarily consists of levodopa, a compound that replaces the
substance (dopamine), which is lacking in patients with Parkinson's
disease.
Because your friend's condition is
marked by tremors, without other
movement disorders, I doubt she has
Parkinson's disease Tremors are
caused by a variety of diseases' hyperthyroidism, multiple sclerosis,
Wilson's disease la disorder of copper
metabolism), liver malfunction and
benign hereditary tremor, to mention
a few.
Nervousness can cause shakiness
and trembling that resemble tremors,
however, these symptoms come and
go, depending on anxiety and stress.
Inderal (propranolol, a betablocker is an effective eatment for

l'Bzft0
(
(Ow

benign hereditary tremor (a harm- cause of tremors, I am sending you a
less, inherited condition) and for free copy of my Health Report "Mulstress-related tremulousness There- tiple Sclerosis " Other readers who
fore, your friend's doctor is evidently would like a copy should send al 25
treating her for a non-Parkinson's with their names and addresses to
N) Box 91369 Cleveland OH 44101
tremor
Zantac, a drug used for peptic ul- 3369 Be sure to mention the title
NTFNI'HISP AS.11,4
ill
cers, has no place in the treatment of
being
preprobably
it
is
tremors, so
condition
another
scribed
for
DR. GOTT
altogether.
While I understand your desire to
help your friend. I believe her own
doctor is on the right track NonethePETER
less, a second opinion may be in order,
your friend has the option of requestGOTT, M D
ing a referral to a neurologist, a step
she should take if the Inderal fails to
control her symptom

rAL-MART

OLElAsuionE

Because multiple sclerosis is a

By GARY LARSON
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SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Winner's
Choice

1-800-432-9346
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Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle
Cookies

to
• t....--- ---- '-,'— :-.—

/*Ms,
VOS

-Assorted Form .uas
.132 oz Can
Reg $1 50

Jut ,
111,t1

$1 27

Soo,
'

Agree
Shampoo or
Conditioner

•11 oz. Box
•Bite Size
-Assorted Flavors
Reg $1 28

NANCY

MEN NERES TiAAT
e,LoUE I LOST LAT
PRI).16! IT VkIAIUNDER Mq I3ED
bOLE-TME

Alberto
V05 Hair Spray
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•'5 02 Bottle
-Assorted Formulas
Reg $2 32
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Video Cassette
Tapes

Prestone
Antifreeze

Prestolie
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-2 Pack Blank
-2-4-6 Hour
Reg $4.00

-Winter Antifreeze
-Summer Coolant
-One Gallon
Reg $5 67

$300

$497

(-)

(Similar to picture)
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Maxwell House LaIMIES.
Coffee
-39 oz Can
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THEY SAY THE
PENTAGON WILL
DEVOTE MORE
TIME TO PEACE
EFFORTS
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I'LL
BELIEVE
IT WHEN
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ZERO! DON'T You,
OF ALL PEOPLE,
START GETTING
CYNICAL!
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Peptogismo'

LA .,4

BLONDIE

C.epaco1

$327

•12 oz. Regular
.8 oz Maximum
Strength
Reg $338

16 Piece Home
Starter Set
-Contains 4 Piece Sink Set
Dust Pan, Mixing Bowl Set
And Other Plastic Items

$800
Reg $997

lO JE COME
,
GOOD
O-IES'ON

Chips Deluxe
and

7
. P1
Chips,
Deiwar

Unisonic Clear Answering Machine
'Remote Message

Pecan Sandies
By Keebler
•12 and 13 oz

•••••

latt„,

THE PHANTOM
HE HE LP5„ THE ROL ICE
THE LAW. ENOUGH
WHEN DADDY COMES
HOME ,HE'LL ExPtAiN.

••••••••••1•••-

-32 oz
'Regular or Mint
Reg 397

Pepto-Bismol

Ii

TkEY'RE SO QUIET AND
GENTLE YOU WON'T KNOW,
T
Y'RE AROUND...r
-"THEY ••40.37OLY
EVEN MOVE

Cepacol
Mouthwash

----”

-.•

pen
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Week

J.

25°
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Banner
Bath Tissue

r ••

-All Temperature
Detergent
Sze-49 oz
Reg 243
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Tremor may indicate Parkinson's
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Bags

$167
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Receiver
-Clear See Thru Design
Reg $4482

8

Reg $2.27

$36

Hwy. 641 North-Murray Sale Good Thru Sunday, Feb. 9, 1991
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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Posturepedic" Firm

Comfort Rest

. ..

Twin
Full
Queen
King

'
S4 ea pc
,

$12P*e.

pc
set

449

set

Twin
Full
Queen
King

When sold in sets

IC;

Award Plush Posturepedie

ea. pc.

140.

b
ea. pc.
Sall
—11
set
set

Twin
Full
Queen
King

'When sold in sets

'When sold in sets
-

Months
Interest
Free!
Interest
Free!

4-Piece Bedroom Suite
High Lustre
Pine Finish
'Headboard
•Dresser
•MIRCY
•Chest

9p

mont
plus tax

5-Piece Early American
Bedroom Suite
Warm Oak Finish
'Headboard
•Footboard
'Dresser
•Mirror
'Chest

Interest
Free!
Interest
Free!

Single Tiered Bookcase
$663_3
rno•-•?,
J.,
,
Plus'
pr

High Lustre Pine Finish
'Bookcase
Headboard
•Dresser
'Mirror
•Chest

Mirrored Bookcase

$8967
pillr

mar

pius tax

Etched Glass
Double Tiered
Mirroced Bookcase

All Waterbeds Complete With: Headboard, Frame, Heater, Pedestal, Liner, Deck, Mattress and Fill-Kit.

Interest
1 Free!
*Ask rev Batas

ODC111:FirrEIS

Sale Hours:
Thursday 10-6
Friday & Saturday 10-8

per
month
plus tox

GALLERIES
--"`"-itarlowirooduatoexottVw4--_

par mont.plus tax

1).
4".•
.1.
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Saturday

SILLE
-3 Days Only
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It's
Worth
Repeating!
Up To

Sectional With 2 Recliners
per month
plus tax
•to

.7
'
.14.j

tild;'11_ )4 1, 41"‘

•
•

r

^

- •)„

-

"-

I

• .,..-.......1..........."
'
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.....•.1...,) 1

4,...--

4

1
I

Sectional With Two Recliners
and One Sleeper
$N553

i...1.,..11,1.k41,,,,4

% olie

fr,

i

4LP,

'PbWi'

I

per month
plus tax

Pictures, Paintings & Mirrors
starting at

Lamps

houseful of Furniture!
3
-Complete
Rooms!
-Sofa,
3 Piece Living Room Suite

Love, Chair

,•

1

elected styles & fabrics

set

ister
uite

25

)0f
nonth
)Ius tox

per month
plus tax

Dresser,
4 Piece Bedroom Suite - Headboard,
Mirror and Chest

per month
plus tax

Plus...Full-size Sealy' Mattress Set
POI

Dinette Set -Table & 4 Chairs

Interest
Free!

Ot

E
VW:4ft
-4141.1
I

4,
•

2 Piece Living Room Suite

2 Piece Living Room Suite

Interest
Free!

Sofa & Love

Reclining Sofa, Watching Love

4.83

per month
plus tax

Per month
plus tax

-

Months

4

Interest
Free!

201

.041111°
mit011
0
IPA

Interest
Free!

3 Piece Living Room Suite

3 Piece Living Room Suite

Sofa, Love, Chair

Sofa, Love, Chair

$49gper month

4Dapkfsi

frooxnth

plus tax

Interest
Free!

ODCFT
GALLERIES

Sale Hours:
Thursday 10-6
Friday & Saturday 10-8

Chestnut Hills • Murray

•
-s•
•••

VISA

MasterCard

*Ask For Details
•

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

Miiiray Ledger & Times
120

Are:iamb
For Roca

Nonce
I MYRTLE Spaulding am
no kanger responsible tor
debts other than my own
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate Ii
duc Lary
appotnenents
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
Al! claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fsdus:tary within six
months of date of quid&
sation
Matue L Buster. 804
Broad St.. Murray, KY
42071, deceased, Bank of
Murray. P0 Box 1080.
Murray, KY 42071 Ex
ecube by Chuck Foster.
Trust Officer, appt 0130 91, Donald A Jones.
SO4 Main Si. Mum ay KY
42ii'I, attorney
liavid Allen Vaughan,
:n21 Locust St.. Murray.
K\ 42071. desea.sol.
.s Vaughan. 1623 Lo
Murray, KY
sus: St
42071,
administrator,
appt 02 05 91, C Mark
ill.clikenship, 264 South
i!stli Si. Murray. KY
42i111, attorney
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

•

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
a-,iiints has been filed le
tn.. Calloway
District
Curt by Michael Wilson,
guardian for Gayle Tal
.13.1ge
Adam
Ryari.
lh :npson, minor child
Deceptions to this set
tiement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
to, or before 9 00 CM ,
F‘..)-v-uary 18th. 1991. the
date of hearing
'Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
LEG AL NOTICE
A final settlement of
act •iunts has been filed in
trii• Callow.ay
District
Curt by John Clentienon.
eiecutor, of the estate of
Fruhert H. Dowdy. de
ceased
rExceptions to this sett!ertlent must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9.00 a.m .
February 181h, 1991, the
dal.: of hearing.
Ann P Wilson. Carcu,!
Court CICri.

LII:GAL NOTICE
Ar informal final settle
ment of accounts has been
file in the Calloway Distr.s• Court by Betty S
executrix, of the
e,•..Jt2 of Charles Henry
Sisz.,ps. deceased
s .eptions to tles;set
must be Wed Ir. the
(
District Court
eiefore 4 00 a rr.
_try 18th. 1991, the
hearing
P W
Circuit
Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
final settlement of
• ..:nts has been filed in
the Calloway
District
Cour. by Harold R How
aid, executor, of the estate
ut, Mae R Thomas. de
ceased
to this set
'irree:.:
led Ir. the

Calloway Drstnct Court
on or before 900 a.m..
February 18th, 1991, the
date of hearing
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

'..C3SS. For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta Y6. tit.
e122262 625535 mci•
Call Gene at 753-2617
& 1,Cfr1.1/
'Pt.s Tas
48 We Casa1 End Lease

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed 'n
the Calloway
Dtanct
Court by Billie G Henry.
executrix, of thr estate of
Roy Otis Henry. deceased
Exceptions to this set
tlement must be filed in the
Calloway Diitnct C•ourt
on or before 900 a m
February 18th 1991, the
date of hearing
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

AMY TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

v. •

• AR,
co,
II•

ow.•
,+

AP*

ALLIANCE

LEG St. NitilICF.
A final set:Ice-len: :
flied Ir.
accour.is has
the Call.os S'.
••• ,:e ‘••
Court h‘
et: utct . • ,!
ie L W
Er
•
dement rnu,
Calkosas
+.0( a m
on Of hef ,re
February ; sUr•
:. the
date of bear"
Cirs
Ann P

ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY
is now
offering
Hallfield
frames
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-8E109

SPE("1,4L NEEDS
40)1'710% PR(Xill 4.41

1-800-432-9IIISOtosilS
346
•.Aloft'.0s WAWA

Richardsbn

fur passing
your CNA test.'

•

He used to he
quick
But reached a
stand still,
Just one dds ko
Till he's oi.er the
hill

Back
beg,nnir.9
A„O b:ms t
taieri
the opportJnity to
ser Bac* Street
ir
st-,oes
a.sts re.: compete
G or rurtt,ernicx

527 3482 or
-14
ucated 330
e Beetcr Ky
•

The Wp Place

753-9234

OFFICE SPACE
RENT

FOR

Close to Court
Square On 5th St
$16000 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1915 for more
information

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
fl stainless steel 2-door freezer •
,uuniess steel countertop refngerator. sta.:- •
See: dtshwasher tables:3 compartment sink &
lc commercial slicer, 2 Panasonic commerc.a
Lrowaves, ice mxtune,Ix2 gas charcoal gri::
-.urn: commercial gas range w/oven. v.vo-5ga.
. deep fryers, hood & exhaust system, oNerhead
nker fire ext. system tables & chairs, a1 ;n
condition & recently used Also 7::sc
and serving pieces

753-7522

1

ff,

•

• '7
a.
i-cst
o..tt,ra• C!..e.er,t
Ca
'.
(.. S
80

ar,ge
'• e e

Send a rnesage
to your vo.cetheart
on a :.ake from

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
P:SitiOn C)pening

Pam's Cake Hut
V

*B S Degree in Business Agriculture
related-kfield OR

9

Heart for Only

57.99
r

•Four years of successful professional
selling and credit analysis experience
'Agricultural knowledge and background
required
'Position located in Murray, Kentucky
'Salary commensurate with education
and experience
Applications will be taken from February 7
- February 12 at the Employment Services Office, 319 S 7th Street, Mayfield
Kentucky between the hours of 8 00 a m
and 4 30 p m
EE0C-AFFIRkAATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

alentine s Day

Special

for

LOAN OFFICER

1130 AM
WSJP

NLRSING HOME
INSURANCE
Our

whin

use

poles

Lomprehen

pass for

Initomedtale or
Custodial Carr
Kith
NAechm are s new
lines

for

guide

confinement.
liovne

lnsur

&Mr IS Molt unpurtant
than ever For fret infor

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Lore You,
Jeff, Jenny, c7. 01
Land!

CORNER ,

Town for alp
I'sed FLUTLIILftcr. floor :D 4
,1(
..C." •

HIRING for waters wait
restos and dishwasher
Experienced preferred
Apply in person at August
Moon Restaurant in
Olympic Plaza 759 4653

call:

Brenda

CAROLYrire

Ask about 2Cr Off
for Valentine's Day,

•Food from local and
area restaurants &
grocers
-Clothing
•Gas
•Prescnotion drugs
-Certificates & gift

Nursms

(*ungratulations,

cal! s,xit *dee in earl.

759-4492

e•

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair
13,4 Seii or Trade
Consignment Sales
Used Boats Motors
Trailers Salvage Pars

Sertrick Work
Guaranteed
mile from Murray
on 94 E

502-753-0079

worthy individual lot busy car
wholesale Liompan
Call for
appouiunant SO: 4 1'4121

FEDERAL government is
hiring $16 500 $62 000
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details (901) 642 1416

it *linable rano ege &I

SISM

AUTOMOTIVE clean up
Needed: reliable arid trust

930 a.m.-10:30 a.m
Monday -Friday
Items to be
Auctioned

nems

A
_- •!*ee'
;
ic

CollettibleLVus
ware. Silk Flowers
larnp Shades

BID FOR
BARGAINS

'Microwave
•
iances
1.800-334-1203

LEG.AL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway
Distnct
Court by Nelson Key, ad
ministz attn. of the estate of
B Wilson. deceased
Exceptions to this settlement must he filed in the
Callow.as District Court
on or before 4 00 a m •
Fehruars '.**.h. 1491. the
date ! • s: • 4
Anr.
A son, Cu.. Lot
Clerk

RADIO AUCTION

sma; *tote te
rr-,abe dog on Farmer Ave
Z 491 Call 753 4217 or
753 5675

ACT NOW' Excellent
wages, Spare time as
serr.t.1 Easy work at
'iorne No experience Call
53-464' 7778 Est 2329
Coe
,
. 24 hours including
Sunday
A 'reetance writer needed
statesede farm news
to cover activities in
Western Kentucky Car
1 800 448 1475 The Far
mers Pride

DRIERS OTR need ex
pc-fleeced vari"ftat drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable M
*age pay otos benefits
:ail 1 800 444 6648

1411.11.10‘AIRIr$ Sill 11.10•AIRES PANG
Eft Ilre'S tAsi111( IS BM Is
IS
R 41
Sale 1 Manual,y

SPA for sale 753 3488 a'
ter 6pm

CONCRETE Pottery sev
eral items to choose from
Call or see Roger Hudson
753 4545 759 1823

Ili28R nicely furnished
near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
5 30pm

LOG Homes Over 40 stan
dard models Free Dr°
chure Honest Abe Log
Homes Route One Box
84CK Moss Tennessee
38575 (800) 231 3695

1BR apartment on Hwy
280 Tastefully decorated
Water furnished Deposit
No pets $240-per month
753 8848 before 8pm

POST Frame buildings
30 x40 x9 erected $5.195,
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1 800 628 1324

FORMAL gowns One fu
chia with sequins size 910
1 pink with white Irace size
78 753 4130

1BR upstairs apartment.
stove and refrigerator furnished 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2 BEDROOM 1 car garage
$275 mo upstairs 1602
Main St 762 2025

2B13 duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406
DUPLEX for 2 redecor led
Near
„.4.4scEue
fr
ish
350
753 1987
DUPLEX with country at
mosphere 3br 2 bath, car
pet lots of marble and tile
Private yard concrete
driveway wood deck Next
to 121 By Pass Shown by
appointment 753 9400 of
435 4214

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coins and proof 2BR house or 2br apart
EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
LOCAL sales position
sets for sale at THE BOOK
merit near downtown
central H/A appliances
450% MPV first year corn
RACK in Murray Dixieland
753 4109
furnished Very clean Col
missions 10% lifetime re
Shopping Center Our fine
2BR central H A stove and Oman RE 753 9898
nesvals leads benefits
merchandise is also avail
------Appliances
Call
refrigerator No petS
management
able at THE TREASURE
LEASE Can, small 2br
492 8634
1 800 662 0140
HOUSE
in
Murray
(South
GE inatcho- set washer/
apartment with ap
dryer Excellent condition side Shopping Center) and - 2BR duplex Northwood ()fiances Close to post of
MAINTENANCE helper
at the OX YOKE ANTIGUE
fice park college Avail
Temporary may work into $150 firm 753 4200
$3`..0 rno 759 4406
STORE in Hazel AS 3 loca
able immediately
full lime or part time posi
bons offer silver ...a.lars and 2BR duplex apartment in $190 per month 489 2741
bon Prefer general merrier
quiet residential neighbor
proof sets a full line of U S
nance experience and
Hose
wins phis foreign coins arid hood hear ur-HottrSity Ideal NEW 2br duplux Ap
background Apply in per
Nada*.
pliances energy efficient,
paper money Discounts for coupe or retired person
son at Fern Terrace Lodge
$27.5rmo 753 8096 or owner occupied 1821
of
3
SETS
custom
made
are
available
Janu
through
1505 Stadium View Dr
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
753 2633
cornice boards and drape
ary 31 We also buy coins
EOE
rats Fits windows 32" wide, and appraise estates
2817
chiplex
Westwood
Dr
QUIET spacious country
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
floor length navy, gold and 783 4161
'washer central HA
living 2br duplex with car
INGS NEED a job'7 A white 753 3257
port 2 miles out 94W
TIME share units and oix,tier dryer hookup Re
)Hope for the future'
GED"
.iecurated Yard mowing 753 7951
You may qualify if 'You do ANTIQUE oak bedroom campground member
chest ships- Cheap' Worldwide provided $350 759 4979
not have your OLD or high Suite d
TAKING applications for
'5,-8859
selections Vacation Net
school diploma 'You are and *SO
2158ld
section
8 rent subsidized
,oprn
work U S arid Canada 2 or 3BR
between the ages of 16 & after.
duplex Central apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
1
800
736
8250
771
305
21 '.'de are an E OE This BEDROOM furniture 1
H A appliances washer,
rooms Apply Hiildakr Apts
protect is funded by the dresser with mirror, night 6296 Free rental inforrea
dryer hookup deck fire
Hardin
Ky
or call
771
tion
6.331
305
Western Kentucky Private stand and twin bed $225
place $350-mo . deposit
502 437 4113 EI-10
Industry Council JTPA
Peactegrayrwhite twin WOODEN storage build
753 3940 after 5 30pm
Wt%firfED male r
Cal JTPA Out Of School comforter with 2 peach bal
irugs 8x16 starts at $1095
38R
family room living and to
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
loon valaece $40 full size 1016 $142450 12x24
dining room Central VeA
8a m 11 30a m
peach wicker headboard $2395 Other sizes avail
Stove and refrigerator No $1
included
$40
girls
bike
12in
v•ith
able Aaee Portable Build
NOW taking applications
pets 492 8634
Non smoker 753 8477
terming wheels $15 30rn
'rigs 502 247 7831
for day shift T J s Bar B
avocado electric stove
Oue 806 Chestnut Murray
good condition $75
Please apply in person be
759 1293 after 5 30pm
tween 2 5pm
OTR drivers 12 months SUPER single waterbed
Bookcase headboard tea
experience 23 years of
AVAILABLE .1 11E21: ACiF. HO
ter pad chemicals and BUSINESS card special
age drug testing required
No
Ex0filitiotioro,
1,000 one color ink busi
rails $150 753 4359 after
Hornady Truck Line Start
ness cards only $20 , two
3pm
11 s:oli are Iti reitereetblvieed
23 26camile tarp vacation
Adver
ONO,only $24
oti ittiswet
pay safety bonus spouse
Irt it few rilit•',Iltitis you
using & Supply cali
200
passenger program
loos qualify lot- preferred title,
. Below
759 1602
Spans
1 800 648 9664
ri' it few inuntilly preltitr•il toles. al
Equipment
PRIVATE Investigator with
RN or LPN needed for full
different ;igr-, Era- a $.1.1100 (M11 -01.11 Y
years city arid state in
time position in Allergy 1 YEAR old female Setter 22
vestigation experience
Clinic Send resume to Rt birddog Call 753 7410 at
MALE .
FEMALE
'Accident 'Criminal *Cray!
ter 6pm
2 Box 39 Murray Ky
age •10 - $909
age -II)
$7 73
'Personal or Corporate
42071
'Missing Persons Your
age 50 12 37
age 50
9 H5
210
needs, our specialty Call
STAFF writereeporter for
age 60
17 33
age 60
13.33
bi weekly newspaper Most
Confidential lnyestigatioris
age 70
Firewood
27 53 age 7()
21 ,15
(502)753 2641
own and be proficient in the
gc HO
52 73
age HO
-10 73
use of 35mm camesa Most A1A Firewood Seasoned
SHARP copiers Author
also be able to perform dark oak $25 delivered
ized dealer for sales, ser
room duties Send resume 492 8254
Prenutifir-, olardriteril NOT to (to
vice supplies parts arid
to PO Box 410 Benton Ky
FIREWOOU for stove and
rental
units
Local
corn
42025 0410
tarnace Seasoned and
pany Call 1 800 248 431.9
UP to $15 hour processing greenwood Cut to your or
WANT a faster r
d'7
753-4199
mail weekly check guaran der 753 9808 474 8086
Why pay more for elec
teed Free details write.
Hoplansylle Federal Say. Bldg.
A FIREWOOD for sale
ironic filing'? Our prices
SD 12610 Central Suite
7th at Main, Murray, KY
437 4667
start at $20 00' Call Hodge
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
"Our 29th year of service"
Noel and Associates the
0- RE WOOD for sale Also
income tar professionals at
09.
tree Service 436 2562
753 6069 or 759 1425
436 27o8
Stadion
—
Wanted
27171
WOOD for sale 753 9745
Wake
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs expert
Homes For Sake
22171
ence References supplied
7
15
23
x50
49,928BEDRO(N
435 4146
The Annual Gigantic Consignment
lAuskal

CANC/E.

BURIAL INSURANCE

McConnell Insurance Agency

CHURCH CONSULTANT
United Church Directories
is looking for a hardwork
ing success oriented incli
victual to work part time in a
sales public relations posi
tior Must have morning
arid evening hours avail
abie Our 26 years of caper
HOUSE cleaning with ex
*roe has proven that fe
penence and references
males as well as males are Call 492 8561
equally successful You will
WILL stay with small child
he contacting area cher
ren also elderly or sick
ohes of all faiths Bonuses
gas allowance incentive Have experience
programs and expense 436 2305
paid training school Send
100
resume to Floyd Braun PO
Business
BOX 407 St Marys OH
Opportunity
45885
• AFTER D esigner
ATTENTION support
AD 3 5 years experience groups Raise money by
- 3 5 CAD drawings a selling Operation Desert
.st. Aatomotivertruck Storm T Shirts Contact
Creative Imprints P 0 Box
oar drawings experience
orig tern assignment top 2096 Henderson Ky
Fay Metrotech (502, 42420 'Call 502 826 4192
or 1 800 525 8195
459 6221
DRIVERS Must be 18
years of age Have oven
veriele arid proof of insur
ante Apply in person at
Dominoes Pizza

KIRBY Vacuum repair
bags belts and hoses New
and used vacuum cleaners
Jerry s Sporting Goods 6th
and Walnut Mayfield Days
nights
247 4704
247 6663

LEARN how to earn mo
ney My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For infor
mauve appointment phone
753 2607 or 753 1036

WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial home units
from S19900 Lamps
loeons accessories
Monthly payments low as
LAS" Work' Excellent Pay'
$1800 Call today free
Read books at home Call
color
catalog
'900 847 7878 or Write
1 800 228 6292
PASE 1870 161 Lincoln
way N Aurora IL 60542
Wont
EXPERIENCED LPN for
To Buy
medical doctors office Also
r.eeded combination ANTIQUES by the piece or
seaetary'receptiontst with collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
experience in medical in
surance dictation and CASH for mobile
home
bookkeeping References Ores $7 $12 each We will
required Send resume to remove 527 2932
PO Box 749 Murray Ky
MARINA bat tackles gas
42071
etc 402 895 5545
'EXTRA INCOME -91Earn $200 $500 weekly USED and antique furni
mailing novelty, gift items tore glass tools quilts
For more information send 901-642 6290
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Miami FL 33261
AN
For Sale
FULL or part time position
in deferent phases of coin ATTENTION Collectors
laundry and dry cleaning approx 50 old 78 s records
Comfortable and happy 4 to 6 records per album
working conditions No or set Mare appointment to
per'once necessary We see 436 2417 after 5pm
will train Hours flexible
DP Air Ciser exercise bike
Mon Sat Drop by and com- couch
chair and coffee
plete application at Boone
table 753 0584
Cleaners 605 Main Murray
Ask tor Tony
SUNTAN booth 753 3488

AUCTION)
(

ay,

FOR SALE SPINET
CONSOLE PIANO BAR
GAIN Wanted Responsi
ble party to make low
monthly payments on
spinet console piano Can
be seen locally Call Mr
White at 1 800 327 3345
ext 101
2.10

14x70 NORRIS home aria
lot or sell separate 3 miles
east of Murray off Hwy 94
753 5786
1979 14x72 2BR 2 bath
mobile home Fox Mea
dows No down parent
assume loan $158 MC
753 9736

ascellaneaue

24x48 3br 2 bath gas heat
air, new carpet $71
759 9308

1983 OLDSMOBILE
diesel mahogany bed
frame typewriter, cassette
tape redorder, riding lawn
mower Call 753 4186 for
more information

MOBILE home repos Sin
gles and doubles Financ
'rig available Clean late
model homes Green Tree
Acceptance 606 223
or 1 800 22' 8204

ALL American value'
Swimming pools drasticall)
reduced' Just a few of last
year s models left at fantas
tic savings Many styles
and sizes to choose from
For example A huge
16 x30 0 D Pod with
1524'swim area includes
sursdecir fence and filter
now only $988 complete
Hurry' While they last' Full
financing arranged Call toll
tree 1(800) 284 7946 ask
for Robby
BUFFALO adult $1295
Children $6 25 Sat Feb
9 58pm Buffalo Buffet
Kentake State Resort
Park Mountainmen pre
sentabon of the era of the
buffalo For more informa
bon call 800 325 0143 or
502 474 2211
FABRIC: BA RGAI%S
sale' 99it sale' 991 sale
Country Remnants
Hwy
68/641 Draffenvitle, Ky

(next to Hunano, Marshall
County) I()am Sm. Mn
Sat

Mobile
Homes For Rent

JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

* AUCTION *
SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991
9 00 A M — REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY!!
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY

YEAR AFTER YEAR.., *
* SUCCESS
AFTER SUCCESS
If You Have Machinery To Consign
Contact JAMES R CASH To Be Included
In Our Nationwide Advertising Program Or
Just Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
Thursday Or Friday Prior To The Sale
There Will Be Buyers For All Machinery"
It You Are In Need Of Some Good Machinery
• * DON'T FORGET THIS AUCTION,
'* a
There Are Already Farm & Const Machinery
Sell Outs Consigned To This Auction"

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

MR. FARMER
DON T FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY"
THE BIG SALE WILL 81 AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
I
OFFICE
complex
1600sq ft Cenral heat/air
ample parking, security
system $550 per mo Contact Kopperud Re-_Ity
753 1222 or 753 3372
TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964

500

--....
----.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991
EVERY YEAR IS BETTER 6 BETTER

JAMES R. CASH
- AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
Jr
or (5021623-6388
R%. 15021 623-8466
Iniso
FAX 115021623-8885

Jr

I Real Estate Auction
Sat., Feb. 16, 1991 at 10 a.m.at 301 North 8th St.,
Murray, Ky.
1 1/2 bath, full basement and upstairs that can be
made into an apartment, gas heat, cablevision

3 bedroom,

FORT Knox FM radio sta
bon 4th largest county
Over 1 5 million dollars in
radio advertising revenues
$165 000 Bill Waiters
502 769 1055

Manuel Manners - Owner
Terms- 209k down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing
of deed.

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking views of
mountains, ski slopes Fire
place, balcony kitchen In
door pool. Acurris Honey
moon Speoistal Free Bro
chute 1 800 212 4853
(205; 988 5139

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker
302 So, 12th St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-3263

435-4144

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

CLAss_rFrEDs

imes

460

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530

ms
in
redecor
ted
re
350

country at
2 bath car
rble and tile
concrete
deck Next
s Shown by
753 9400 Of

3BR 1/, bath gas heat
Near
university
$425imonth plus deposit
753 3584
3BR 2 bath brick 209 S
15th Murray 753 4074
385 house sale or rent
Available Feb 8 $250/mo
plus deposit No pets
759 1894 or 759 4641 Wil
liam Schindler

n small 2br
with ap
C to post of
liege Avail
ediately
h 489 2741

LYNN Grove cedar house
2 or 3br 1 bath Wood or
electric heat $275/mo
382 2882

Up:o
Acr
gy efficient,
)ied 1821
753 7457

NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat central air Ap
pliances floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753 9898

ius country
lex with car
Cu? 94W

'cations for
subsidized
2 8 3 bed
411Idale Apts
or call
EHO

e

1701
Livestock
's—es
SADDLES blankets, bridles reins Call or see Ro
ger Hudson 753-4545.
759 1823

rOOIfl1ato

nt
1110

w included
'53 8477

Pets
Supplies
AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles, „many more
615 746 5355
AKC Rottweiler puppies
502 677-2971
AKC registered Siberian
Husky puppies Blue eyes
redWhite and blacktwhae.
male and female Call
492 8561

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
400
Used
Cars
1979 CADILLAC Biarritz 2
owner, new tees, stainless
steel top like new condi
bun Local t.al lOvit mies
Call 436 2427
1979 CADILLAC Fleet
wood Limo, mint condition
28 inches of stretch new
501 commercial service
motor new 400 turbo trans
mission wet bar Will sacri
lice at $5 500 00 or best
otter, need to sell immedi
ately Call Frankfort (502
227 8015 after 6pm

1979 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm PAN white letter
tires $1900 Call 753 7146
leave message
1980 PONTIAC Grand
Prix Good condition
753 6015
1983 CUTLA

CANCE
•

1983 TOYOTA Supra ex
cellent condition Blue
tinted windows Toyota
Louvers American Racing
aluminum wheels, leather
interior. Kenwood stereo
every option 99 000 miles
asking $5.500 00 Phone
Frankfort 502 227-8015

9 85
13.33
21 45
•1()

train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

!ncy

MINIATURE Schnauzer
puppy Black male house
broken Will hold for Valen
tines 901-479 2472

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MLFRAY

1965 FORD F100 has new
exhaust system plus many
new parts nearly new tires
and a new rebuilt transmission Must see' 753 9782

KOPPERUD REALTY of
ems a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222 toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

lment

,SE

LAKE Property 3 paining
lots 12x50 trailer, 10x40
753-9610.
trailer
753 5499

I311

91
ATHER

kIDS
CY!!

SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wilson 753-3263

RINGS
iLO, KY

.180
Noma
For Salo

lde• cl
im Or
pounds
tie
ery!'

3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet paint and wallpaper Fireplace with insert 2 car garage. large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759-1233

finery

*
mery
n!!

BY OWNER 3 bedroom 2
bath, brick house on 5
acres Outside shop and
storage building Located 3
miles on blacktop road oft
121 South Priced in the
80's Shown by appointment only For more information, call 753 1746

i91
iR

10 Toyota
10 Toy0 Corolla
id Toyota Camrp,............11,587
15 Toloa
19 Toyota Celia GT._ '11,487
19
If Buck Pat
18 Tolot
11 Cheri Canaro...........1,487
'88 Toyota
18 Pont. Bonne. LE
17 Toyota Coolla„............15,987
16 Chevy Celeboty............4487
16 Hont Arxcid CT.._ 7,987
'86 Port Sunbid
16 Toy. Caolla
15 Us Cr Brghrtl
14 Olds Delta 88
14 Toy ii Ctroda.............1,487
'81 Tolot Corolla ..............'1,987
71 Datsun 3802..................'2,737
....._1.417
77 Datsur
......
77 Ford 1.TO
73 is ,e

TRUCKS

17111 ST (:11MMERCIA
-treat opportunity fo
spending business Corner o
12th & Sharpe In best area
790141 Make offer 751 017S

19 Fad Ranger
19 Chirp
19 ToyotaPrt
11 Toyota Runner__ '11,07
11 Pirouth Voyager 0_1047
17 Mazda
17 Toyota 1
16387
16 Ism
16 Ford P150 LT 414....1,47
Tait Pict;
Pod Coto
79

MEAT HOME. ,UREA
LOCATION!!
1 bd 2ba
rick ranch la best area
educed to $87.500 ()wee
locating 304 Oakdale Dr
53-5676 of 753-0375

Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
••• s
r.1^, 13..s Mgr
Mgr

307 1111(X)1X/ATE DR.
I- set-solve home ()walla
features. great decor 1 bd 2
garage Redu(ed t
104.01111 759.9591

TOYOTA

STARTER home 2br brick
next to East Elementary
School $30,000 with
owner financing at 11 0/0
with $300 month payment
10% down 753 8848 be
fore 8pm

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
19111

12111

Si

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

IITT1-111
"

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tiorts Call Sears 75.32310
for free estimate

FENCE sales at Sears floor covering No fob too
now Call Sears 753-2310 small 753 4251
for free estimate for your HAULING yard work tree
needs
removal mowing Free es
HOUSE CLEANING 5yrs timates 759 1683

1973 CHEVY 1 ton with
tomylift 753 0680 after
4pm

professional cleaning ex
perience Your home
cleaned the way you like it
CSID "lib/ or 436-5842 ask
for Beclyn Cleaning

1980 CHEVY Luv truck
Runs needs some motor
work body good wroLitliutt,
long bed 436 2417 after
5pm

ANY remodeling building
painting 8 roofing Free es
References
timates
435 4632

1985 CHEVROLET Silver
ado pickup 753 9840

on 94E
753-0079 or
436-5464
18hp EVINRUDE 14f1 Jon
boat and bailee Asking
$750 Call or see Roger
Hudson 753 4545
759 1823
1986 CHALLENGER 1986
75hp Mercury engine Fully
loaded bass boat Must
sell, $5500 OBO 753 0834
after 5pm
1.988 MONTEREY runabout loaded 753 3682
759 4884

FULL electrical SerVICOS
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for tract estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery Murray 436 5560

MAO S Errand Service of
fors housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

PASCHALL and Sykes dry
wall finishing New homes
remodeling patch work or
additions 489 2376 or
753 6902

JOHNSTON
SERVICE
Hardin, Ky.
AUCTIONEERS
Charles Starks
Pat Johnston
527-9552
437-4446

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service CO
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing con
crete Free estimates Ca.i
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg, gravel sand die drive
way rock
753 4545
753-6763 759 1823

CUSTOM VJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•r.irDp by 45
4

\gift
____,„..

'

,/I

,•1iiA•I

-.46-10-

OPEN SALE!!

CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME!!

FARM AUCTION

lic....„

.-----

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1991

LINDA S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currqntly serving
the Murray area 436 2270

Saturday, Feb. 9th: 10 a.m.
HARDIN COMMUNITY BUILDING

Selling the following: Maple hutch and china
cabinet, server, cherry dining table and six chairs
like new), 30" electric range, refrigeratx. Maytag
washer, antique dishes, Blue willow dishes. stern
ware, glassware, cooking utensils, 3-pc. maple
bedroom suite, wing back chairs, odd chairs, marble
top table, marble top stand, walnut table, banquet
lamp, table lamps, floor lamps, mirrors, pictures,
frames, hrassware, brass telephone, wall telephone.
hand made quilts, antique radio collection, 1b99
g old tkicket watch - runs, aluminum extension
ladder, riding lawn mower, 2 push mowers, garden
tools, hand tools, and many other items not
mentioned.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This is priiKibly the
highest quality merchandise that we have had ti
auction, some of the furniture is less than a sear old
Come be with us for this sale. Lunch will be
-asadahle.
Sale Conducted By:

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
mercial arid residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

AUCTION

HOUSEBOAT good condi
ton 32ftx1Oft 100hp Evin
rude complete kitchen
toilet and shower, sleeps 4
$3800 436 5811

Services
Offered

AUCTION
We will be selling the personal property of Perry
Cornwell ofHardin. Perry has retired, sold his home
and is moving away. Due to unlikely weather we will
mo me the sak to the Hardin Community
located on 2nd Street across from library.

Needed
Immediately!
Boats & motors to sell
On consignment No
Sale
No Charge
Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair
1 mile from Murray

50 00 A AS

II

C....DtESS OS tartATiste

SAM HAYDEN k SONS

FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
Or Mayfield 51 lb. term I i I ,pt Alf d I Mlle %out A Of ix,,,, lAlf111 4,0 H.., i iv
r
a
•
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS *
IllAcT0f11 Cu.2290 CAA, 1299 Hours '-64-36 Duels 2 Remotes Weights Stt 9926229 'Airy Nice •
Case 20100 CAA 2358 Hours 184-38 Rueter 2 Remotes Weights S80926229 Very Nice • Case 2090
CA A. 23511 Hours 184-38 Rubber 2 Remotes SN 9914475 Very NiV • Oliver 550 Gas 2633 moors
Spin Out Wheels Live PTO Remote Valve Real Good
fait inutpiatif. New Hotline' 316 Twine Tie Square baler Granluar And Liquid Preservat,ie
Attachment A Like Neer Outtil • *MN.605F Round Barer Very Nice • 0411/SSIOn 1085 Series '0
Neyeine 'Very NILO • VIC0f1 CIA240 SWISS 9 DISC Mover Very Nice • New Holland 56 Series hay Rake
• 3P1 Double Winotow.wniyou Hay Rake'. Koors 88-60 Siege Blower Very Good Condition • Kewanee
500 Series Hay And Corn bevalor.er Dreg Aprun And 3 Horse Gas Erigine Very Nice • New idea Fr-T Li
Manure Spfsoder • Woods C40 Series 0 Pull 'vim Rotary Choir . GT 8 Transport 51 Grew Auger • 3
Pi flyd TIIIMSCOPIll Iilly Spur • 3 Pt Hay Fork • Set Of POI), Saddle TionliS And ROCAS • Case 1000
Series 11 Tine Chisel Pio*, v. Gauge *hero* • Case 100 Series 6 Row Danish Tine 30 041t.ionoi
er Rolling Fenders - Case F 21 Series Hyd Win; Fold 21 DISC • .HC 5:3 Sores 5 Bottom 18. Sem, Pip. •
40 Hyd Fold 3 PI Spray Boom • John Deere 7000 Series 6 Row 30 Plateress Planer ito No Tai Couhers
And Dry Fertilizer Attachment • 4 Who* Farm Wagon • 3 Pt Saw Dust Dump Bucket w Hyd Cyiinder 2
Row Cunivator • 3 Pi 7 Grader Blade - 700 Canon PPly lens . L Shape Fuel Tank el Pump . RIACh
12 Horse Electric Sian. 7 Speed 38 Lawn Trector • Garde, K ng 5 Horse Rear Tine Triter
fifiRill TAtICIU 1971 Chevy 2 Ton Farm iru.:k iv Grain bed II Host , 1963 Chevy 2 Tor Farm Truck
w Grain Bed & Hoist
feta TriE Kau Emil 1,', TAIL °fiver sso Gas Tractor Lye PTO Remote 'raise • John Deere 2al,
Square Baler • New Holland 56 Rake - 011V111 3 Bottom 31). Prow E1wcn 3 Pt 6 Dec • 4 Row Cultivator •
3 Pt 5 Rotary Cutter • John Blue 3 Middle 31;, Arinydrous Applicator . Ford 2 Row Corn Planter • 19412
.
Chevy 5-10 Tahoe Pickup Automatic vo Air
.
c4t6icattED AY tiLiCitibkftV inC 504 Row Crop Diets*, 7,110Gf '2C h04.0$ New Rubber Live PTO
Wide
Front 184-30 Duas 2
Remote yew. Very Good Condition • &ire. 1955 Tractor 3423 Hours
Remotes Weights Real Good • 1968 Ford Ranger ALT Mir, P,c1tur, 4 *hie Dr*. fprv SA4.4 i
Hesston P110 Hifi:anal - GEHL MC Series 9 Itayelpee Spreadmiaser PTO Manure Spreader w -Tandem
Wheels • John Deere 262 Seres,9 D,sc Mower (,e New • AC 11 Um, leo Tili Planter • af1,110C 12
Cultimuicher . John Deere 1508 Hyd Ford Cutter • CIS. IS Wheel Disc • iriC 510 Sanes 12 Grail' Driii
fi Double Disc Openers And Press Wheeis • 1977 Ford F 700 Farm Truce w Moist Arid 2 Speed Aye like Chevy 2 Ton Truck • New Holland 851 Round Baler Very Nick • Jonr Deere 4400 Combine Rotary
Torque Transmiseron • !VS Dodge
.
Screen 13 Petlorm Low MOWS very Nice . Ford 445 B•C•1-01,
Extends Cat Pickup
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: SAM HAYDEN AT 502-623-134 1 4

STEWART S Ha uiing
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of CalinJoely
County 436 5216
SUREWAY Tree 8
Removal Insured w '
line of equipmi.c• • •
60ft aerial I, •
chipper To a',',
•i
operation at a lowirir
pettive cost Free es mates without obligation
Day or nite 753 5484

Let (is Sell For You!

10 Wits West
•

•

leis Will be Snipes Lir lutiut,teir I unuguernIC loser Preparril to had I eh Awing'
Mute largrr I LLB kthrrlisrd"
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY Of SALE! UP TO DATE SANK LETTERS A MUST!!
- - 41141404uittP5 WW1 111-41-1-144-1-4.14106-05-11461t8114-5 4.1U HULLO
1•111 71H Vs11.115111 Tot Hick IS Ifit R RH IPM/%1!

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
(502)623-8466 Or (502)623-6388
FAX 1 (502)623-8885

1..I0

CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

WILL do plumbing All guanteed 435 4169

NEW 1989 Crappie cruiser
boat 753 8636

CARS

INNIMMEr

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
photo service on all central G W CONSTRUCTION
cooling all makes and Gerald Walters roofing
models Call Gary at painting, vinyl siding aui
759 4754
kinds of remodeling Phone
LICENSED for electric 489 2267
gas refrigeration Installa HADAWAY Construction'
bon and repair Free esti Home remodeling paint
mates 753 7203
ing wallpaper carpentry

Auto
Srorvkes

HAPPY Jack Trivermicide
Recognized safe and effective by U S Center for Vet
ennary Medicine against 1985 TOYOTA Celica GT
owner 70K m i l es
hook round 8 tapeworms one
759 1 4 0 1
loaded
by dogs and cats At South
759 1515
ern States and better feed
stores
1986 TOYOTA van excel p
lent family car $5000
well
obedient
HAVE an
mannered safe dog You 753-929 after 5pm

$7 73

1989 FIREBIRD. blue
21x x x miles, excellent con
dition Extended warranty
Serious ingwnr , -,
753 4286

ARO

7

Services
Offered

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
eral home improvements
Duality work for less Cus
torner satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

lAotorcyclos

1989 QUAD Racer Suzuki
2 BEDROOM house 12
500 4 wheeler Excellent
miles from Murray on East
condition Rode little
94 S200/month plus depo
$2700 753 1356
Sit 1 354 6729

2br duplex,
appliances
y clean Col
I 9898

1988 PONT iAC. 6000 red 4
door pb/ps. air, AM, FM
stereo 753 5216
1989 CHEVY Cavalier no
down payment Assume
loan $180/mo 753 9736

.170
Houses
For Rent

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Services
Offered

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

340

PAGE 7(

510
Howe
For Sale

Northwood
4406

7, 1991

A 1 STM1P Removal and
=,praying Lawns trees
and shrubs unwanted ants
rind insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, drive
ways, painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

;Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Life...

s
• With their picture and a special message in the paper on Valentine
V
V
V
V

Roy Hill
V

Back hoe Sen ice

4

C%icok
alentine"
Happy
Day to a real Ninja
Turtle
Your Big Sis,;
Kort

At

junior Thorn,
Operator

. Artow#-Erji- ttiiitimift*Ct

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1

30 Years Txperience

V

Specialiring in *tic
Tanks. Sows. Foundations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848
BACK HOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759-4664
BUILDER new homes,
garages additions remod
eling framing decks pa
bos. solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior cstimn discounts We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

4

co`g)*

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V

•

Mary Ann,
Love Ya!

4'

Terry

2

mrirgo-1
Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor the return of the
original photo.

11,

Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.

Wierray Ledger 8r Timesi

71***IIM•11.01111110 •

••••

V
V
V
V
V
V

,hn
Hugs and Kisses
to You.'
Love,
Susan

V
V
V

Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

v

•

11,
V
V

;
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

• ,

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing, also appliance
repair Including refrigera
bon and /VC 753 0318

4

-

y.eiggoolpguigoimamm•07

4
.
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4 DR 4X4
SPORT
'91 CHEROKEE
Air Conditioning
4.0 liter MPI
Automatic
Power Steering
P er Brakes
t Trac

Roof Rack
P225 Owl Tires
10 Ho
lum. Wheels
Co
Rest

Alas& List 10,946

Lots More.

eat

$17,399
allo
w

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY • ON THE SPOT FINANCING
LOWEST PRICES IN YEARS • SPECIAL 1119 APR

THE TIME IS NOW!
'91 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM LE
3.0 Liter MPI V6
AutomaticlOyerdrivtr
50/50 Split Bench Seat
Split Fold Down Rear Seat
P195/70R14WW Touring
List '15,763

Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
AM/FM Stereo
Lots More

$135999
'91 SHADOW 2 DR
2.2 Liter 50HC ER
Power Steering
Power Br.
TI n!

GI

Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo
Reclining Seats
P185/70R14 R
Clear

'913 0PLYMOUTH
VOYAGER
S.E.
Liter 0-.0 MP V6
Air Conditioning
Automatic
Power Ste
Power Br
Fiear
7P
Li

DAKOTA SPORT 4X4
3.9 Liter EFIn V6
Automatic
Bucket Seats
AM/FM Ztereo
List '16,846

Tilt W

ALL PRICES
CLEARLY MARKED
NO
HASSLES

Air Conditioning
Aluminum Wheels
Light Bar
Loaded

$13,599

'91 PLYMOUTH LASER
1.8 Liter MPI

5-Speed Manual
Poi* Sae n
Power Brakes
Rear Defroster
List '12,980

'91 JEEP WRANGLER 4X4
Sot Top
lordpetiniae
ear Seat
&
&AS Cistern

2 5 L ter MPI
Power St
Power Br
Rer:

Fud Size Spare

final
List '11582

$10,699

'91 EAGLE SUMMIT
P155/80 R13 Radials

1 5 Liter 50HC MPI
4-Speed Manual
Bucket Seats/Reclining
36 Bumper to Bumper Warranty
P ,s 5 60 Power/rain
CHOICE
OF
2

Lace Wheel Trim
Fold Down Rear Seat
Full Carpeting
List '7430

Air Conditioning
of

SJnr

AM/FM
Floor

V.*

'90 PREMIER LIMITED 4 D

ather Loaded

$6,899
'9 999

'90 LEBARON CPE, Sha •

DODGE DAKOTA
2 5 _ter
Power Steenng
='ower Brages
A • Dr,dboning

Chrome
Bedliner
AMPM Stere
Cloth T-m,

$

CHRYSLER 5TH AVE.
AM/FM Cassette
Premium Sound System

,199

DODGE RAM 150
3'8 O'D E= 18
Autornak
Air C,orditioning
Power Steering

pow. Bram.s
List'13427

P23,.75 Radiais
Cloth Seat Tnrn
Chrome Bumper
Tint Glass
Cigar ughter

'10,599

3 3 Liter MP,
Cast Aluminum Wheels
TovCruise
Fuii Sue Spare
Power Windows,Locks Loaded
Power Seats W Memory
st '23587

'18.999

CHRYSLER LEBARON PREMIUM COUPE
30 Liter OHC MPI V6Premium Sound System,
AM/FM Cassette
()vital Dash
Tilt/Cruise
Power Seats
Lots
Power
Paint
2 Tone WInd°wsiLncks
Moe$14,999
List '18333

11

NO
PAYMENT
TILL
APRIL!

.190 cOmAN HE ELIMINATOR 4X4. Decked.121L499

'89 PREMIER LX 4 DR, V6, Air

Cond

81899

PLUS MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

ints

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502) 753-6448

